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The Quest for Quality in Universities

Lewis Evans

UALITY is determined by die operation of an organisation as a whole. In- 
W dustrial organisation literature suggests that die quality and quandty of out- 

puts are joindy determined by pricing, incendves and insdtudonal structure. 
This is because performance is largely shaped by die incendves and monitoring 
processes established by die insdtudonal structure of an organisadon, of which gov
ernance and die allocation of managerial responsibility are of paramount impor
tance.

Successful organisations have incentive structures which direct the actions of 
employees, delegate decision-making to diose individuals widi die information and 
incentives to make good decisions, and establish clear lines of responsibility and 
accountability between principals and agents at different levels of die organisation. 
The external incentives facing diese organisations determine dieir objectives and 
heavily influence internal governance and management arrangements.

In diis article it is argued diat the current incentives facing universities are inap
propriate to die delivery of quality and quantity in teaching and research, but diat 
modern organisational theory and practice may be applied to tertiary educational 
organisations as a means of resolving diese problems.

The Distinctive Features of Universities

Universities have distinctive features diat must be considered in the design of dieir 
governance structures and funding arrangements. The Hawke Report (Hawke et 
al., 1988), many of whose recommendations were incorporated in New Zealand’s 
Education Act 1989, suggests that diere are five such features: universities are con
cerned widi ‘more advanced learning’ and diis requires intellectual independence; 
dieir teaching and research are interdependent; diey are international in stance; diey 
are a repository of knowledge and expertise; and diey exercise die function of critic 
and conscience of society. Together, diese factors are said to set universities apart 
from odier educational institutions.

l
Modem organisational theory is taken to be that of Paul Milgrom and John Roberts (1992). Quality 

is a complex issue that touches most aspects of an organisation; many relevant topics are not men
tioned here, such as the questions o f ownership and sources of funds.

Lewis Evans is Professor of Economics at Victoria University of Wellington. This 
is a revised version of paper delivered to the AIC Conference on Tertiary Educa
tion in New Zealand, Wellington, 28 May 1997.
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Remarkably, the list does not include the difficulty of tangibly quantifying the 
outputs of universities. Yet many commentators would regard this characteristic as 
a key determinant of the appropriate governance and organisational structures be
cause it affects the kinds of structures and employment contracts that are appropri
ate for universities. Measurement problems make it difficult to judge the service 
that diese institutions deliver. Customers do not really know the quality of the 
learning experience either before they embark on a program or, in many cases, 
even at die conclusion. This informadon problem, which is a feature of health care 
as well as educadon, has arguably increased die weight attributed to the opinions of 
industry professionals, and contributed to the major role that professionals’ organi- 
sadons have played in influencing policy in both these industries. However, die 
compudng and communicadons advances that facilitate the assembly and compari
son of indicators of performance reduce the scope of die informadon problem.

These disdncdve features of universides may be examined in turn.
The pursuit of advanced learning is not peculiar to universides. But the ability 

to publish the results of research, and to incorporate diem in courses regardless of 
their content, does set universides apart from most (but not all) other insdtudons. 
In New Zealand, this academic freedom is enshrined in Secdon 161 of the Educa
don Act 1989. In pracdce, it makes the universides much more tolerant of dissent 
from, and cridcism of, current orthodoxies dian are other types of organisadon.

However, the bounds of academic freedom are controversial. While academic 
freedom is appropriate for the unfettered disseminadon and debate of research re
sults, it should not be regarded as a jusdficadon for inhibiting universides from tak
ing action where the performance of individuals in teaching, research and university 
management does not meet die reasonable standards that a serious university 
should set. While academic freedom will be specified in a university’s charter and 
has implications for staff employment contracts, it has minimal implications for die 
choice of a management model.

The joint production of teaching and research may be a disdncdve feature of 
universides, but it has no implications for dieir governance or management. Many 
service organisations produce multiple complementary outputs —  actuarial services 
and investment services are combined in life insurance policies, for example —  but 
such joint services raise no disdncdve managerial issues.

Even if universides are international in stance through their research networks, 
diis does not set diem apart in the way it may once have done, since the costs of 
communication have declined and its nature has changed. Certainly, diis is not a 
distinguishing feature diat would affect governance and organisational structures. 
Exacdy die same point applies to die university’s role as a repository of knowledge. 
Indeed, it is precisely here diat universities are most exposed to die hugely changed 
information and communications technologies. Universities now find themselves in

2
The production of intangible services and the concomitant asymmetric information problems in 

education are similar to those of the health sector. The latter are discussed by Richard Frank and 
David Salkever (1994).
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a viably contestable market for information services that transcends international 
boundaries.

The explicit mandate that New Zealand’s universities should exercise ‘a role as 
critic and conscience of society’ (enshrined in Section 162(4)(a)(v)) of the Education 
Act 1989) detracts from die objective of producing quality research and teaching. 
The only basis for recognising such a role for universities is the Education Act’s 
separate mandate diat university staff should carry out and publish quality original 
research. But, at die very most, the role of cridc and conscience of society must be 
secondary to die primary goal of quality research. It may actually inhibit research 
quality and undermine die values and goals of die university system by legidmising 
die involvement of university staff in wide-ranging public debate as part of their uni
versity employment, whedier or not such debate is in the area of their research and 
even if diey have no credible research record. It brings to mind Adam Smidi’s fa
mous observation diat ‘regulatory audiority is nowhere so dangerous as in the hands 
of any man who is foolish and presumptuous enough to fancy himself fit to exercise 
it’ (Smith, 1776/1976:478).

As for die measurement problems associated widi die output of universities, 
virtually all service organisations share diis feature in varying degrees. Measure
ments of services are typically crude indicators of outputs. The time spent and dis
tance travelled in a taxi, for example, are measurable, but are very poor indicators 
of die quality of die taxi service.

In sum, die distinctive features of universities do not inhibit the application of 
incentives provided under governance and organisational structures to achieve the 
institution’s goals. Universities are not special in this regard. Indeed diis is amply 
demonstrated by die operation of universities in North America and die United 
Kingdom.

Monitoring vs Incentives

There is a trade-off in organisational design between die costs of monitoring activi
ties and die costs of incentives diat encourage diese activities. It is present for 
service organisations, aldiough die nature of die trade-off does depend on die ex
tent to which outputs are quantifiable. Botii practice and the literature on organisa
tions have addressed ways of providing incentives diat encourage quality services. 
Aldiough intangible outputs cannot be quantified, judgments can be reached about 
relative performance on die basis of indicators of service provision.

The competition, or tournament, is a low-cost incentive mechanism for ensur
ing quality when output is difficult to measure. Tournaments are all-pervasive 
nowadays, bodi widiin organisations (including even universities) and between serv
ice providers. They occur where two or more agents are carrying out die same 
tasks and where the agent diat is judged superior is awarded a prize. Tournaments,

See Milgrom and Roberts (1992:ch. 8). 

See Dilip Mookhcijce (1990).

3
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or near tournaments arise in many organisational settings. A simple example might 
be the appointment of a CEO or a deputy CEO from among managers within a 
company.

Measurable signals about university performance can be informative. Meas
ured quality of inputs can serve as indicators of the quality of a service to customers 
and funding agencies: for example, a course taught by an academic with a significant 
publications record in its subject area is likely to be of a higher quality than a similar 
course taught by an academic widi no such record. Such measures of quality of the 
inputs and the management process form the basis of some university audits. As a 
tool of quality assurance, audits have their limitations. As diey involve subjective 
judgments, die outcomes depend partly on the identities of the auditors. Even 
when they are well done, audits indicate actual achievement (perhaps in the light of 
some benchmark) rather dian potential achievement. And benchmarks can be
come organisational goals that guide decision-making and become substitutes for 
die pursuit of excellence. Hence, reliance on audits is cosdy and can detract from 
organisadonal performance.

The costs of monitoring can be reduced by die use of incendves to perform. 
The compeddve, or tournament, insdtutional structure does provide incendves for 
excellence at a lower cost of monitoring dian would odierwise be die case. If excel
lence in teaching and research —  perhaps as judged by good internadonal standards 
—  is die central public interest, as expressed by student demand and any private or 
public funding, then die universides that succeed in a compeddve environment will 
be diose diat focus exclusively on this outcome. Blunt incendves and insdtudonal 
arrangements diat detract from diis focus will dilute die tournament and reduce die 
quality of outcomes. If persons who have not demonstrated excellence in research 
and teaching are promoted for pardcipadng in public debate or willingness to serve 
on university committees, die internal incendves for excellence are diluted.

For compeddon to be effecdve, universides need to be independent, stand
alone insdtudons diat are free to develop dieir own products, programs and disdnc- 
dve brands and reputadons. Insdtudonal arrangements diat impose collecdve con
straints radier dian promodng inter-university compeddon will require addidonal 
monitoring (including audidng) because of die reduced focus on customer sadsfac- 
don. But even if die universides did operate independendy of one another, incen
dves would remain for diem to cooperate on a range of matters, including joint 
projects.

University Objectives

The objecdve of an organisadon flows from ownership and the incendves that con
front it. Where incendves are weak, die organisadon has some scope to choose its 
own priorides. Freedom to choose objecdves affects organisadonal structures and 
die mode of management

In the case of New Zealand’s universides, the guiding incendves have been un
clear. This has been reflected in the universides’ structure and performance. The 
lack of clarity is reflected in the composidon of university councils and the man-
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agcment structures. Scope has existed for objectives other than excellence in 
teaching and research. If the choice of objectives is open, why not appoint a repre
sentative council that will, among other things, select objectives?

Following the enactment of the 1989 Education Act, universities have specified 
their objectives and have been correspondingly audited by the Ministry of Educa
tion. But even so, scope remains for choosing objectives, as is revealed by the dif
ferent objectives of different institutions. Furthermore, the emphasis is on monitor
ing benchmarks rather than incentives for excellence. The greater the number of 
objectives, and the greater the scope for choosing among them, the weaker will be 
the incentives that management and staff face for any specific objective and the 
poorer will be die performance in any subset of goals.

To illustrate die implications of muldple objecdves for universities, Evans and 
Quigley (1996) posited three explicit or implicit governance models:

1. The vice-chancellor is viewed as an agent of die staff or some subset of the staff 
such as professors or chairpersons. This suggests that the vice-chancellor should 
be viewed as akin to die managing partner of a professional partnership such as 
a law firm; that the governing body represents die staff; and that they in turn 
lease the physical assets of die university from die owners.

2. The vice-chancellor is viewed as die agent of die owners, and the council is 
viewed as a board of directors representing diese beneficial owners of die insd- 
tution.

3. The university is owned by a charitable trust, and die role of die members of die 
council is to serve as trustees to implement die mission of die university. The 
vice-chancellor is in diis case die agent of die trust. The interests of die govern
ment and odier stakeholders are met solely through die university’s need to sat
isfy its clients if it is to continue to be viable.

Any of diese diree models, rigorously applied, might provide a sound basis for 
die organisadon of a university. But since die current governance structure of New 
Zealand’s universides attempts to incorporate bodi models (1) and (2), it does not 
do jusdee to eidier of diem; and die praedees, decisions and incendves diat flow 
from it are cumbersome, opaque, and unduly centralised. The exisdng amalgam of 
models relies on die representadve mode of governance and management, partly 
because the choice of the objecdves of the insdtudon as a whole has been open and 
staff and current students have sought to influence it by representadon.

The choice of objecdves has influenced the definidon of research, not in minor 
details but to a significant extent and in matters of principle. Conceivably, New 
Zealand society is sadsfied widi individual universides determining what consdtutes 
research. But diis is unlikely to ensure diat such research reaches standards of de
monstrably ‘internadonal excellence’. Being able to choose ‘research’ means being 
able to choose die criteria by which it is evaluated. It is not being suggested diat
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New Zealand’s universities do not contain some outstanding scholars, but simply 
diat odier routes to pecuniary advancement have commonly been justified against 
odier objectives and that this has significandy affected overall university perform
ance.

If tlie stakeholders in universities desire the delivery of high-quality outputs, 
diese institutions’ range of objecdves should be limited and defined, and incentives 
put in place diat sharply focus on die chosen services.

Unbundling Research and Teaching

The incendves for ‘international excellence’ could be gready sharpened by splitting 
public funding into research and teaching components. In order to focus on this 
issue, die existence of public funding and ownership diat facilitates independent 
operation of universities is taken as given.

Under die current New Zealand system, in which the bulk of university funding 
is based simply on enrolments (adjusted for differences in subject costs), die choice 
of what constitutes research and of die weight given to it lies widi die university. 
Since it takes time to build and even to lose a reputation, bundling research and 
teaching funding creates scope for emphasis on various objectives. While audits 
can clarify a university’s claim to undertake research of international excellence, die 
university exercises discretion over any incentives for outstanding research 
achievement. There are incentives for universities to perform well under die Public 
Good Science fund in diat success does bring in some extra revenue, but most 
funds for university research are provided on die basis of numbers taught.

The purposes of university research are diree-fold. It produces research out
puts that are openly available for society’s use; it facilitates the teaching of research 
mediod; and it is a screening mechanism that determines die kinds of people who 
teach in university courses. None of diese purposes for university research de
tracts from treating die production of research and education as joint products; and, 
as pointed out by Hawke et al. (1988), joint products are often priced and funded 
separately radier dian bundled as in die New Zealand system. Unbundling would 
facilitate the specification of die kind of research required of New Zealand universi
ties (aldiough Hide leeway would be available if international excellence is demon
strably required) and would make it possible to establish strong incentives for its 
delivery. These incentives would materially restrict universities’ abilities to set dieir 
own objectives, and would give clearer signals for die encouragement of quality 
teaching as well as research.

In die United Kingdom, universities have been funded separately for teaching 
and research over die past ten years, widi very significant effects on dieir internal 
organisation, employment contracts and performance. Drawing on die UK experi
ence, the scheme would operate by separating universities’ present public funds 
into teaching and research components, and allocating the latter to subject areas of

Total institutional funding is provided as a block grant made up o f separate grants for teaching and 
research. On average, approximately 22 per cent o f  the grant is for research.
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each university according to its ranking on a scale of research excellence. The 
ranking would be determined every four years by a panel of subject experts. In the 
UK, research of demonstrably international excellence achieves the higher rankings. 
The prize for high rankings is substantial in that, all else being equal, a department 
that receives a ranking of 5 can expect to receive four times the research funds of a 
department diat is ranked at level 2.

The proposal would see research funds allocated over a period of four years to 
researchers with demonstrated research expertise without tying them to particular 
lines of inquiry and projects. Public funding of untied research over fixed periods 
does not now occur in New Zealand except in universities where the incentives for 
research performance are vague. If public funds are to be used for research, ar
guably this mode of research delivery would usefully complement existing public 
funding of research. It would offer sharp, useful competition to the priority- and 
project-oriented Public Good Science fund.

Any scheme for allocating research funds will have its problems. The ad
ministrative costs of the scheme canvassed here should be evaluated in the light of 
reductions in monitoring or auditing costs and the improved performance that 
would result. If die UK scheme were adopted in New Zealand, a central issue 
would be die selecdon of panels in a country with, pardcularly in some areas, a 
small number of demonstrably qualified research judges.

Concluding Comments

Nodiing about die characterisdcs of universities precludes consideradon of die usual 
trade-ofT between monitoring and incendves in organisadonal design. New Zea
land’s universides have faced vague incendves and this has been reflected in dieir 
muldple objeedves, operadon and performance. Monitoring can be reduced and 
much sharper incendves provided by funding research compeddvely and separately. 
Independent operadon and governance in a compeddve environment would foster 
quality universides.

Similar consideradons apply to other tertiary educadonal insdtudons. Indeed, 
die UK scheme applies to all such insdtudons diat meet certain criteria, including 
research-based ones. Splitdng funding into research and teaching, and the con
comitant compeddve allocadon, would sort insdtudons into those with different 
funedons widiout relying on audits and all that attends them. Under public funding, 
it may be possible to offer, say, two sorts of contractual arrangements: one for 
specified kinds of educadonal services that did not require ‘intemadonal research 
excellence’ and die odier for the research model discussed above. Insdtudons 
would choose one of die two arrangements widi the certain knowledge that they

Note that the theory of tournaments does suggest that the larger the asymmetric information prob
lem, the larger the prize that should optimally accompany the tournament See Mookheijee (1990).
7

A version of such an arrangement has been under consideration in the UK.
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would be evaluated, and their funding determined, against the terms of the ar
rangement diey had chosen.
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Perspectives on Growth: Implications for 
Asia, Australia and New Zealand

Timothy M. Devinney and Stephen Kirchner

r T ^ H I S  article aims to identify the lessons that business people and policy
makers in Australia, New Zealand and Asia should draw from the available

-A . evidence about economic development. It does not offer a complete an
swer to die question of what drives growth in developing economies, and Asian 
economies in particular. We oudine some approaches to die dieory of economic 
development, discuss some of die more compelling evidence, and draw a simple set 
of conclusions. We conclude by considering what these rules imply for Australia 
and a selecdon of Asian countries.

Theories of Economic Development and Advantage

Neoclassical theory and its endogenous offspring. Economists have tradidonally 
followed die approach of Swan and Solow, which is based on tradidonal micro- 
economic notions of production functions and declining marginal rates of produc
tivity. According to this approach (in its simplest form), growth is a function of four 
factors: die level of capital stock; die level of labour input; the productivity of capi
tal; and the productivity of labour. Differences in growtii are explained by reference 
to differences in die quantity and die quality of inputs. Natural limits to growth are 
set by die upper limits to productivity and inputs.

In one of die simplest expositions of die implications of this dieory, Paul 
Krugman argues diat Asian growdi is almost entirely driven by inputs and is not sus
tainable over die long run widiout a fundamental alteration in die nature of die us
age of inputs. The essence of his argument, as applied to Singapore, is represented 
by die data in "Fable 1.

According to Krugman, Singapore’s growdi was driven by the improving utilisa
tion of capacity: die rise in employed share of the population, the rise in savings and 
hence investment, and die increase in die quality of die labour input. But future

See Solow (1970) and Swan (1956).
2

See Krugman (1994a) in Foreign Affairs (March/April) and responses and rejoinder in the 
July/August issue of die same year. Further discussion of Üiis and similar ideas can be found in Krug
man (1994b) and Kingman (1996).
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growth is limited because (i) there is no longer any excess labour capacity (a fact 
reflected by increasing labour rates); (ii) there is almost no room for increasing the 
education level of Singaporeans (99 per cent of those under 40 years of age have a 
high-school degree); and (iii) savings rates of 40 per cent are almost impossible to 
sustain in the long run as a society ages and increases consumption.

Table 1: Factor inputs and growth in Singapore
1966 1990

A nnual p e r c e n ta g e  grow th of 
p er cap ita  G D P , 1 9 6 6 -9 0 8 .5

E m p loyed  p e r c e n ta g e  sh a re
of population 2 7 51

E ducation At le a s t  50%  had  no  
form al ed u ca tio n

66%  had at le a s t  12  
y e a r s  of sc h o o lin g

In vestm en t 11%  of G D P  in 
sa v in g s

40%  of G D P  in 
sa v in g s

Source: Krugman (1994b).

But traditional growth theory, including Krugman’s example as it relates to Sin
gapore, fails to explain how and why rapid growth began when it did. Advocates of 
the ‘factor accumulation model’ attribute much of recent Asian growth to an exoge
nous shock in the form of the Plaza Accord of 1985, which increased the level of 
Japanese foreign direct investment in the area. Yet, although the rapid rise of the 
yen following this agreement by the major trading nations provides some explana
tion for spurt of development in the emerging economies of China, Thailand, Ma
laysia and Indonesia, it does little to explain the pre-1985 growth of Korea, Hong 
Kong, Singapore and Taiwan.

Modern variants of die theory have attempted to take into account factors other 
than ‘pure’ inputs as the3 causes of growth. What has come to be called 
‘endogenous’ growth theory postulates that growth arises from random and pur
poseful developments or innovations within the economy. At one level, the theory 
simply accounts for the growth in technical and labour productivity that in earlier 
models had been assumed to be diminishing with factor accumulation or subject to 
random jumps. At a more sophisticated level, the theory attempts to account for 
purposeful and natural evolutionary changes in factor productivity.

Michael Porter's competitive advantage theory (the ‘diamond'). Building on his 
highly successful articulation of the value chain and competitive advantage, Porter 
argues that growth arises from the interaction of the four fundamental forces pre-

3
See Römer (1990); Krugman (1990); Shlcifer (1986); Murphy etal. (1993).

4
See, for example, Barro (1991).
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sented in Figure 1. Economic development is driven by the underlying sources of 
competitive advantage that emanate from these areas. In addition, as the economy 
evolves from being factor-driven to investment-driven and to innovation-driven, the 
sources of advantage change.

Figure 1: Porter’s ‘diamond’ approach to growth

Demand conditionsSupply conditions

Related and supporting 
industries

Firm strategy, 
structure and rivalry

Source: Porter (1990:127).

According to Porter, early factor-driven growth arises from die circumstances in 
which a firm finds itself: countries like the United States and Australia, which are 
rich in natural resources, develop industries based on diese endowments, whereas 
countries like Korea, Singapore and Japan, which are poor in natural resources, 
develop industries based on human capital. The second stage of growth occurs 
when resource expansion reaches its limits and investment is necessary to increase 
die produedvity of exisdng factors of produedon. This is essendally a building stage 
of development, which most countries appear able to reach. Stage diree requires 
real changes in the nature of development: innovadon in management and technol
ogy, and sophisdeadon of demand, replace investment and factor endowments as 
die future source of growth. Finally, some countries fail to sustain diemselves in the 
innovadon stage and enter the wealdi stage, living off endowed and accumulated 
capital, diereby eroding dieir sources of advantage. Among Asian countries, 
Burma, Vietnam, China and India are in the first stage of development; Taiwan, 
Korea and Singapore have reached die investment stage; and Japan is at the innova
don stage.

Porter’s dieory is certainly not rigorous and is unlikely to be falsifiable. How
ever, it is somediing of a natural extension of tradidonal growth theory. First, it re
lies quite heavily on the nodon of factor endowments as a source of trade and 
growth. Second, it focuses on the role diat internal demand condidons play in set- 
dng the organisadonal and polidcal agenda associated with the development of a 
commercial sector. Third, it highlights die importance of industry clusters and the 
role that extemalides play in die development of an industry knowledge base.
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Macroeconomists had, for too long, been ignoring the importance of micro- 
economic industry structure, intra-country competition and role of the firm in af
fecting economic growth. Fourth, it allows us to begin talking about the role that 
innovation plays in driving growth. Traditional theory had, until recently, left the 
story off at investment.

In some sense, Porter’s theory picks up from Schumpeter’s (1939) notion of 
innovation as the real source of growth in an economy and merges it with his own 
blend of industrial organisation (which followed from Chandler’s [1962; 1990} ideas 
about industry and corporate evolution). Nor is it far from recent developments in 
endogenous growth theory discussed above. But, despite its immense appeal, its 
perhaps fatal weakness is that it is primarily a theory based on evidence gathered 
from developed economies (even though it has been applied to developing coun
tries). Moreover, it is less a theory of economic growth than of how economies de
velop firms that can compete globally —  for which task it is a reasonable theory.

The neo-institutional economics perspective. A third theory of growth stems from 
die neo-institutional economics literature associated with Douglass North (1990) and 
Mancur Olson (1996). This perspective holds that political and economic institu
tions, rather than factor endowments, are the fundamental determinants of growth. 
These institutions define the opportunity set and incentive structures at work in an 
economy. The most important institutions are those of private property, die rule of 
law and freedom of exchange (free trade). The right insdtudonal framework allows 
economic actors to best capture die gains from trade. The wrong framework will 
encourage rent-seeking, speculadon and odier welfare-reducing acdvides.

For example, Olson (1996) notes diat diere is very litde difference between die 
two Koreas in terms of dieir respecdve natural endowments, cultural traits or his
torical circumstances. The only plausible explanation of die vast difference between 
dieir incomes is dieir different political and economic insdtudons. More generally, 
Olson argues dial diis explains why differences in incomes between nations are so 
much greater dian die differences between regions widiin countries: die nation-state, 
for better or worse, is diat fundamental unit of insdtudonal difference.

According to Olson, neidier die old nor die new growdi dieories can explain 
why only a subset of low-income countries experience faster growdi dian bodi die 
developed countries and die odier low-income countries. The explanadon for this 
is diat ‘any poorer countries diat adopt reladvely good economic policies and insd
tudons enjoy rapid catch-up growth: since they are far short of their potendal (as 
Krugman argues), their per capita incomes can increase ... by narrowing die huge 
gap between dieir actual and potendal income. Countries with die highest per cap
ita incomes do not have die same opportunity’ (Olson, 1996:20).

The evidence in support of die neo-insdtudonal economics view is consider
able. For example, Sachs and Warner (1995) find diat economic growdi in the 
newly industrialised economies is explained very well by economic openness, which 
is essendally an insdtudonal variable. The fundamental lesson from die neo- 
insdtudonal economics literature, Olson argues, is diat ‘the best diing a society can
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do to increase its prosperity is to wise up’ (1996:21). Growth is available to any so
ciety that is willing to adopt liberal social, economic and political institutions. What 
die neo-institutional economics literature has failed to address adequately to date is 
the fact that growth rates vary considerably over time but the institutional structures 
of many countries do not. We will address this issue shortly.

The World Bank ’s eclectic theory. The last theory is essentially an amalgamation 
of traditional and newer theories used by the World Bank in The Asian Miracle: 
Economic Growth and Public Policy (1993). The Bank concentrates on four areas: 
policy choices, competitive discipline, growth functions and outcomes. Its approach 
has become the standard explanation of the source of sustained growth in East Asia, 
and the basis of its guidance to other developing nations.

The World Bank’s view of growth is related quite strongly to its agenda and 
mode of operation. Because the Bank deals with governments, it is hardly surpris
ing that the theory puts emphasis on the role that the government plays in (i) setting 
up die economic environment; (ii) selectively intervening; (iii) establishing an ap
propriate bureaucratic infrastructure; and (iv) ensuring balanced distribution of eco
nomic rewards. It prescribes ‘pragmatic conservatism’ on the part of governments.

The World Bank’s results from examining die economies of Taiwan, Korea, 
Japan, Indonesia, Hong Kong, Singapore, Malaysia and Thailand can explain about 
one-diird of economic growdi using primary and secondary education, investment, 
and population growdi alone. Adding die relative position of diese economies vis-a- 
vis die US allows die Bank to claim diat its model accounts for two-diirds of die 
growdi in diese economies. This result, among odiers, led the Bank to conclude 
diat growdi policy was best aimed at ensuring quality resource inputs, particularly in 
die case of labour.

The World Bank’s analysis stops short of explaining the next source of growdi 
for these economies. This is where Porter’s approach and endogenous growdi die- 
ory have some relevance. Indeed, we understand more about growdi in rapidly de
veloping economies (since our simple models seem to work better) dian we do 
about die developed economies, where the natural limits of factor productivity have 
been reached. Future surges in growdi become dependent not on the quantity of 
inputs but on dieir quality and how diey are arranged. Explaining and predicting 
diese facets of growdi have proven to be difficult.

Economic Development and Advantage: Evidence and Rules

The role o f  input factors. The primary conclusion that arises from our discus
sion is that inputs play an important role in driving growth. The World Bank’s 
findings are supported by Young (1994, 1995), who argues that the growdi of Asian 
newly industrialising countries (NICs) is explained by labour-force participation

5
Sec Easterly et al. (1993).

6
We would like to thank an anonymous referee for pointing this out to us. The World Bank’s analy

sis is not without its detractors, particularly those critical of its methodology and conclusions.
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rates, sectoral transfers into manufacturing, and investment, rather than by produc
tivity increases that would be considered out of the ordinary. Some of Young’s 
findings are presented in Table 2.

But how can such rapid increases in the cost of labour in NICs be sustainable in 
economic systems for which there is supposedly little or no technical progress? It is 
equally difficult to explain the differences in total factor productivity between coun
tries where the expenditure on R&D ranges from virtually nothing to almost 2 per 
cent of GDP and where the relationship between that investment and total factor 
productivity is weak at best. However, Young (1994, 1995) and Krugman (1994a,b) 
argue that, in most cases, growth and development are, more often than not, driven 
by more and better inputs rather than fewer inputs used in an extraordinary fashion. 
This is certainly one possibility. The important general point is that to understand 
growth it is necessary to look at the distribution and quantity of factor inputs first.

Table 2: Growth in output, productivity, and employment, and the
level of R&D

Country Average an
nual % growth 
in mfg output 
per worker 

1966-90

Average annual 
% growth in 
total factor 

productivity 
1966-90

Average an- Business
nual % growth expenditure on 

in mfg R&D as % of
employment GDP

1966-90
Australia 2.9 0.7 -0 .80 0.74 (1994)
Hong Kong 4.8 2.5 0.60 na
India 3.3 0.1 1.20 0.19(1992)
Japan na 1.2 2.35 1.87 (1994)
Korea 7.3 1.4 5.50 1.74 (1993)
Malaysia na 1.0 0.04 0.46 (1994)
Philippines 2.8 na 1.50 0.01 (1994)
Singapore 2.8 0.1 5.70 0.75(1993)
Taiwan 4.1 1.5 5.60 1.03 (1994)
Thailand 4.9 1.9 5.10 0.01 (1994)
All other coun
tries

3.2 1.9 -0 .59 1.10(1993)

Sources: Young (1994); OECD, Main Science and Technology Indicators (various years).

The quality of inputs also appears to be important. Barro’s (1991) study of 98 
countries over 1960-85 found that quality of labour inputs, defined in terms of 
primary and secondary school enrolments and student-teacher ratios, is critical to 
growth. Coe and Helpman (1995) and Devinney (1996) find that innovation is a 
strong determinant of growth. Murphy et al. (1991), however, show that the rent- 
seeking activities of law students are negatively related to growth. Their further 
finding that the importance of education lies in where it is concentrated has drawn

7
They found that a 10 per cent increase in engineering graduates leads to a 0.5 per cent increase in 

growth while a 10 per cent increase in law graduates leads to 0.3 per cent decrease in growth.
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attention on the distribution and arrangements of inputs. Sachs and Warner (1997) 
show further that even quality can have its disadvantages: beyond some point the 
consumption side of human capital development (measured as life expectancy, lit
eracy and schooling) comes to dominate the investment side, as the society has too 
many old poets and not enough young engineers.

The stability o f  growth. Within any ten-year period, the correlation between one 
year’s growth and another year’s is relatively high. However, the longer the time 
period, the lower is the correlation. This suggests that while recent growth is good 
at explaining ‘near future’ growth, it says virtually nothing about long-run growth. 
This is an interesting result since, as Easterly et al. (1993) note, political and social 
institutions are relatively stable over long periods of time. The theory that institu
tions are important to growth therefore does little to explain short-term fluctuations 
in growth.

One implication of these results is that a country must experience a spurt of 
growth over at least a decade or more to achieve sustainable growdi. Equally impor
tant, development crises appear to occur when such transitions put pressure on die 
economy, society and political hierarchy. Policies that have validity under a factor 
accumulation regime are likely to have little validity under an innovation regime. 
The recent low growdi rate of Japan, and the profound changes being imposed on 
South Korea by its entry into the OECD, may have much to do with those coun
tries’ posidons in die development and growdi life-cycle.

The importance o f  economic openness. Virtually every developing country makes 
approval of foreign direct investment condidonal on export generadon. However, 
die evidence suggests a strong reladonship between economic growdi and die share 
of GDP represented by bodi exports and imports. A recent table in Far Eastern 
Economic Review (10 October 1996) shows diat die world’s top exporters are also 
die world’s top importers, implying diat growdi depends on openness. Export- 
driven growdi is important, but die benefits of openness lie not in trade as such but 
in die discipline and open insdtudonal structures diat accompany it. But, widi some 
minor excepdons (such as Luxembourg, Bahrain, Hong Kong and Singapore), 
most nadons are predominandy closed since diey naturally trade most widi dieir 
closest neighbours. Hence the extremely strong posidve reladonship that is found 
between die size of a country, die number of bordering countries, and its openness 
to trade (Dowrick, 1994).

In general, the economic openness of die average economy increased by 28 per 
cent between 1960-65 and 1985-92. The openness measure of Korea, Japan, In
donesia, die Philippines, Malaysia and Thailand increased from 35 per cent in 
1960-65 to 70 per cent in 1985-92. However, during that same period the meas
ure for all other countries increased from 53 per cent to 68 per cent The ranking 
of countries did not gready change over dme: a country diat was reladvely closed in 
1965 was likely to be reladvely closed in 1992.

g
Data from Penn World Tables at http://datacentre.epas.utoronto.ca:5680/pwt/pwLhtml.

http://datacentre.epas.utoronto.ca:5680/pwt/pwLhtml
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The role o f  institutions. The role of government and die value of democratic insti
tutions have received much attention in recent years. The World Bank notes that 
intervention sometimes seems to work; but it remains non-committal on the role of 
industrial policy. Other commentators, most notably Lester Thurow (1992, 1996) 
and Tyson (1993), advocate Japanese-style industrial policy as a source of growth. 
The evidence is mixed. Government involvement in the economy (as measured by 
its share of GDP) is indeed negatively related to growth but the variance is so large 
as to make any substantial conclusion moot. Indeed, those countries with the 
lowest growth rates are more, not less, likely to have low government shares of 
GDP.

However, the Heritage Foundation’s index of economic freedom (Johnson & 
Sheehy, 1995) suggests that the link between economic freedom and economic 
growth is quite positive. This result is supported by Mauro’s (1995) detailed study of 
die reladonship between corrupdon and growdi, which found diat about 20 per cent 
of growdi was explained by the presence or absence of corrupdon. For example, 
based on his evidence, if India could reduce its corrupdon level to that of Italy its 
investment is esdmated to increase by 4.87 per cent of GDP and its growth by 0.5 
per cent a year.

What really matters? Development economists seem frustradngly unable fully to 
capture die complexity of die phenomena they wish to characterise. Growth may 
be dependent on the quality of factor inputs or economic insdtudons; but what are 
die appropriate measures? In a recent paper dded ‘I Just Ran Two Million Regres
sions’, Sala-I-Mardn (1997) examines the reladonship between growth and nine sets 
of variables based on regions, polidcs, religion, market distortions and performance, 
investment, industry producdon, economic openness, economic organisadon, and 
whether or not die country was a former Spanish colony. From all diis it can be 
concluded diat Protestant/Catholic, closed, socialist ex-Spanish colonies located 
close to die equator diat are reladvely resource-rich but are suffering from revolu- 
dons and wars and must deal widi a black market premium on dieir currency wall 
have poorer growdi dian countries not possessing these characterisdcs.

Faced widi diese difficulties, simple rules should dominate undl such dme as 
better informadon allows more complex rules to be formulated. Our prior discus
sion suggests diat all the research to date supports diree almost common-sense

9
Every study we have seen has shown a partial correlation coefficient between growth and government 

expenditure. The magnitude and significance of the coefficients are strongly effected by the structure
of the models employed.
10^

The index includes measures of tax burden, trade policy, government consumption, monetary pol
icy, foreign investment rules, banking rules, wages and price restrictions, property rights protection, 
regulation and the existence of a black market. Easton & Walker (1997) provide detail on the rela-
tionsliip between this measure and growth.
11

Mauro’s index does not include assassinations, coups, government spending and general political 
instability, all of which are clearly related to corruption.
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rules: factor accumulation is good; open economic systems and institutions are 
good; and persistence in these two rules is critical.

Lessons for Australia, New Zealand and Asia

What does this information imply for Australia, New Zealand and developing Asian 
nations? Table 3 presents a number o f key indicators for Australia, New Zealand, 
Malaysia and India. The first three represent a reasonable comparison of resource- 
rich but small-population countries. India and Malaysia are examples of countries 
at different levels o f development, with different developmental difficulties.

Table 3: Economic and social indicators: rankings for Australia,
New Zealand, Malaysia and India

Ind icator A ustralia N e w
Z e a la n d

M alays ia India S ource

Trade 2 nr 3 5 JS
Taxation 4 nr 2.5 5 JS
Government consumption 3 nr 2 3 JS
Monetary policy 2 nr 1 2 JS
Foreign investment 2 nr 2 3 JS
Banking 1 nr 3 4 JS
Wages/prices 2 nr 2 2 JS
Property rights 1 nr 2 3 JS
Regulation 3 nr 2 4 JS

Domestic economy 18 10 7 32 IMD
Finance 15 16 19 30 IMD
Infrastructure 6 7 22 43 IMD
Management 25 7 15 32 IMD
Science & technology 42 22 29 33 IMD
People (education, etc.) 31 13 34 44 IMD

Judiciary system 10 10 9 8 BIC (mean
= 7.33)

Red tape 9.25 10 6 3.25 BIC (mean
= 6.37)

Corruption 10 10 6 5.25 BIC (mean
= 6.99)

Political stability 8.5 8.5 8.42 7.0 BIC (mean
= 7.61)

Ethnolinguistic fractionali- 32 37 72 89 ANM (mean
sation = 34.6)

Sources: JS: Johnson & Sheehy, The Index of Economic Freedom, Heritage Foundation, 
Washington DC, 1995. Ranking: 1 = best.
IMD: World Competitiveness Yearbook, IMD, Lausanne, 1996. Ranking out of 45; 1 = 
best.
BIC: Business International Corporation, Introduction to Country Assessment Services, 
New York, 1984 (as updated). Ranking: 10 = best.
ANM: Atlas Narodov Miro, Department of Geodesy and Cartography of the State Geologi
cal Committee of the USSR, 1964. ‘Ethnolinguistic fractionalisation’ measures the prob
ability that any two people will not be from the same ethnolinguistic group.
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For Australia, three main conclusions appear to follow from this information. 
First, Australia does relatively well in terms of the rule of law, political stability, cor
ruption and property rights. Second, its performance is relatively mediocre in the 
areas of taxation, regulation and government involvement: Australia tends to overly 
manage economic interactions (although it does protect them). Third, there are 
serious concerns about the quality of Australian inputs. In the fields of manage
ment, people, and scientific achievement it performs poorly relative to other OECD 
countries.

New Zealand provides an interesting contrast to Australia. Although it was ex
cluded from the Heritage Foundation’s survey of economic freedom, a fairly clear 
picture of it emerges from the remaining sources. On most measures of institu
tional structure (‘red tape’, for example), New Zealand is equal to or slightly better 
than Australia. But differences appear in the managerial and economic indicators 
most directly related to the degree of competitiveness of the economy. Faced with 
dismal economic prospects, New Zealand has undertaken structural adjustment 
much earlier, and to a greater degree, than Australia. Future growth is related less 
to institutional change than to the development of human capital resources to match 
an increasingly free domestic market.

Malaysia has made it quite clear that it will continue to follow the ‘Singapore 
model’. Perhaps most interesting about Malaysia are its quite high economic free
dom rankings (apart from trade and banking). Its recent plans for a high-tech corri
dor and its investments in education and infrastructure development imply that it 
understands clearly the importance of high-quality inputs to a country with a small 
population relative to its neighbours and competitors. The country has also suc
cessfully developed its domestic economy rather than relying on exports alone. 
Malaysia’s difficulties arise from two areas: an unwillingness to move up the 
‘economic freedom’ ladder (where it occupies the middle) and its high level of eth- 
nolinguistic fractionalisation. The politics of such a diverse society has concentrated 
decision-making authority in a way that naturally creates red tape and opportunities 
for corruption and rent-seeking.

For India, the prospects are not so bright. There are serious problems with 
corruption and government intervention, taxation, banking and trade restrictions. 
India appears to violate of the first and second of our rules of development (factor 
accumulation and open institutions). It further suffers from a diverse ethnic com
position and poor performance in all the indicators used in the World Competi
tiveness Report. Internal difficulties reflecting its ethnic diversity have made it un
willing politically to follow strategies that are sustainable (in violation of our third 
rule of development). As well, unlike many nations of East Asia, India, because of 
its population and geographic size, is a relatively closed economy (about 17 per cent 
of GDP comprises exports and imports, compared with an average of 72 per cent

12
In som e related work we have estimated that the Australian econom y’s growth rate is reduced by 1.6 

per cent a year due to excessive regulation: see Colvin, Devinney & Kirchner (1997). This is significant, 
since annual average real growth in GDP(A) since the March quarter 1972 has been 3.2 per cent.
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for die rest o f die world and 20 per cent for the US). Growth should not be sought 
primarily from export promodon since so much more can be gained from reform
ing the domesdc economy. For India, policy prescripdons are much clearer than 
for Australia (or even Malaysia) because they are so basic: growdi follows from 
consistency in die development o f inputs to producdon and die easing o f restric
tions on economic freedom, allowing the domesdc economy to flourish.

Conclusion

The general applicability o f die rules we have developed for promodng growth is 
evident for all the developed and developing countries o f Asia. The basic conclu
sion is that high-quality inputs (capital, labour and technology) that are quickly and 
efFiciendy processed by high-quality insdtudons, infrastructure and managers will, in 
general, produce die quality goods. It is odd that so much policy discussion fails to 
recognise the simplicity and robustness of diis fact.
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Rapid Industrialisation in ASEAN: 
Some Analytical and Policy Lessons

Hal Hill'

A  LTHOUGH somewhat overshadowed by Japan, the Northeast Asian newly 
industrialising economies (NIEs), and more recently China, over the past 

.X jLquarter-century the four high-growth ASEAN economies of Indonesia, 
Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand have grown more quickly than almost any other 
group of countries. In the early 1960s, with die exception of Singapore, industriali
sation had barely begun. What little manufacturing activity there was consisted pri
marily of simple resource processing industries and die producdon of a limited ar
ray of basic consumer goods for die domesdc market. Manufactured exports were 
minuscule, there were few large modern industrial plants, and die foreign invest
ment presence in manufacturing was very limited beyond what had been established 
and remained from die colonial era.

By die mid-1990s, all four economies had emerged as significant industrial 
powers. Annual industrial growdi rates of 8-10 per cent or more had been sus
tained for nearly diree decades, far-reaching structural changes had occurred, and, 
perhaps most important of all, all four had achieved intemadonally-oriented indus- 
trialisadon. Industrial growdi has been rapid, exceeding developing country aver
ages by 50-100 per cent in die 1970s and by a much larger margin since 1980. The 
share of die manufacturing sector in output has more dian doubled in bodi Indo
nesia and Malaysia, and nearly so in Thailand. All four economies have now 
crossed a key turning point in die long sweep of economic development in diat 
manufacturing output (measured in domesdc prices) exceeds that of agriculture. 
(The absence of such structural change in die slower-growing Philippine economy is 
striking by contrast.) Manufacturing employment has also grown, at a slower pace 
owing to rising capital intensity. There has been a spectacular increase in export 
orientadon. In 1970, in all but Singapore, manufactures consdtuted less than 10 per 
cent of merchandise exports; in Indonesia diey were virtually non-existent. By the 
mid-1990s, manufactures had become die major engine of export growth, even in

* This article draws on some material used in a textbook in preparation on the ASEAN economies to 
be published by Oxford University Press, on my work on Indonesian industrialisation (Hill, 1997), and 
an earlier volume on the topic (ArifT & Hill, 1985).

Hal Hill is Head of the Indonesia Project in the Research School of Pacific and 
Asian Studies at The Australian National University.
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the resource-rich economies of Indonesia and Malaysia (and even also in the Phil
ippines), contributing at least half and more commonly two-thirds of die total.

The four countries are highly diverse, and have little in common odier dian 
geographic proximity, high growdi, and a commitment (in varying degrees) to open
ness. The ratio of GDP per capita from die highest to die lowest is 25:1 (or, in PPP 
terms, 8:1). Their populadons range from more dian 200m to fewer dian 3m. Ex
ports as a share of GDP vary from about 180 per cent to 250 per cent. There are 
also great differences in dieir history, insdtudons, policy-making structures, foreign 
investment environments and natural resource endowments. Owing to diis combi- 
nadon of great diversity but rapid growdi, die ASEAN industrialisadon experience is 
of enormous significance for its policy and analytical lessons. These four countries 
consdtute an ideal laboratory for die examination of a number of important issues 
related to die determinants and sustainability of rapid industrialisation in developing 
countries. This article explores some of diese lessons.2

Since industrial growdi and economic growdi almost invariably go hand-in- 
hand, die explanations for rapid industrial growdi are to be found in those factors 
which underpin high rates of economic growdi: sound macroeconomic manage
ment, international orientation, observance of property rights and judicial inde
pendence, and investments in human capital and physical infrastructure. This arti
cle is not concerned widi diese general factors, but radier takes diem as given and 
focuses instead on die specifics of a range of industrial policy issues.

Industrial Policy

The role of industry policy, defined here as a deliberately non-neutral incentives 
regime, in ASEAN’s rapid industrialisation is an extensively debated development 
policy issue, much of it focused on Northeast Asia, but now also engaging 
ASEAN.3 Two contending paradigms have emerged. According to one, die major 
contribution of governments has been in getting die ‘fundamentals’ right: macro- 
economic stability, predictable and stable policy regimes, improved physical infra
structure and education, a reasonably adequate system of property rights and legal 
infrastructure, and increasing openness to international commerce. The odier 
paradigm accepts some or all of die above prescriptions, but argues that it is an in
sufficient recipe for industrial success. This school rejects an emphasis based pri
marily on economic liberalism and static comparative advantage. It argues diat Ko-

2 No empirical material is included (a set of comparative tables covering diese topics is available on 
request from die audior). ASEAN country studies include Ariff (1991), Jomo (1993), and Athukorala 
and Menon (1997) on Malaysia, Medlii Krongkaew (1995) on Thailand, and Lim and Associates 
(1988, eh. 9) on Singapore, and Mcdalla and Associates (1995) on the Philippines.
3 An example of die orthodox approach to this subject, modified by the constraints imposed by its 
audiorship, is World Bank (1993). Smidi (1995) provides a comprehensive survey of the East Asian 
literature, from a largely neoclassical perspective. Influential East Asian case studies among the 
interventionist school include Amsden (1989) on Korea, Johnson (1982) on Japan, and Wade (1990) 
on Taiwan. Hughes (1988) is a useful airing of competing views in die debate.
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rea, 1 aiwan and Japan owe their success to selective industrial policies: targeting 
industries, ‘picking winners’, and deliberately ‘getting prices wrong’ dirough fiscal 
incentives, subsidised credit, import protection, and direct investment.

Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand'* have industrialised rapidly, and their gov
ernments, particularly in Indonesia, have intervened extensively at the industry level. 
Yet die research emerging on this topic finds little evidence to support the claim 
that selective industrial policies have contributed to their success. The standard 
tools ol industrial policy have been employed in all diree economies, although over 
time deliberate policy-induced distortions have declined. Inter-industry variations in 
protection have been considerable, especially in Indonesia. A large state enterprise 
sector is present, especially in Indonesia and to a lesser extent Malaysia. Subsidised 
credit and interest rate controls have existed in all three countries for at least some 
ol die past 25 years, fiscal incentives have also been employed. Moreover, official 
policy pronouncements give die impression of coherence, in die sense diat gov
ernments have stated dieir intention to develop specific industries (for example, 
automobiles) or sectors such as heavy and technology-intensive industry.

The issue here is whedier policy implementation has matched die official 
statements, and whedier it is possible to discern any development impacts from 
these interventions. Establishing cause and effect in diis area is difficult: die causal 
mechanisms are still not well understood, diere are likely to be long lags in die rela
tionships, and detailed micro-level information is required to address die question 
definitively. On die first general question, it is clear diat industrial policy has lacked 
coherence. Ministries ol finance and central banks have been concerned primarily 
with macroeconomic stability and have propounded market-oriented micro- 
economic strategies. They have usually been able to keep advocates of selective 
industrial policy in check, especially during periods ol economic difficulty. In any 
case, die interventionist groups have rarely spoken widi one voice. Typically, diey 
have comprised a diverse group of interests, ranging from diose widi a genuine in
dustrial promotion mission to brazen rent-seekers.

I he iecord of industrial policy in diese diree countries is dierefore quite unlike 
that ol Noi dieast Asia. Promotional measures in ASEAN have been prone to 
abuse, implementation has been sporadic and often short-lived, and there has been 
little systematic attempt to link incentives to tighdy defined performance criteria. 
Not surprisingly, studies of die relationship between inter-industry variations in gov
ernment assistance (for example, dirough protection and credit subsidies) and sub
sequent (lagged) performance, according to a variety of measures, have found litde 
evidence of causality. In die case of Indonesia, a survey of selective policy instru
ments introduced or extended in the 1970s and early 1980s —  protection, credit 
subsidies, state enterprises —  detected very litde evidence of such a strategy having 
‘worked’ according to a range of subsequent performance criteria (see Hill, 1996). 
Similarly, Warr s (1994) study of several policy correlates of export performance in

Singapore is a special case because of its almost completely open boundaries, although extensive 
intervention exists in the form of state ownership and selective fiscal incentives.
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Thailand during 1970-89 revealed a remarkably consistent picture of negative coef
ficients for all variables and time periods. In the case of Malaysia, it is very difficult 
to find any evidence that the government’s promotion of heavy industry during 
1978-86 stimulated efficient industrial growth (Athukorala & Menon, 1997).

Thus theory, empirical evidence, and the political economy of industrial policy
making all provide little support for the notion that a selective incentives strategy has 
contributed to the region’s rapid, internationally oriented industrialisation. Rather, 
die limited attempts to quantify die inter-industry effects of micro-level interventions 
in ASEAN support the ‘fundamentals’ camp, in the sense diat diese countries have 
industrialised extremely rapidly without a coherent industry policy. Moreover, 
growth appears to have been more efficient and rapid during periods of policy lib
eralisation. The link between the two is extremely difficult to verify empirically, as 
even die huge World Bank project on the subject demonstrated.5 But, as argued 
below, there appears to be a strong and posidve associadon between die rate of 
growdi of total factor produedvity (TFP) and a more liberal trade regime.

The Role of Foreign Investment and Technology

The role of foreign direct investment (FDD in die ASEAN economies, and percep- 
dons about that role in die host economy, have changed substandally over die past 
quarter century. In the mid-1970s, for example, only Singapore had an unambigu
ously open stance (aldiough Malaysia, too, was generally quite open). In the 1990s, 
host economies are more likely to worry diat diey are attraedng insufficient foreign 
capital, and die principal policy issue now is whedier host economies should adopt 
a neutral or pro-aedve strategy towards EDI. Major business conglomerates in die 
region are now more confident of dieir capacity to negodate widi muldnadonal cor- 
poradons (MNCs), and for die first dme all countries have emerged as outward in
vestors, Singapore on a large scale.

Singapore’s EDI policies arc often held up as a model for how developing 
countries might manage die MNC presence (for a useful summary, see Low et al., 
1993). Their main features include: few sectoral restriedons on EDI entry, few 
ownership and personnel restriedons, policy consistency, an aedve role in attraedng 
foreign firms to Singapore and ensuring diat diey can begin operadons with minimal 
disrupdon, the liberal and aggressive use of fiscal incendves (often on a firm-specific 
basis), explicit attempts to extract die benefits of FDI dirough die establishment of 
joint venture technology and training programs, and a ‘hard’ regime allowing no 
scope for tax evasion, corrupdon, and import protecdon.

The approach in die odier diree countries has gradually come to resemble Sin
gapore’s. Inidally, dieir investment boards were ambivalent in die management of 
their twin roles of promodon and reguladon, with die result diat neither was effec-

5 See Papageorgiou et al. (1991) and the review of this seven-volume project by Greenaway (1993).
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tively achieved.6 By the 1990s, the crucial difference is that the more open trade 
regimes have removed most of the ‘tariff bargaining’ which was a frequent feature of 
import-substituting MNC entry in the 1970s. The shift towards export orientation 
has therefore not only attracted internationally efficient foreign capital, but also al
tered die political economy of investment regulation. Fiscal incentives remain pres
ent in some countries, but they have been de-emphasised. Indonesia abolished 
them completely in 1984, in the context of sweeping taxation reforms. By the late 
1980s, it was attracting record FDI inflows without having to offer costly and cor
ruption-prone incentives. Singapore has retained such incentives, but in the context 
of a completely open economy and a ruthlessly incorruptible bureaucracy. In any 
case, it is not obvious that such an incentives regime is essential, as compared to the 
alternative of Hong Kong-style uniformly low rates without concessions. Hong 
Kong’s superior record in the growth accounting exercises referred to below consti
tutes prima facie support for this proposition.

As noted, technology policy and strategies relate more closely to the issue of 
government intervention to overcome market failure. In particular, it is argued that 
markets will under-invest in most forms of education, training and R&D. Since 
diese are crucial ingredients to rapid economic development, so the argument goes, 
governments have a role to play, bodi at a general level and in quite industry-specific 
domains. Such a school of diought adopts an intermediate posidon between the 
ordiodox neo-classical prcscripdon and die more intervendonist approach.7 It 
shares widi die former a concern about die consequences of extensive import pro
tection, credit subsidies, and an inefficient state enterprise sector. But it has more 
in common widi die latter group in its willingness to advocate a larger government 
role in providing education, in playing a catalytic role in technological development, 
and, in certain tighdy defined instances, in fostering infant industry growdi.

The issue is of particular relevance to die diree lower-income ASEAN coun
tries: all have experienced a first-round of labour-intensive, export-oriented indus
trialisation which, building on low labour costs, was propelled by a combination of 
competitive exchange rates, reforms which placed at least export-oriented industries 
on a near free-trade footing, and a reasonably adequate international transport and 
communications infrastructure. However, rising wages, especially in Malaysia and 
Thailand, are shifting these countries’ comparative advantage out of labour-intensive 
industries, notwidistanding large-scale labour immigration. These countries must 
now compete downwards widi lower-wage countries such as China, and upwards 
widi die much stronger technological base of die NIEs. While the ASEAN record 
in the provision of primary education is good, it is much weaker in die areas of sec
ondary, tertiary and vocational education, in industry-level R&D institutes, and in 
firm-level R&D activity. There is strong evidence diat Thailand’s current economic 
problems, diough primarily macroeconomic in origin (particularly in its exchange

6 In the words o f Helen Hughes (1993:15): ‘Until the 1980s, die role of the ASEAN member country 
Investment Boards, odier than o f die Economic Development Board of Singapore, was to radon 
access to domesdc monopolisdc markets created by protection, fiscal, credit and other incentives.’
7 Lall (1992, 1996) exemplifies die approach of diis school.
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rate management), were exacerbated by the difficulties of upgrading in die face of 
acute human capital shortages.

Technology is being imported on a large scale, through FDI and skilled labour 
inflows. However, commensurate local absorptive capacities are not yet developing 
quickly. Private sector R&D and training are very limited, in part because firms are 
unable to appropriate the returns from such investment in an environment where 
labour mobility is very high. Government research institutes, with a few exceptions, 
are poorly funded and weakly linked to the private sector. There is thus a case for 
governments stimulating private sector R&D by funding dynamic, private sector- 
driven research institutes, by fostering the development of effective cooperative in
stitutions at the industry level which overcome the appropriability problems of free
riders, and by carefully structured fiscal incentives. Thus far, only Singapore has 
made substantial progress in these areas. Within the space of a decade, its R&D 
expenditure as a percentage of GDP has risen from something like the middle- 
income norm (about 0.3 per cent) in the mid-1980s to close to the OECD average 
(1.5 per cent). The other three countries, while effective macro-managers, have a 
much poorer record of innovative micro-level management.

Thus die evidence on ‘state and market’ in ASEAN’s industrial success is 
mixed. There is little persuasive evidence which demonstrates that governments 
have achieved rapid, efficient growth through selective industrial policies which have 
sought to systematically direct die allocadon of resources towards industries that 
have later become internadonally compeddve. Rather, many of the benefits of this 
selecdve intervendon, whedier in the form of protecdon, state enterprises or subsi
dised credit, have been captured by vested interests. At die same dme, widi the ex- 
cepdon of Singapore, governments have tended to underinvest in areas where mar
kets do not operate effecdvely, like certain types of support infrastructure needed to 
promote an efficient industrial sector. This record is all the more puzzling given 
diat Indonesia, Malaysia and Thailand have all developed effecdve agricultural ex
tension services in which governments played an important role in facilitadng die 
rapid introducdon and disseminadon of new agricultural technologies.

Sources of Growth

The debate over die various growdi accoundng esdmates goes to die heart of the 
origins and die sustainability of Soudieast Asian economic growdi. This topic be
came internadonally prominent with Paul Krugman’s (1994) provocadve 
‘inspiradon versus perspiradon’ formuladon. Krugman employed TFP analysis to 
argue diat there was nothing ‘miraculous’ about rapid East Asian development, us
ing Singapore as an example. The record, he maintained, could be explained es- 
sendally by a primidve, Stalinist model of factor accumuladon, in which growdi was 
accounted for principally by the expansion of inputs, with very litde unexplained 
residual in die equadons, suggesdng low or even negadve TFP growth. If Krugman 
is correct, the implicadons are far-reaching: die Southeast Asian success would then 
have to be seen primarily in terms of a capacity to achieve high rates of saving and
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labour force growth which, once falling to ‘average’ levels, would see the spectacular 
growth rates likewise subsiding.

Since the pioneering work of Jorgenson and others, economists have decom
posed growth into its major elements: labour, capital, and a residual (perhaps mis
leadingly named) TfP . Recent studies have generated more sophisticated esti
mates, which allow not only for the quantitative expansion of factor inputs but also 
qualitative improvements, notably to allow for human capital expansion. Capital 
stock estimates have been improved along with more reliable data series, although 
quality improvements have been more difficult to incorporate, other than simply as 
market-price estimates.8 Improved estimates of factor inputs have in turn reduced 
the magnitude of I b P growth, since the unexplained residual is thereby smaller.

A large number of 1 PP estimates for Southeast Asia have been undertaken in 
the past decade, as the data base has improved and as interest in the topic has 
grown.9 Certain features of these data deserve emphasis. First, in international 
perspective, the four high-growth Southeast Asian countries, Singapore excepted, 
have generally achieved higher TFP growth than die average for developing coun
tries (see for example Bosworth, Collins and Chen, 1995, and Nehru and 
Dhareshwar, 1994). So much of the literature has focused on the Young (1994) 
and Krugman Singapore-Hong Kong comparison that the broader East Asian 
achievement is frequendy overlooked. Second, die range of diese esdmates is very 
large. Even for die same country and dme period, die differences are frustradngly 
significant in a number of cases. This alone warns against using these data in any- 
diing odier dian a highly caudous manner.10 Probably die most useful compari
sons can be made for numbers generated by die same project, on die assumption 
diat widi a common methodological framework one can at least be confident diat 
differences cannot be attributed to variations in assumptions and data bases.

Nevertheless, diere are systematic differences in TFP growth over time in each 
country. In Indonesia, IbP  growdi in die 1970s was positive but modest, pre
sumably refiecting die influence of a sudden return to high growdi of investment 
and GDP in response to the oil boom. During die recession of die 1980s, it fell 
(diough not apparendy in non-oil manufacturing) before rising again during the pe
riod of export-oriented development. A similar trend is evident in Malaysia, except 
that die acceleration since the mid-1980s has been even more pronounced. The 
Philippine record mirrors its overall economic performance: during the 1970s TFP 
grew at a rate comparable to its neighbours, although its manufacturing perform-

8 The issue o f quality improvements highlights a major analytical conundrum: if all factor inputs are 
measured comprehensively, both quantitatively and qualitatively, there should not be any unexplained 
iesidual. Moreover, it is difficult empirically to estimate TFP independent o f factor accumulation, 
since technical change generally takes place in the form o f embodied factor augmentation.
9 A tabular summary o f  diese estimates is available on request from the author. See also Chen (1997).
10 A particular concern, argued forcefully by Harberger (1997), is the highly aggregated nature o f most 
o f the estimates, many o f which are computed simply for the whole econom y without any sectoral 
disaggregation. Even where sectoral estimates arc presented, the data may be misleading in an 
economy experiencing rapid structural change owing to problems o f aggregation.
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ance was poorer. Its record, however, was disastrous in the first half of the 1980s, 
and has shown little evidence of recovery since. Thailand has not recorded such 
sharp swings in TFP growth, presumably reflecting the absence of major variations 
in its policy regime. Here, too, there has been strong growth since the mid-1980s. 
The conclusion from these country studies is that TFP growth moves broadly in 
line with GDP. It appears in addition that liberalisation and international orienta
tion have resulted in faster TFP growth, consistent with the notion that such a strat
egy promotes greater efficiency. This is illustrated by the TFP-GDP growth difler- 
entials in Malaysia, Thailand and Indonesia (in the latter, at least for non-oil manu
facturing) in die 1970s as compared to the period since die mid-1980s.

Singapore occupies a special posidon in diis analysis. It was central to Krug- 
man’s analysis, and it is the only one among die high-growth four for which negadve 
numbers have occurred quite frequendy. However, to compare it widi some sort of 
Soviet-style input accumuladon model is far-fetched. True, some other economies 
have achieved comparable GDP growdi rates with lower saving and/or labour force 
growdi rates, suggesdng die possibility of some sort of ‘over-saving’, possibly linked 
to the country’s compulsory saving arrangements. But it does not follow diat such 
growth is sustained only dirough factor accumuladon. Singapore’s completely open 
economy ensures that its investments are intemadonally efficient, whereas in die 
Soviet model exposure to internadonal markets revealed that much of its traded 
sector was not internadonally compeddve.

There are two addidonal reasons for caudon in drawing too much from the 
Singapore data. First, its high savings have generated lower returns than die odier 
NIEs pardy because Singapore has invested much more in public goods which do 
not generate an immediate, quandfiable return: its housing is generally better, and 
its public infrastructure (parks, roads, airport, and so on) is of higher quality. Ac
cording to diese quality of life indicators, therefore, Singapore scores more highly. 
Second, TFP growdi appears to have accelerated sharply since die mid-1980s, ac
cording to all series, to levels which are at least comparable to diose of odier East 
Asian countries. Over this period, its growdi rate has been maintained even as its 
labour force growdi has approached zero, and saving rates have levelled off. The 
reasons for diis sudden increase in TFP growdi are difficult to discern, and proba
bly at least in part reflect analytical weaknesses in die concept and measurement of 
TFP. It may be a result of rapid restructuring over diis period, including the shift 
into higher value-added acdvides.

Thus, in sum, while it is true that Soudicast Asian countries have achieved high 
savings rates, dieir TFP performance has also generally been impressive. The as
sertion diat growdi has primarily been die result of ‘perspiradon’ is dierefore mis
leading. It is also important to emphasise die nexus between TFP growdi and lib
eralisation, which has been clearly evident over die past decade.

The Size Distribution of Industry

The size distribudon of industry raises public policy issues, such as how well mar
kets operate in remote rural areas where many small-medium enterprises (SMEs)
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are located, and whether there is any case for special SME assistance. It also raises 
industrial organisation issues associated with the explanation of international differ
ences in the size structure of industry and of changes in this structure over time.11

First, the industrial organisation issues. SMEs (defined as firms employing up 
to 200 workers) in ASEAN constitute at least 85 per cent of all industrial establish
ments; diey employ 30-60 per cent of the industrial workforce; they generate be
tween one-fifth and one-third of total output. Surprisingly, there appears to be no 
systematic correlation between SME shares and per capita GDP. An inverse rela
tionship might have be expected, on the assumption that smaller units become rela
tively less important as incomes rise, but there is no clear evidence of this.12

Much of the SME literature assumes that such firms become less important 
over the course of industrialisation (Anderson, 1982). The only ASEAN country 
for which comprehensive time series data are available on the size distribution of 
manufacturing, spanning more than two decades, is Singapore. During that coun
try’s rapid industrialisation, there has been a clear shift to units of large scale. In 
1965-92 die share of firms widi 300 or more employees doubled on the added 
value measure and more tiian doubled on the employment measure. By contrast, 
shares of the smaller firm-size groups contracted sharply, and by 1992 were well 
under one-half die 1965 figures for both employment and added value. The sharp
est changes in size distribution occurred during 1965-75, after which die value 
added and employment shares of die largest group (300 or more employees) was 
virtually constant. One intuitively plausible explanation for diese trends is that the 
early period coincided widi Singapore’s major push into labour-intensive, export- 
oriented industries, involving large plants in electronics, textiles, and other activities. 
The SME sector did not shrink absolutely, but its share fell quickly as most of die 
new plants were in die 300-plus group. After this transitional phase, die expansion 
rates of die various size groups did not gready differ, suggesting dial, as die indus
trial structure upgrades to a more human-capital intensive phase, diere continues to 
be a role for die SME group, particularly among die larger of these firms.

In analysing trends in size distribution, it is important to understand not only 
die aggregate trends, but also the dynamics of these changes. From die point of 
view of bodi efficiency and equity it matters a lot whedier, for example, a trend to
wards agglomeration occurs because SME firms are displaced by, or themselves 
grow into, larger units. It is rarely possible to answer such a question at die macro 
level because detailed firm-level records are not available. However, a recent 
analysis of such data from Indonesia over the period 1977-91 (see Aswicahyono et 
al., 1996) computes two sets of size distribution. The first, following die conven
tional approach, classifies firms by dieir size in the year of enumeration, while die

11 The best general survey on this subject for Elast Asia as a whole is Berry and Mazumdar (1991.
12 Two plausible hypotheses for the absence of such a relationship are natural resource endowments, 
which can result in large-scale resource-intensive investments at quite low levels of per capita income, 
and high levels of import protection, which encourage the development of scale-intensive industries. 
Conversely, this factor cannot be the whole story, as the resource-poor Philippines also has a low value 
added share for SME, while for resource-rich Malaysia the share is high.
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second classifies diem by their size in the base year (1975 —  the year the data set 
begins —  or, if later, the year the firm started operations). The second set of data 
reveals a good deal of dynamism on the part of smaller firms, as shown by the fact 
that the share of the 20-99 employee group is consistendy higher in die ‘inidal year’ 
series. In die current year series, there is no significant change in the distribudon, 
other dian a gradual increase in the middle group. In other words, smaller firms 
appear to be ‘graduadng’, in contrast to popular (and populist) percepdons that they 
are struggling to survive.

The policy approach to SMEs in ASEAN has changed over die past decade, 
based on the gradual realisadon diat, for all the government rhetoric concerning the 
importance of SMEs, paradoxically public policies have often actually discriminated 
against them.13 Trade policies have been biased against SMEs to the extent that 
they have offered above-average protecdon to large-scale intensive industries. Fiscal 
incendves have had a similar effect when, as is often the case, they apply only to in
vestments of a certain minimum size. Interest rate ceilings have often harmed 
SMEs, since banks cannot recoup the higher per unit administrative costs of dealing 
with such firms. Complex regulatory regimes add an additional cost penalty for 
SMEs, since diey are frequendy fixed cost in nature. In Indonesia, the country with 
the most pervasive regulatory regime, there may be a 5-8 per cent cost penalty for 
SMEs, according to as yet unpublished research. The evidence from ASEAN, and 
elsewhere, is that SME programs which are not in some respects ‘market friendly’ 
have not been successful in promoting efficient industrial development Examples 
include enforced subcontracting schemes, reservation schemes, and general re
quirements or exhortations diat large firms assist smaller units in some way. Indo
nesia has developed the most comprehensive set of programs in this area, generally 
widi litde success. Conversely, its government has also introduced successful and 
innovatory programs in finance, which have bodi reduced cosdy subsidies and en
abled small borrowers to obtain better access to formal credit markets (see Patten & 
Rosengard, 1991). Anodier illustration of die scope for simple reform facilitating 
the development of a more efficient and accessible capital market has been high
lighted in the research in Thailand demonstrating die nexus between clear land ti
des, die efficient functioning of die credit market, and agricultural productivity (see 
Feder et al., 1988).

Industrial Concentration and Competition Policy

The two related issues of concentration and competition are becoming increasingly 
important in die three lower-income countries. They rarely rate a mention in the 
completely open Singapore economy: except perhaps for a very few internationally 
oligopolistic industries, concentration is not an issue if all sectors are fully tradable 
and there are no barriers to international trade. As a corollary, obviously, the trade 
regime constitutes the most effective tool of competition policy.

13 Bruch and Hiemenz (1984) were among the first to document these ‘perverse interventions’ in the 
Southeast Asian context in some detail. See also the country studies in Meyanathan (1994).
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Detailed data are lacking on seller concentration for all four economies, but the 
general picture is clear. The most complete information is for Indonesia (see Bird, 
1997, on which this paragraph relies), whose experience approximates developing 
country norms (see, for example, Kirkpatrick et al., 1984: chapter 3). Seller con
centration is high in Indonesia, with more than half of manufacturing output origi
nating from industries in which the four largest firms’ share of die industry’s output 
is at least 40 per cent; concentration ratios in excess of 70 per cent are quite com
mon. While diese figures primarily reflect die influence of industrial infancy and 
scale, diere is as yet no clear downward trend. Even during die period of trade lib
eralisation from 1985 onwards, while there was a slight decline, it was not stadsdcally 
significant. Similar comments apply to die trade-adjusted concentration rados.

Continuing high levels of concentradon have triggered a debate in several coun
tries concerning die merits of some form of compeddon policy. Proposals have 
included price surveillance and control, some form of trade praedees commission, 
and (die unusual approach of die Indonesian Minister for Investment) a prohibition 
on existing firms in highly concentrated industries from expanding their productive 
capacity except for export. However, much of die discussion has lacked analytical 
focus. Moreover, proponents of increased intervention generally overlook die link 
between competition and trade policy (except diat, paradoxically, many of diem 
oppose trade liberalisation, or consider it irrelevant), and ignore die fact diat re
straints on trade are often caused direedy or indireedy by governments.

In Indonesia, for example, some form of competition policy has been advo
cated since die early 1980s. The agenda which drives diis debate has litde to do 
widi competition policy as is normally understood by die term. Two key elements 
underpin it. The first is diat die term ‘monopoly’ is often really discreet code for 
die highly privileged business activities of members of the extended family of Presi
dent Soeharto. Several of diese people have built up vast business empires in die 
space of just 10-15 years on die basis of die country’s highly personalistic commer
cial practices, which often by-pass die usual checks and balances.14 Direct criticism 
of diese business arrangements is not possible, and so instead public comment fo
cuses more generally on monopolies. But it is clear diat advocates of reform in diis 
instance are really concerned about die issues of transparency, non-preferential 
treatment, and pluralistic political structures, radier dian some elaborate bureau
cratic construct to promote competition policy. The second element underpinning 
die agenda derives from bureaucratic power interests widiin die government. De
regulation may have become die principal economic policy slogan in Indonesia over 
die past decade, but most of the technical departments have been reluctant to sur
render the audiority which generates lucrative rents. This results in die paradox that 
senior policy-makers are advocating the introduction of more, not fewer, regulations

14 These cases are extensively documented in the ‘Survey of Recent Developments’ in the 1990s 
issues of die Bulletin o f  Indonesian Economic Studies.
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to promote competition, while at the same time they preside over a regulatory envi
ronment which actively discourages trade.15

The problem therefore is more likely to be government failure rather than 
market failure, and the solution is a complete overhaul of the government’s admin
istrative structures and procedures, combined with continuous import liberalisation. 
In such an environment, the establishment of some sort of competition commission 
is more likely to exacerbate, rather than solve, the problem, as well as presenting 
lucrative opportunities for the country’s fledgling commercial law industry. There 
may be a case for some form of government surveillance, in genuinely non-tradable 
sectors, such as wholesale and retail trade, and utilities. But this is a low priority 
issue compared with the pressing task of bureaucratic reform. The problem is 
more serious in Indonesia than its neighbours, owing to its traditionally less open 
economy and its deeply entrenched problems of corruption, but similar issues are 
being debated in The Philippines and Thailand.

Concluding Comments

This article has focused on some of the key analytical and policy lessons from the 
rapid industrialisation in several Southeast Asian countries over the past three dec
ades. These relate to the issue of industrial policy, strategies towards foreign in
vestment and technological development, the sources-of-growth debate, and indus
trial concentration and the changing size distribution of industry. By way of con
clusion, it would be useful to relate briefly the optimistic tone of this paper to the 
financial difficulties being experienced by these economies.

The first and obvious point to make is that, even in rapidly growing economies, 
economic development is rarely a smooth, continuous process. Even well-managed 
economies encounter problems: one only has to recall the serious recession in In
donesia, Malaysia, and Singapore in the mid-1980s to appreciate this point. Sec
ond, this article has been concerned primarily with industrialisation issues, whereas 
the current problems have their origins mainly in the macroeconomic realm: ex
change rates have been closely (or completely, in Thailand’s case) pegged to the US 
dollar, which has resulted in significant appreciation against the currency of the re
gion’s major investor and trader, Japan. These rigid exchange rate regimes, in the 
context of large current account deficits and (in Malaysia and Thailand) rising real 
wages, offered an inviting target to currency speculators.

These developments also need to be seen in the long sweep of economic de
velopment. There is no reason to believe that, given swift macro- and micro- 
economic reforms, these economies cannot return to rapid growth. Nor do the 
recent difficulties invalidate any of the propositions advanced here. Indeed, to the 
extent that supply-side deficiencies have contributed to the current difficulties, the

15 A senior official in the Ministry of Industry and Trade recendy revealed that an exporter is liable to 
pay about 4,400 levies imposed by various government tiers and departments. This number refers only 
to official levies; the number of illegal levies is unknown but considerable {Jakarta Post, 11 July 1996).
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case adumbrated for more investment in education and basic technological capacity,
and for a cleaner, more efficient regulatory regime, is an even stronger one.
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Light Rail in Sydney: Some Privatisation
Lessons

Gordon Mills

r p H E  new light-rail line in Sydney serves the inner suburbs of Ultimo and 
Pyrmont, and is expected to promote redevelopment as the old industries 

.JL  of the area give way to residential and commercial uses of the land. In ad
dition, the government of New South Wales may use the line as a base for extend
ing light rail to other areas, including notably the central business district.

The line’s new light-rail-vehicle technology meets engineering standards that far 
surpass those of Sydney’s old tram network, which closed 36 years ago. But the 
commercial arrangements are, arguably, not so well conceived. So far, the govern
ment’s infrastructure privatisation strategy has been based on so-called ‘BOOT’ 
contracts: in each, a private company Zxiilds, owns and operates the asset for a pe
riod during which it receives the asset’s revenues; at the end of this franchise pe
riod, ownership of the asset is transferred to the government. It is argued below 
that it may be possible to alter and improve die contracting aims and procedures in 
order to secure die participadon of private companies in a manner that better serves 
die public interest.

The Genesis and Nature of the Pyrmont Light-rail Line

The idea of re-establishing trams in Sydney’s central business district (CBD) was 
taken up as early as 1974, when die Melbourne tram operator undertook a small 
feasibility study at die request of die NSW Minister for Transport. The CBD has 
an elongated shape, on a nordi-soudi axis. At the northern end is Circular Quay 
(still the site of the ferry terminal); at die soudiem end is Central Stadon, one of die 
six heavy-rail stadons in the central area. The 1974 report considered two altema- 
dve routes running between Circular Quay and Central Stadon. As part of die pro
posed regime, most bus services reaching the CBD from die south and west were to 
terminate at Central Stadon, which was to become a modal interchange (Melbourne 
and Metropolitan Tramways Board, 1974:7, 21-2).

However, diere was no realisdc prospect of any re-introducdon of trams in 
Sydney undl September 1992, when die NSW government signed an agreement 
made under die Commonwealth government’s Building Better Cides program. 
This agreement included ‘a light rail project as a key element of strategies to revital-
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ise the Ultimo-Pyrmont area’ (NSW Department of Transport, 1996a:2), an area 
that lies immediately to the west of the CBD. No doubt, the NSW government’s 
appetite was whetted by the federal government’s willingness to provide most of the 
$20m or so envisaged as a capital subsidy. In 1992, the total capital cost was 
thought to be about $40m.

The proposal was for a route of some 3.7 kilometres starting from Central Sta
tion, running west along city streets in Ultimo, and then turning north along an old 
(now disused) right of way for heavy rail, to serve the Pyrmont peninsula, which is 
separated from the CBD by Darling Harbour. Besides encouraging prospective 
developments, the eight intermediate stops were to serve recently established public 
buildings (such as the Powerhouse Museum and die Maritime Museum), and also 
the long-established Sydney Fish Markets.

Before inviting tenders from private companies for a BOOT contract, the 
NSW Department of Transport appointed a local consulting firm as its project 
manager for the process of preparing a light-rail scheme, and engaged a firm of US 
consultants to undertake design studies and to prepare ‘a draft system specification 
for incorporation into die Expression of Interest documentadon’ (McLachlan Con
sultants, 1993b: 1). In early 1993, it was intended to let die contract in February 
1994, widi operadon planned to begin in early 1996 (McLachlan Consultants, 
1993a:2). In die event, a project deed and a design-and-construct contract were 
signed on 2 December 1994, and came into effect on 29 November 1995 ‘when all 
die conditions precedent had been satisfied or waived’ (NSW Department of 
Transport, 1996a:3).

According to NSW Department of Transport (1996a: 1), die estimated total 
cost of die project (including capitalisation of interest) has risen to $87.5m. The 
governments are providing $21.5m of diis sum, and also paid a furdier $3.5m for 
project management and feasibility studies. The seven vehicles are likely to cost a 
total of about $28m, leaving (say) $56m for construction of die track and odier in
stallations; diis amounts to roughly $15m per route-kilometre. The vehicles, built 
in Australia by die ABB group, are a locally adapted version of die 100 per cent 
low-floor Variotram. The cost of die vehicles has no doubt been pushed up by 
government specification of a very low noise level, resulting in die need to adapt the 
standard design. Similarly, die choice of a 100 per cent low-floor vehicle reflects 
government insistence on very high standards of accessibility.

The total cost of track and odier installations depends on what relocation of 
services is needed. Widi most of die Pyrmont line on die old railway reservation, 
however, diis should not have been a major factor. The NSW Department of 
Transport (1992:13-15) cites Melbourne experience. After increasing die figures 
given diere by 20 per cent to make rough allowance for inflation, die identified costs 
for double track amount to roughly $2m-$3m a kilometre. Even if diis estimate is 
too low, it is difficult to see how die figure reaches $15m a kilometre. A partial 
explanation may be found in suggestions by local observers diat in some respects 
die specification is more appropriate for heavy radier dian light rail, and diat die
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construction method is more expensive than that used in Melbourne. Even if these 
remarks are sound, it is not clear how such a situation has arisen.

Ownership, Construction and Operation of the Line

The (very complex) assembly of contractual arrangements made between a host of 
parties has not been made public. But, in keeping with provisions established by 
the NSW government (see NSW Treasury, 1995), the NSW Department of 
Transport (1996a) has prepared a Summary of Contracts. (In the remainder of this 
section, all page references are to that Summary.)

The principal private party is Sydney light Rail Company Limited (SLRC), 
which is owned by AIDC Investments, Utilities of Australia and Legal and General 
Life of Australia. Besides the equity capital subscribed by these three companies, 
debt funding has been provided by Dresdner Australia and by ABB.

SLRC has established a wholly-owned subsidiary, Pyrmont Light Rail Company 
Pty Limited (PLRC). The latter’s roles are, first, to design and construct (the com
pany has engaged ABB as sub-contractor to supply the vehicles and construct die 
fixed installations); and second, to operate, maintain and repair during the conces
sion period of 30.5 years (die company has contracted with TNT for all diis, while 
TNT has in turn appointed ABB as a sub-contractor for the maintenance and re
pair of vehicles) (p. 4). PLRC also leases from the State Rail Audiority (SRA) die 
right of way (p. 7).

Throughout die concession period, PLRC determines the fare levels and re
ceives die fare revenue. Evidendy, die government of die day did not consider eco
nomic reguladon of fares to be desirable in diis instance. If die Department of 
Transport ‘requires PLRC to carry passengers for free or at concessional fares, it 
must pay PLRC for any expenditure it incurs or revenue it forgoes as a result’ (p. 
11). This raises die quesdon of how to esdmate die number of extra passengers 
who travel on concessionary fares but who would not pay die full fare.

It seems diat PLRC does not pay any rent for die right of way. However, die 
company is to pay to die Department of Transport ‘one-diird of net passenger 
revenue (total passenger revenue less tax liability) from patronage in excess of 80 
per cent of (prescribed] 1993 patronage esdmates’ (p. 20). Except to this extent, die 
risk dial patronage fails to meet expectadons is borne by PLRC (subject to an im
portant qualificadon discussed in the next secdon). If PLRC fails to provide punc
tual service, it must pay certain damages to die Department (p. 11); but this obliga
tion is severely limited by some provisions that are discussed below.

When die project deed was signed in December 1994, the date for completion 
was 30 June 1996. Because of delays in finalising die contract documents, PLRC 
successfully sought an extension (p. 10); when die deed became unconditionally 
binding in November 1995, the agreed date was 24 March 1997. If there is any 
delay in completion, PLRC is liable for liquidated damages of $10,000 a day, up to 
a maximum of $3m (p. 11). However, in September 1995 (because of delays dien 
being experienced in satisfying all die conditions precedent to the Project Deed), 
the Department of Transport agreed to waive this right to liquidated damages, pro-
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vided die line was completed by 1 September 1997. It also agreed that, if comple
tion occurred after 1 September 1997, liquidated damages would apply only for 
each day after that date. However, the deed ‘specifies diat Ithesel liquidated dam
ages liabilities to the IDepartment) will arise only once PLRC has satisfied its liabili
ties to Dresdner and ABB Leasing under its project debt financing arrangements’ 
(p. 11). In other words, payment of any liquidated damages would be postponed; 
the repayment of debt takes precedence. (A similar provision for postponement 
applies to the payment of any liquidated damages arising from lack of service punc
tuality.) In the outcome, the line started carrying passengers on 11 August 1997.

Some Risk Provisions in the Privatisation Contract

The company has managed to establish several provisions which limit its exposure 
to risk, including even some of the revenue risk. (In the following, unattributed 
page references are again to NSW Department of Transport, 1996a).

Risks arising from the company's own actions. Under the Project Deed, the obli
gation of PLRC to proceed with the project did not become effective until the com
pany had managed to make ‘financing arrangements sufficient to fund construction 
and operation’ (p. 9). Of course, the company’s position in seeking such funding 
was bolstered by its being the franchised company under the terms of the Project 
Deed.

PLRC was required to lodge a security of $2.5m with the Department of 
Transport to back ‘its obligations to finance, design, construct and commission the 
project... {This) security had to be in the form of cash, an unconditional bank guar
antee or another form approved [by the Dept of Transportl’ (p. 10). The Sum
mary (p. 9) describes this condition as being ‘for die parties’ mutual benefit’. Rela
tive to the monetary value of the public sector inputs that are put at risk, a security 
amount of only $2.5m seems rather small.

Risks arising from the actions o f  third parties. The new Sydney Casino is expected 
to be a major traffic generator. Owned by a private company, it has a licence 
granted by the NSW government, and already operates in temporary premises. ‘If 
die permanent Casino opens for trading more than twelve months after the light-rail 
system is completed, or after 31 March 1998 if this a later date, the IDepartment of 
Transportl will be liable to pay PLRC $8,219 per day until the Casino opens’ (p. 
12). (It is now most unlikely diat diis provision will be invoked.)

Risks arising from the actions o f  government. The major protections obtained by 
PLRC relate to acdons of governments. The Project Deed became effecdve only 
after the company had received from die (federal) Taxation Office a binding 
(private) tax ruling concerning die treatment of company revenues and costs, in a 
form that sadsfied PLRC. The company carries the risk of any subsequent changes 
in general (federal) taxation law (pp. 9, 20).
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The other protections relate to actions of the NSW government. Besides a 
large number of matters directly related to die usual issues that arise in business 
contracts, the protections include these:

• ‘If land tax is levied on PLRC, the Department of Transport will reimburse this 
amount’ (p. 21).

• The Department of Transport expressly acknowledges ‘that the light-rail system 
is intended to be the primary public transport link between the Ultimo— 
Pyrmont area and Central Station’. The Department must consult with PLRC 
before permitting any new or extended regular passenger service in the area, 
and, in the event of such introduced services resulting in provable detrimental 
effect on PLRC’s revenues, the Department will be liable to compensate PLRC 
for that company’s losses (p. 12). (Incidentally, this conflicts with the spirit (at 
least) of the new national policy on infrastructure access.)

This last provision illustrates a common phenomenon in the privatisation of 
transport infrastructure (Mills, 1996): the private company seeks to prevent com
petition, and insists on the right to receive compensation should the government 
permit new entry. One effect of this practice is to place any monopoly rent in the 
hands of the private company. Another is to constrain the government in its future 
role as urban planner.

In summary, a company that is highly risk-averse has been able to secure some 
very significant protections, to such an extent that the usual efficiency claim for pri
vatisation is called into question. The company has also secured an extra provision 
relating to the possible introduction of further light-rail routes; this matter is so 
important as to merit extended discussion in the following sections.

Network Expansion: Opportunism or Long-Term Strategy?

Among die extension possibilides, a nortli-soudi loop line running between Circular 
Quay and Central Stadon seems by far die most important. Such a route would re
establish a tram service first created in 1861 when die NSW government introduced 
horse-drawn cars —  after contracdng out construcdon and operadon. The succes
sor electric-tram services became very popular indeed. By 1925, the loop line alone 
carried about 30m passengers annually, partly because die government tramways 
management encouraged tram travel even for reladvely short intra-CBD journeys 
(Keenan, 1979, 1991; NSW Government Tramways, 1930). Of that loop-line traf
fic, approximately 20m passenger-journeys bodi started and terminated widiin the

l
Although historical precedent does not excuse this arrangement, it is worth noting that while 19th- 

century British legislation commonly permitted construction of rival inter-urban railway lines, US 
practice often afforded a local monopoly. An early and influential example of the latter is to be found 
in die 1831 charter of die Boston and Worcester railroad: see Salsbury (1967:86).
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CBD (Neale, 1933). Intra-CBD journeys on all train routes may have totalled 60m 
annually.

Since that time, many changes may have affected the demand for intra-CBD 
service. Although heavy rail now runs through the CBD, all stations are inconven
ient in access; headways are large; and punctuality is not part of die State Rail 
Authority culture. In consequence, these services offer little or no compeddon for 
such passengers. The present bus services are also unattractive: routes are complex 
and obscure, service is unreliable, and in some streets bus stops are poorly distrib
uted. Although there appear to be no official data, informed commentators suggest 
that the buses presendy carry at most 12m intra-CBD passengers annually. This is 
probably only a fracdon of the demand that would materialise if the CBD had high- 
quality public transport.

This background may help to explain the Department of Transport’s interest in 
extending light-rail services to other areas, including the CBD. It is not the purpose 
of this ardcle to consider whether it is in die public interest to introduce light rail 
radier dian to seek, by some means or odier, a major improvement in die quality of 
die bus services. But it is worth nodng diat, in the CBD much more dian in other 
areas, light rail has two significant advantages. In a CBD diat has narrow streets, it is 
reladvely difficult to operate large-scale bus services, and diere is an especial pre
mium on die low-noise and odier reladvely benign environmental characterisdcs of 
light-rail technology. A light-rail franchise for the CBD may also be a very attracdve 
financial proposidon.

In the event, die Pyrmont contract has important extension provisions (NSW 
Department of Transport, 1996a: 12-13): ‘If die IDepartmentl intends to extend die 
Uldmo-Pyrmont light-rail system (e.g. to die west or into die CBD) or have odier 
light-rail routes join die system, it m ust... negodate widi PLRC on terms and condi- 
dons’ under which such services are to be provided. If die parties do not reach 
agreement widiin 90 days, die Department is allowed to call for tenders from odier 
companies. If the Department accepts such a tender, dien die successful tenderer 
must buy out die PLRC assets, on terms diat depend on die dming:

• if die purchase occurs during die construcdon period of the Pyrmont line or 
widiin a year of die start of operadons of diat line, dien die price to be paid ‘is 
die agreed total cost of die project’s works lafter allowing for die government 
funding], plus 20% interest’;

• if die purchase occurs later, die price is ‘ 115 per cent of the fair market value of 
die system’.

The import of these provisions is to give the company first right of refusal on any 
other interconnecdng light-rail projects diat may be proposed.

For more detail on this argument and on die historical precedents, see Mills (1997a).
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The economic and financial effects of this right depend on whedier or not there 
are any significant economies of scope: that is, whether it will cost less to operate the 
Pyrmont and CBD services as an integrated whole. If there are no economies from 
joint operation, dien die deal has distributive, financial consequences only: any 
odier tenderer would have to bid high, to cover die extra cost (of 15 per cent of die 
fair market value of die Pyrmont line). In turn, diis allows SLRC to bid high and 
still win, should die Department of Transport be so obsdnate as to insist on going to 
tender. Thus, a bidding compeddon could never result in a contract diat was ex
pected to return only a compeddve rate of profit on die new line (considered by 
itself).

On die odier hand, diere may be significant cost savings from joint operadon: 
in pardcular, in respect of depot facilides (discussed below). If the capitalisation of 
such savings exceeds 15 per cent of die value of the Pyrmont line, the clause pro
vides a way of promoting die emergence of an efficient, integrated operadon. If die 
savings are less than diat, effective bidding may be prevented.

Furthermore, by giving these extension rights to SLRC, the Department of 
Transport has entered into long-term commitments which may restrict its ability to 
shape public policy. If die arrangement deters pursuit of some preferred policy 
(perhaps one of later devising), diere could be some adverse consequences for eco
nomic efficiency. Whatever die cost circumstances, die deal passes to SLRC a fi
nancial advantage, though conceivably diis offer may have been needed to secure 
establishment of die Pyrmont line widiin die subsidy limit.

In contrast, die case of Manchester Metrolink shows how government can 
benefit by retaining control of extension possibilities: there, the public authority 
kept ownership of die assets, and die terms of die initial contract encouraged die 
audiority to re-tender die operation of die entire system when die first light-rail ex
tension was initiated. The new contract went to anodier consortium, which was 
willing to pay much more for die new concession (see Tyson, 1997).

In die Sydney case, diere are also important questions concerning even-handed 
treatment of rival tenderers. In July 1993, the Department called for expressions of 
interest. In November 1993, after considering die responses, four groups were 
invited to tender. In May 1994, die four groups submitted a total of eleven pro
posals. On 30 June, die Department signed heads of agreement in favour of SLRC, 
‘setting out die broad parameters for die contracts to be negotiated’ (NSW Dept, of 
Transport, 1996a:2). There followed five mondis of negotiation before die core 
agreements were signed.

Whenever significant private negotiation occurs, there is a risk diat terms of
fered to die preferred tenderer would have produced better outcomes, in terms of 
die cost to die public purse and/or die users, and possibly even in terms of eco
nomic efficiency, if diey had been offered to die odier tenderers as well. A matter 
of special concern in die present case is die right of first refusal on extensions. The 
Summary of Contracts casts no light on whedier all tenderers were informed that 
this was to be offered. In an interview in April 1997, officers of die Department 
stated diat die invitation to tender did explain this, but did not spell out die
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(generous?) terms that were eventually offered to SLRC. The text of die invitation 
has not been made available, nor is it known whether the initial call for expressions 
of interest made it clear that what was at stake was the opportunity to develop light 
rail in Sydney as a whole rather than merely in the Pyrmont area. If there were no 
such intimation, some potential competitors may have decided not to express inter
est. More generally, the limited information that is available suggests that the com
petition for the Pyrmont contract may not have been very keen. In that case, it is 
not safe to conclude that the government secured a good deal on behalf of the users 
and taxpayers.

The public assurances do not address this issue. The Summary of Contracts 
was reviewed by the NSW Auditor-General who certified (on 16 April 1996), that 
‘nothing has come to my attention that causes me to believe that the [Summary] ... 
does not fairly evidence the contractual arrangements’ (attachment to NSW Dept.of 
Transport 1996a). However, it appears that the Auditor-General was not asked to 
examine directly the process that led to the contracts being signed. On the other 
hand, the Minister for Transport did appoint a probity auditor to consider the ten
dering processes and the odier steps. That auditor ‘reported his satisfaction from a 
probity viewpoint’ (p. 23). In the absence of a public statement describing die crite
ria applied by the probity auditor, it is not clear how much weight can be given to 
the assurance.

The remaining issue is why the Department would enter into such a long-term 
commitment. Was the decision taken because of myopic concerns for getting 
something done in the short term, and securing this at ‘reasonable’ (short-term) 
cost? Did die public servants (and die polidcians) realise die significance of grandng 
die company die first-refusal rights?

Light Rail and the Sydney Transport Network

The Pyrmont line is embedded in a transport network diat is predominandy oper
ated by public-sector agencies (many bus routes are served by private companies, 
but almost all of diese are concentrated in die western suburbs, well removed from 
die central and inner-urban areas). Thus, in establishing dirough-dckedng, PLRC 
has to deal widi City Rail and die State Transit Audiority (which operates Sydney 
Buses and also Sydney Ferries).

In describing die light-rail project, die NSW Department of Transport 
(1996a: 1) promises (rashly?) diat ‘Integrated, muld-modal dckedng will link the 
light-rail system widi trains, buses, ferries and die monorail. Fares are andcipated to 
be broadly comparable widi State Transit fares’. The monorail is presendy a minor 
carrier, owned and operated by TNT and serving Darling Harbour. It seems diat 
the monorail and the Pyrmont line will have through-dckedng. Passengers travelling 
between Pyrmont and the Town Hall area of the CBD could use bodi lines, with a 
reasonably convenient transfer.

Of greater importance to PLRC (and to die public interest) is facilitadon of 
dirough travel between the Pyrmont line and the services of STA and SRA, many of 
whose passengers use weekly or other periodic travel passes. Cooperadon may not
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be forthcoming from these public-sector organisations, especially in the case of the 
STA, for which extended light-rail services will present a competitive threat. Thus, 
PLRC may not gain access to travel pass revenues unless the Department of Trans
port so directs. At the time of writing, there are no signs that the Department is 
willing to take an active stance.

As and when light-rail services are extended to die CBD, the problems of net
work interdependence become even more important. On the demand side, sepa
rate ownership of light-rail routes would result in further contexts where revenue 
sharing would have to be negotiated if through-ticketing is to be established, and 
might also give perverse financial incentives to the individual light-rail operators. 
(The latter issue arises in the case of toll roads too: see Mills, 1995.) Thus, there 
are advantages in common ownership. (The concerns expressed earlier are about 
contractual terms rather than the practice itself.)

On the supply side, through running between the Pyrmont line and any CBD 
service will be a convenience, but may not be essential. Depot facilities for a CBD 
loop line could not be provided economically in the CBD itself, and would be bet
ter located on the Pyrmont line. If there were separate operators, this could be 
achieved by means of an appropriate financial arrangement.

A well-planned light-rail initiative should address all these issues at the outset. 
There are signs that the Department did consider many (if not all) of them. What 
may have been lacking is the political will needed for their resolution.

Recent Developments

In 1996, there were two important complementary developments, dealing with 
(respectively) extensions to the Pyrmont line and provision of a general legislative 
framework for light rail in New South Wales.

The latter is required because legislative repeal (undertaken after the abandon
ment of trams in 1961) left some gaps, which hampered the development of die 
Pyrmont scheme. The Transport Administration Amendment (Light Rail) Act 
1996 specifies procedures for dealing widi planning, environmental and land- 
ownership issues in respect of light-rail lines. It also provides a legal framework for 
some aspects of operation, including fare-collection and third-party insurance: pro
visions diat are needed for operation of die Pyrmont line.

Looking to die future, NSW Department of Transport (1996b) reported that 
die Department and SLRC had studied joindy die feasibility of extensions, includ
ing a SLRC proposal for a CBD service diat would follow die route of die old tram 
loop-line, but widi the vehicles travelling in die opposite direcdon on die loop; on 
balance, this may be a litde less convenient for die passengers (Mills, 1997a). The 
government has now ‘given in-principle approval to die concept of extensions and 
[has] approved die commencement of die necessary planning approval process’ 
(circular issued by die Departmant of Transport, July 1997).

Hansard\ Legislative Assembly, 20 November 1996, p. 6347 and Legislative Council, 28 November 
1996, p. 6771; see also Mills (1997a).
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Policy Options

The Pyrmont light-rail case shows how BOOT contracts can work in practice. The 
privatisation process attracts few private companies; there is extensive negotiation 
with a preferred tenderer; and the outcome gives to die private company terms that 
appear to be generous, at least in protecting die company from many of the risks. 
In short, die government does not secure widespread private-company interest, and 
seems not to be tough enough in its negodadng stance. As a result, service is pro
vided at seemingly high cost to users and taxpayers.

In most respects, the Pyrmont case is like NSW government experience with 
BOOT contracts in respect of some toll roads and die new heavy-rail line which is 
to serve Sydney airport. But one excepdonal feature of die Pyrmont case is the 
suspicion diat construcdon costs may be higher than is appropriate, perhaps be
cause of ambidous public-sector specificadon. Certainly, neither die public nor the 
private sector can rely on local skills in tramway design and operadon, since these 
have largely disappeared after a gap of 36 years.

The challenge is to devise a superior approach to privadsadon, one that may be 
pursued in die many infrastructure cases in which a government may wish to har
ness private-company skills to serve the public interest. The following discussion is 
intended to apply generally. In the applicadon of die ideas to the construcdon of 
furdier light-rail lines in Sydney, allowance has to be made for the rights obtained 
already by SLRC. Since die contract details have not been made public —  a dis
graceful failure which is certainly not the tradidon for disclosure of government 
business in die US —  it is not possible to say widi certainty whedier diat constraint 
is significant. If it is, dien a government diat shows detemninadon, while respecdng 
strict legal rights, may be able to resolve any difficuldes.

One policy opdon is for die government to persevere widi the use of BOOT 
contracts, but to seek better public-sector performance. Such improvement should 
focus on die following aspects:

• comprehensive analysis, in order to see far beyond the first contract (diis is 
especially important in the context of transport and odier networks);

• energedc dissemination of die analysis, to inform public scrutiny and to alert 
potential private-company tenderers and hence promote competitive interest;

• employment of tough, shrewd negotiators who care about dieir professional 
reputations even if diey do not care about the public interest;

• careful specification of die contract for which bids are to be invited, helped 
perhaps by use of consultants to anticipate the features that might be sought by 
potential tenderers, diereby limiting if not eliminating die need for negotiation 
widi a preferred tenderer; and
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• publication of the entire contract for which bids are to be invited, and subse
quent publication of the signed contract, in order to provide an incentive for 
good public-sector performance and to inform public scrutiny.

Faced with this list, a public-sector official might argue that the aims are unreal
istic: there simply are not very many interested companies, and any company that 
signs a contract inevitably wants commercial secrecy. On the latter point, once die 
contract has been signed, it is not clear that there is any commercial disadvantage 
arising from publication; on the odier hand, the bureaucrats may well want to avoid 
scrutiny. On the former, lack of competition is a major issue; when this applies, 
government should adopt an alternative policy, as described below.

In the infrastructure context, the scope for, and benefit from, private-company 
participation is found principally (if not exclusively) in the construction and opera
tion of the asset. On die other hand, private ownership brings few if any benefits 
(especially when die project is defined by die government), and often has disadvan
tages, especially in a network contract. In the altemadve approach, then, the gov
ernment invites private companies to bid for incendve contracts for operadon and 
for construcdon (and perhaps design), while the government retains ownership of 
die asset. For some economic analysis of diis, see Mills (1996b).

Also highly noteworthy is die proposal in Commonwealth Bank (1997), submit
ted to die Inquiry into Federal Road Funding, being undertaken by die House of 
Representadves Standing Committee on Communicadons, Transport and Micro- 
economic Reform. The Bank explicidy recognises a network difficulty, and pro
poses diat government retain ownership in such circumstances. It suggests that 
construcdon of die asset be financed by means of fixed-interest non-recourse debt 
issued by die government: diat is, bonds secured on the revenues of die asset rather 
dian die government’s general revenues. (For a brief economic consideradon of die 
mechanism, see Mills, 1997b.) In broad tenns, die financing procedure is like die 
pracdce used in a previous era of turnpike funding in die US. This approach could 
be employed for die Sydney light-rail CBD extension, which is likely to be finan
cially self-supporting dianks to die andcipated high levels of patronage. At die least, 
die government could turn to diis opdon if no private company is willing to offer a 
good price for die franchise.

The remaining quesdon, of course, is how to make die public sector improve 
its performance, no matter what form of privadsadon is to be used. Advocates of 
BOOT contracdng argue diat such privadsadon is necessary because of public- 
sector shortcomings, but seem unwilling to recognise that the same poor perform
ance can adversely affect the arrangement of privadsadon contracts.

In the New Soudi Wales context, die privadsadon record as a whole leads to 
many concerns, so much so diat recendy the Auditor-General has publicly cridcised 
die performance of successive governments (Sydney Morning Herald, 1 April 
1997). There is no guarantee that this performance can be lifted. But public pres
sure may help. Indeed, it may be argued that, because concerns are so widespread, 
and die bureaucrats and die polidcians so unwilling to allow public scrudny of con-
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tractual and other details, there is a strong case for pressing the NSW  government 
to establish an independent public inquiry into the privatisation record.
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Reforming Australian Local Government: 
Forced or Voluntary Amalgamations?

Brian Dollery

MT ICROECONOMIC reform in Australia has already had a substantial impact 
%  / 1 on die management of die Commonwealth public service. It has also 

A . ▼ JL h a d  significant effects on die operadons of most State bureaucracies, no
tably in Victoria. However, microeconomic reform is much less advanced in local 
government. This problem is well recognised. For instance, the Industry Com
mission (1996:164) has observed that

Local governments generally enjoy monopoly control over basic services 
and their businesses are rarely exposed to compeddve pressures. Litde data 
are available to gauge dieir performance. However, diere is a widespread 
percepdon of considerable room for improvement.

The comparadve lack of microeconomic reform undertaken by local govern
ment can be ascribed to various factors. First, die local government sector is small 
reladve to its State and Commonwealth counterparts (see Table 1).

Table 1

Australian Commonwealth, State and local government 
percentage shares of total government revenue and outlays,

1994-95
Governm ent sector Total revenue3 Total outlaysb

Commonwealth 72 54
State/Territory 24 42
Local 4 5

aTotal revenue excludes transfers between levels of government. 
bShares do not add to 100 per cent due to rounding.

Source: Industry Commission (1996, Table 2.1).

Brian Dollery is Associate Professor of Economics and Research Fellow in the 
Centre for Local Government at the University of New England.
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Given the size of the local government sector, it can readily be appreciated why 
policy-makers directed their initial efforts at the larger State and federal govern
ments.

Second, systematic change would be harder to achieve in local government in 
Australia, comprising as it does some 775 councils of varying size and importance, 
than in its much more cohesive and compact State and Commonwealth counter
parts.

Nevertheless, considerable gains could flow from the comprehensive reform of 
local government in Australia. After all, in 1995 it spent in excess of $10.5 billion 
and employed around 156,000 people (Johnstone, 1995:13). This has been recog
nised by both die federal government and several State and territory governments. 
For instance, the then Commonwealth Minister for Local Government, Warwick 
Smith (1996:1), noted in his address to the National General Assembly of the Aus
tralian Local Government Association on 3 December 1996 that

All governments must anticipate and react to continual change and respond 
to rising pressures from the community, business and government sectors 
to improve efficiency and effectiveness of their services. Local government 
is no exception.

The Minister went on to identify the nature of the reforms envisaged by the Com
monwealth government. These included regulatory reform, benchmarking and 
performance indicators, competitive tendering and contracting, competition policy, 
and restructuring.

Restructuring, or amalgamation, is the most controversial item on the agenda of 
Australian local government reform. Yet the presumption that enforced amalga
mations of small municipal councils will necessarily give rise to substantial econo
mies of scale remains unproven. Studies in Australia to date have admittedly been 
inadequate in depth and breadth; but the American evidence indicates that larger 
units tend to be associated with proportionately higher spending than smaller units. 
Moreover, if the argument over amalgamation is extended from economics to in
clude issues such as communities of interest, voter representation, local democracy, 
participation and vibrancy, then it is further weakened. Accordingly, while more 
research in greater depth is urgently required, it would be prudent at this stage to 
adopt die voluntary approach to amalgamations pioneered by New South Wales, 
and to explore enhanced ‘resource sharing’ such as already successfully occurs with 
regional libraries, waste disposal, joint purchasing arrangements, and so forth.

The Extent of Local Government Reform in Australia

Structural change in local government involves amalgamations of existing councils, 
boundary changes, voluntary cooperation and joint action between local authorities.

Local government in Australia is essentially a creature of State legislation and 
die views of State governments on amalgamation are decisive. Two generic ap
proaches to amalgamation, which has recendy occurred in most States, are evident:
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the voluntary approach, as adopted in New South Wales, and the compulsory ap
proach, as adopted in Victoria. Current Commonwealth policy seems to favour the 
Victorian approach. In practice, most States have adopted an approach that falls 
somewhere between these two extremes. Enthusiasm for amalgamation appears 
greatest in Victoria, resistance to it most pronounced in New South Wales and 
Western Australia (Gerritsen & Osborn, 1997; Kiss, 1997; Wensing, 1997).

Under the auspices of the Local Government Board inaugurated in May 1993, 
die number of local governments in Victoria has been reduced from 210 to 78. 
Similarly, under the Local Government Boundary Board in South Australia, 63 
new councils have been incorporated, with the total number of councils falling from 
118 to 81. Queensland’s Office for Local Government has overseen the amalga
mation of 16 local government areas into seven councils, along with boundary 
changes to a further 16 councils. Under the Local Government Act 1996, Western 
Australia’s 142 local authorities have made submissions on rationalisation proce
dures which are presently being considered. During 1992-94, the number of local 
governments in Tasmania fell from 46 to 29 in a program carried out by the Tas
manian Local Government Board. By contrast, New South Wales has yet to initi
ate major restructuring. However, between 1946 and 1982 die number of munici- 
palides in New Soudi Wales was reduced from 289 to 175,1 which may ease die 
pressure for local government restructuring in diat State.

Assessing the Impact of Amalgamations

It is too early to determine die full impact of diese amalgamadons. Moreover, few 
empirical studies have been undertaken; and the litde work diat has been done has 
focused exclusively on the economic impact of amalgamadon. Roger Hallam, for
merly Victoria’s Local Government Minister, has authored two reviews of his gov
ernment’s local government reform program (Hallam, 1994, 1995a), bodi of which 
examine efficiency radier dian polidcal issues like access, pardcipaUon and repre- 
sentadon. He has argued diat in economic terms Victorian restructuring has been 
very successful:

A worst-case scenario could have been small, inefficient and expensive 
councils... "Ehe individual targets set for councils were based on die find
ings of die Local Government Board and were determined after consulta- 
don widi die councils. Councils were given a three-year period in which to 
achieve the targets, which represented aggregate savings of between $362m 
and $395m across the 78 councils. To my delight, and relief, in September 
I was able to announce diat based on die council budgets, they would 
achieve, in diis first year, an aggregate savings of about 90 per cent of the 
uldmate target. (Hallam, 1995b:68)

* It has since risen to 177.
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Chapman (1995) found that Tasmanian amalgamations lowered administration 
costs considerably. However, he noted that his study did not deal with effectiveness 
and urged caution in interpreting his findings.

Warwick Smith (1996:5) shared the assumption that significant economies of 
scale and scope exist in local government that can be captured by amalgamating 
small councils into larger consolidated local authorities:

Where it has occurred, structural reform of local government has provided
significant economic benefits to the community. Studies suggest that some
of die measurable benefits of structural reform include:
• lower administration costs;
• lower costs of representation;
• increased purchasing power and better use of plant and equipment;

and
• a more diverse funding base.

Moreover, the Commonwealth government views amalgamation as the most ef
fective way of enhancing the efficiency of Australian local government (Smith, 1996: 
6):

[Dlespite the best results which benchmarking and competitive tendering 
can produce, perhaps the biggest boost to improved efficiency in Local 
Government can come from a reduction in the number of Councils. 
There is no doubt in my mind that efficiencies will result from fewer but 
larger councils.

Endiusiastic support for amalgamation on economic grounds exists also in aca
demic and business circles. For example, the Property Council of Australia has 
‘claimed diat local councils in NSW (particularly in the Sydney Metropolitan Re
gion) were too fragmented, inefficient and parochial, which provided a framework 
for substantial diseconomies in service delivery and public administration’ (Local 
Government and Shires Associations of New South Wales, 1997:13). Similarly, 
Soul (1997:6) has argued that ‘from any objective assessment, small municipalities 
hold little economic political or social advantage, and the institution of local gov
ernment, in its present form, does little to advance the public interest or indeed, its 
own long-term interests’.

Arguments against amalgamation typically focus on the purported threat it 
poses for local government democracy. Reduced employment is sometimes also 
cited, especially in small rural communities where councils are often the largest 
employer (Vince, 1997). As Warwick Smith (1996:6) has put it,

...structural reform may have some perceived negatives and some of the 
concerns expressed include:
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• diminished communities of interest;
• diminished voter representation;
• dominance of one area over another, and associated with this, the

loss of identity;
• some loss of local government; and
• initial, mosdy one-off, financial costs of implementing the reform

process.

Here, however, my concern is solely with die claim that the amalgamation of 
existing small councils into larger local government audiorities enhances economic 
efficiency and effectiveness. The argument has two dimensions: theoretical consid
erations deriving from die dieory of fiscal federalism; and empirical evidence from 
die international literature.

Theoretical Considerations

‘Fiscal federalism’ refers to die division of taxing and expenditure powers among 
die different levels of government comprising a federation. The economic dieory 
of fiscal federalism, derived largely from Oates (1972), provides insights into die 
consequences of different arrangements for distributing responsibility for supplying 
public goods and services among various levels and sizes of government and for 
differential financing arrangements. The dieory gives rise to die ‘correspondence 
principle’, which stipulates diat die size of a particular government should corre
spond to die area of benefit flowing from die goods it provides to cidzens. Moreo
ver, each public good should be provided by the smallest (that is, lowest-level) gov
ernment consistent widi the absence of spatial spillovers into odier regions.

The concept of a ‘benefit region’ is crucial to die applicafion of die correspon
dence principle. Almost all public goods have geographically limited areas in which 
diey confer benefits on citizens. For instance, while some public goods, like na
tional defence, have a nationwide benefit region, odiers, such as streedighdng, have 
severely localised benefit regions. In democradc societies, citizens of specific bene
fit regions vote for die services diey want and should be obliged to pay for diese 
services. Thus, services which are nationwide in dieir benefit incidence (like de
fence forces) should be provided nationally; services widi regional benefits (such as 
highway systems) should be provided regionally; and services widi local benefits 
(like streedights and pavements) should be provided locally. The notion of the 
benefit region provides die basis for die concept of an optimal community size 
which underlies arguments for amalgamation.

The dieory of fiscal federalism holds diat die optimal size of governments pro
viding a given range of services is determined by the size of die benefit region in 
accordance widi die correspondence principle. But local public goods may have 
benefit regions of different sizes, some of which will extend into the jurisdictions of 
adjacent local governments. Such spillovers have at least two important policy im
plications. First, diey create a priina facie case for the joint provision of the local 
public good in question by adjacent local governments. Second, they create a priina
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facie case for ‘matching grants’ from higher levels of government in proportion to 
the extent of the spillovers.

However, such spillovers do not necessarily provide a case for the amalgama
tion of adjacent councils. The primary reason for this is quintessentially economic 
and independent of non-economic concerns about die loss of local democracy that 
allegedly flows from local government amalgamations. Local public services vary 
gready in dieir economic characteristics, like economies of scale and benefit re
gions. This has important implications for determining optimal public service pro
vision in local government. For example, it is highly unlikely diat die optimal serv
ice district for fire protection services will coincide, or even resemble, optimal serv
ice districts for, say, refuse collection, public parks, or sewage treatment services. It 
follows on theoretical grounds diat a single common service district for even a rela
tively small number of local public services resulting from die amalgamation of 
small councils may not be efficient, even if any positive gains in administrative effi
ciency are included. This argument has some interesting policy implications for 
contemporary local government in Australia.

Empirical Considerations

As already observed, litde empirical work has been undertaken on die economic 
effects of amalgamation in Australian local government. Moreover, despite exten
sive structural reform in Canada, New Zealand and die United Kingdom, surpris
ingly litde empirical evidence has been gadiered in diese countries on die question 
of whedier small or large local government units are more efficient in local public 
good delivery. For instance, Boyne (1992:355) has argued dial in die United King
dom an ‘empirical vacuum’ surrounds local government restructuring since ‘hardly 
anything is known about die consequences of structural change’. Fortunately, con
siderable research effort has been devoted to die economic consequences of amal
gamation in die United States, which can provide some empirical guidance on the 
issue of amalgamation.

Two kinds of economies can result from the amalgamation of small councils 
into larger local government audiorities. First, economies of scale can arise, as av
erage production costs fall widi increasing output. In the context of local govern
ment amalgamation, economies of scale would need to generate a per capita reduc
tion in average production costs to be meaningful. Second, economies of sccpe 
(die financial advantages which accrue by providing a range of goods and services 
dirough a single organisation radier dian dirough several organisations) often stem 
from die shared attribution of administrative and odier ‘overheads’ amongst many 
services.

"fable 2 summarises some of die evidence on diese economies in die Uniied 
States. ‘Fragmentation’ refers to die number of separate units in a local government 
system. ‘Horizontal fragmentation’ refers to the number of governmental units in a 
given tier of government, like local government By contrast, ‘vertical fragmerta- 
tion’ refers to the number of governmental units in a governmental hierarchy. 
‘General fragmentation’ refers to bodi horizontal and vertical fragmentation. A
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process of local government amalgamation would thus reduce horizontal fragmen
tation, but not necessarily vertical fragmentation. It follows that amalgamation 
would also decrease the degree of general fragmentation. Table 2 summarises die 
findings of 25 studies on die economic effects of differendal degrees of fragmenta- 
don on die costs of service delivery in American local government:

Table 2

Economies of scale in US local government service delivery
Type o f Num ber o f studies Effects o f fragmentation on costs
fragmentation H igher Insignificant Lower

Horizontal 11 7 5 13
General 14 8 12 9

Source: Adapted from Boyne (1992:Tables 3 & 5).

This evidence tells against bodi official policy and convendonal wisdom about 
die efficiency of large local governments in Australia. For instance, highly horizon
tally fragmented local governments spent less in 13 cases compared widi higher 
spending in only seven cases. Similarly, highly generally fragmented local authori- 
des spent more in eight cases and less in nine cases, widi twelve spending about the 
same as less fragmented systems. Boyne (1992:252) himself drew die following 
conclusions after reviewing diis evidence:

In sum, die broad pattern of die evidence suggests that lower spending is a 
feature of fragmented and deconcentrated local government systems. By 
contrast, consolidated and concentrated structures tend to be associated 
widi higher spending. This implies diat die technical benefits of large units 
widi big market shares, such as economies of scale and scope, are out
weighed by compeddve and polidcal costs, such as disincendves towards fis
cal migration and problems of public scrutiny.

In a comparable but broader survey of the international empirical evidence on 
scale economies, which included state, regional and local governments, Bald and 
Vogt (1975:13-14) concluded as follows:

[M]ost positive findings of scale economies are based on statistical results 
diat show a negative relationship between population size and per capita 
expenditures. There are great statistical and theoretical problems widi in
terpreting such results as showing scale economies, and about as many 
studies that find a negative relationship find a positive one.
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Policy Implications

Economic arguments provide support for the voluntary approach to amalgamations 
adopted by New South Wales. There are no sound a priori reasons for assuming 
that similar benefit regions exist for the range of services typically provided by 
councils. So although economies of scope probably flow from amalgamation, there 
is no theoretical presumption that economies of scale will result. Moreover, avail
able international evidence is ambiguous on the question of economies of scale and 
may indicate smaller councils could be more efficient.

This suggests that public policy-makers should seek to provide the legislative 
framework to facilitate resource sharing or cooperative interaction between local 
government authorities. For example, if a constellation of neighbouring existing 
councils (who presumably possess the best knowledge of local circumstances) be
lieves that some service can be provided more cheaply through joint provision, then 
State and federal governments should encourage cooperation. It is by no means 
obvious that resource-sharing along these lines in any way necessitates the political 
amalgamation of participating councils. Accordingly, existing local government de
mocracy is thus not incompatible with die achievement of economies of scale.

The feasibility of resource-sharing arrangements in Australian local government 
does not have to be demonstrated: a long history of cooperative action already ex
ists. Examples include regional libraries, regional waste operations, bulk purchasing 
agreements, and sharing specialist and technical staff amongst adjacent councils 
(NSW Department of Local Government, 1995; Grant & Payne, 1997).

The views of the local government community itself are crucial in the formula
tion of any rational policy prescriptions for the sector and at present it is difficult to 
ascertain fliese views. However, the Australian Institute of Urban Studies has 
commissioned the Centre for Local Government at the University of New England 
to investigate this question. Although it is too early to anticipate the findings of their 
research, policy-makers no doubt await their report with considerable interest.
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Improving Regulation of the Domestic 
Content of Australian Television

Franco Papandrea

V  IKE most developed countries, Australia imposes minimum domestic con
tent requirements for television programs in an attempt to protect the na- 

-JL—Jtional culture and identity from the allegedly detrimental effects of ‘over- 
consumption’ of imported programs. Such regulation has existed in Australia for 
more dian 30 years. The current provisions mandate the broadcast of domestic 
programming for at least half of a station’s air time between 6am and midnight 
(rising to 55 per cent in 1998) and die broadcast of minimum levels of adult prime
time drama, documentaries and children’s programming (including a quota for first- 
release children’s drama). The effectiveness and efficiency of these measures have 
been variable, and could be improved.

Why Special Regulations for Commercial Television?

Why should domestic content of commercial television be highly regulated?
Aldiough unique in certain respects, commercial television closely resembles 

odier popular media. The closest substitutes for commercial television are non
advertiser-funded television services including national free-to-air services and pay 
television. Odier, less close, substitutes include video hire, cinemas, magazines, 
newspapers, radio, and computer-based information and entertainment like video 
games and CDROM. None of diese substitutes is regulated to die same extent as 
commercial television, and non-television subsdtutes are not subject to domesdc 
content reguladon.

Television is generally regarded as an influendal medium with the capacity to 
alter audience percepdons. It is highly prized by advertisers, who pay large amounts 
to broadcast dieir messages bodi to inform and to influence audiences. Similarly, 
programs would also appear to be influendal but their effect is less obvious than that 
of advertising. However, television is not unique in diese respects.

Television differs from odier media in being readily accessible in almost every 
home at negligible direct cost. It is consumed in reladvely large quanddes (more 
than diree hours a day on average), making it die most important leisure aedvity for 
a large proportion of die populadon. Thus, to die extent that external cultural
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benefits accrue from the consumption of some programs, such benefits can be 
gained more readily from television than from other media.

As well, it appears that television operators are biased against high-cost pro
grams and programs that appeal to relatively small audiences (Spence & Owen, 
1977). Furthermore, because commercial broadcasters do not gain dirccdy from 
the external cultural benefits generated by domestic programs, die value of diose 
benefits is not taken into account in dieir programming decisions. Consequendy, 
desirable domesdc programming may be undersupplied in die absence of regula
tory requirements. These characterisdcs of television programming choice may 
lead to outcomes diat do not maximise social welfare.

Differential Treatment of Programs

The extent to which programs influence audiences is largely determined by their 
nature, content and popularity. For example, viewers are likely to treat the content 
of a news and current affairs program more seriously than die content of a game 
show. In terms of popularity, Papandrea (1996) found diat the most popular, 
regularly watched programs were news and current affairs (80.8 per cent of respon
dents), movies (46.5 per cent), documentaries (41.2 per cent), sports (38.9 per 
cent), and serials and series (23.0 per cent). The amount of commercial television 
air lime devoted to different categories of program may also be taken as an indica
tor of dieir reladve levels of demand. Adult drama, which occupies approximately 
35 per cent of commercial television air lime, is by far the most regularly transmit
ted type of program. Light entertainment comes second, widi approximately 18 per 
cent of air-dme devoted to it (ABA, 1994).

The degree to which domesdc programs compete widi imported subsdtutes 
varies considerably. Domesdc news, current affairs and sports programs, for ex
ample, being in high demand and generally profitable to stadons, are substandally 
protected from imported programs. In contrast, domesdc origin is not a major de
terminant of demand for odier types of programs, pardcularly diose primarily in
tended to entertain viewers.

Adult drama. Drama looms large in all discussions of Australian content reguladon 
of television programs, and is the subject of special quota provisions. Aldiough it is 
often said that drama exerts an essendal and unique influence on cultural develop
ment, there is very litde empirical evidence to support this claim. However, as 
drama is die highest-cost form of domesdc programming, it could be argued diat 
die established bias of television operators against high-cost programs is likely to 
lead to it being undersupplied. So if the argument diat consumpdon of domesdc 
drama is an essendal element of cultural development is valid, reguladon may be 
necessary to ensure that at least a representadve quandty is delivered to audiences.

Aldiough different mechanisms are used for the purpose, government inter- 
vendon is a consistent characterisdc of the domesdc producdon of other forms of 
drama. While diere are no domesdc content quotas set for cinemas and video 
stores, producdon of feature films is direcdy supported by government funding.
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Financial support is also available for telemovies and television mini-series (in addi
tion to die television drama quotas), but not for serials or series.

Children's programs. According to die Australian Broadcasdng Tribunal (ABT, 
1991:333), ‘regulatory acdon for children’s television has essendally been a response 
to lack of quality, age specific, television programs for children and the need to pro
tect their interests’. The available evidence suggests diere is widespread support for 
special consideradon of die programming needs of children (Papandrea, 1996).

The need to protect children extends beyond programs to advertising, where 
the regulators impose controls on both the type and the quandty of advertising 
during children’s programs. Programs for pre-school children are prohibited from 
carrying any advertising. These restriedons aggravate the impact of die reguladon 
on broadcasters. Even widiout advertising restriedons, the naturally limited appeal 
of children’s programs acts as a disincendve to broadcasters.

Small audiences and stringent advertising restriedons make children’s programs 
generally unappealing to commercial broadcasters. The disincendve against broad
casdng children’s doinesdc drama is particularly acute because of its cost to broad
casters. Under such circumstances, broadcasters will be concerned primarily to 
minimise die cost of compliance widi die reguladon. Where they are required to 
supply a prescribed quandty of drama, die only way they can control compliance 
costs is to reduce die cost of produedon factors, which may have a potendally severe 
impact on program quality.1

Documentaries. Specific requirements for the broadcasdng of Australian docu
mentaries were introduced in 1996. The arguments advanced for die support of 
documentaries are similar to diose for adult drama, including cultural importance 
and under-representadon on programming schedules.

Like drama, documentaries are cosdy to produce, and broadcasters are diere- 
fore likely to be biased against them. As well, dieir typical one-olf nature makes 
diem even more unattraedve to broadcasters, irrespeedve of dieir nadonal origin. 
For example, a documentary series in which each program deals widi a different 
issue offers much less scope for the retendon of audience loyalty dian a drama se
ries, widi consequendally less capacity to take advantage of promodon and schedul
ing economies.

The ABA provided little jusdficadon for the introduedon of specific quota lev
els for documentaries. Indeed, die data available when the quota was announced 
do not seem to support die need for a quota. Those data show diat Sydney’s com
mercial stadons were already broadcasdng substandally more hours of Australian 
documentaries than are now required by die quota (ABA, 1993). The quota is 
dierefore unlikely to have a significant impact on the stadons’ future performance.

See Papandrea (1994) for a discussion of the difficulties in defining program quality.
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Program diversity. A major potential argument for intervention in television pro
gramming is that competitive commercial operators supply a less than desirable 
level of program diversity. Duplication of the type of program already supplied on 
another channel is more profitable to a competing broadcaster if, after adjusting for 
differences in program costs, it can attract a bigger audience than by broadcasting a 
different type of program.

A Bureau of Transport and Communications Economics (BTCE) report exam
ined the changes in the level of program diversity (defined in terms of die number 
of different types of programs available to viewers) when additional commercial sta
tions are introduced in a market. It found that die addidon of two stadons in
creased the maximum weekly diversity index from 1.00 to 2.06, and diat a change 
from two to three stadons increased the weekly index from 1.63 to 2.06. By way of 
comparison, two stadons showing different types of programs in each dme slot 
would have achieved an index of 2.00. The report also noted that the presence of 
the ABC in a television market provided an ‘important addidonal level of diversity 
to viewers’ (BTCE, 1991:116). In an earlier econometric study of television view
ing, Widiers (1985) reported similar results on the effect of the ABC.

Regulation and Technological Change

Reguladon or other market intervendon is desirable only if it leads to an improve
ment in social welfare. The necessary condidons for jusdfied market intervendon 
include die presence of market failure and the delivery of benefits that exceed the 
cost of intervendon. But if reguladon is jusdfied, it is necessary to establish whether 
the instruments used are, and are likely to condnue to be, die most effecdve and 
efficient for die purpose.

Rapid technological change in all communicadon industries, including televi
sion, raises doubts about die condnued effectiveness and efficiency of current regu
lations. Historically, the broadcasting and communications industries supplied dis
tinct services, which facilitated die application of differential regulation. But with 
changing technology, a given service can be provided by a variety of means (such as 
free-to-air broadcasting, cable, microwave, satellite, and so on). The Broadcasting 
Services Act 1992 attempted to circumvent the effects of technological change by 
defining broadcasting as services to die general public independendy of the means 
of delivery. The Act also defines ‘narrowcasting’ services (which are not subject to 
domestic content regulation) as services to specific groups (defined geographically 
or by interests). However, die likely segmentation of audiences by die evolution of 
a multitude of services will result in services becoming increasingly specialised, so 
blurring die distinction between broadcasting and narrowcasting. This is likely to 
reduce substantially the effectiveness of regulation designed for services reaching 
very large audiences.

Technological change is also likely to generate new services that may be beyond 
the reach of domestic regulation. Satellite services originating overseas can be ac
cessed in Australia. Similarly, video images and entertainment services are accessi-
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ble through the Internet, and may originate in locations that are beyond the juris
diction of domestic governments.

Improving the Efficiency of Current Regulation

Assessment of the efficiency of an intervention is based on estimates of its costs and 
benefits. This is not an easy task, particularly when it involves the indirect meas
urement of intangible benefits. To date, only Papandrea (1996) has attempted to 
produce such an estimate for the regulation of the domestic content of television 
programming. Using a contingent valuation survey, that study estimated that the 
value of die benefits accruing to society were at least commensurate with the cost of 
supplying Australian programming. Widi improved regulatory arrangements those 
benefits could be increased.

The transmission quota. Domestic content quotas have often been cited as a quid 
pro quo for restricted licensing of entry to die commercial television industry 
(BTCE, 1991). The cost of meeting the quota is a non-transparent tax aimed at 
collecting at least part of die monopoly rents that licensing confers on established 
broadcasters. As a tax instrument, a quota is cumbersome and cosdy to administer.

Traditionally, stations have had litde if any difficulty in meeting their transmis
sion quota obligations. The natural protection of much domestic programming, 
including news, current affairs and sports programs, along with its popularity, ap
pears to have been sufficient to ensure that a large proportion of all programs is of 
domestic origin. In addition, any shortfall in compliance can be made up easily by 
screening repeats of previously broadcast programs or low-cost, low-quality, 
‘quota-quickies’ at times when audiences are small.

A more focused regulatory instrument could improve bodi die effectiveness 
and die efficiency of die current transmission quota approach. Inclusion of all pro
grams in a quota diat affects only some of them is clearly not well focused. Exclu
sion of programs diat are highly likely to be supplied anyway would direct die focus 
on to programs diat are more likely to contribute to cultural objectives or are un
likely to be supplied in sufficient quantities. The European approach, which de
termines transmission quotas as a proportion of the air time devoted to entertain
ment programs diat compete direcdy widi imports, may have some merit.

Anodier option for improved targeting of the quota is to modify the current 
television station licensing fee arrangements. The nominal licence-fee rate payable 
by stations could be increased to reflect die current cost of the quota obligations. 
The actual amount of licence fees payable by stations could then be discounted on 
the basis of a schedule of domestic content levels. To improve die targeting of the 
mechanism, differential discount rates could be used to promote specific types of 
programs.

Transmission quotas could be made tradeable among stations in the same 
service area. Tradeable quotas have been recommended, and have been applied 
with some success, as efficient instruments of environmental regulation (Hahn, 
1989; Tietenberg, 1990) in pursuit of objectives that are conceptually similar to
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those of domestic content regulation. Under such a scheme, a station would have a 
financial incentive to transfer any excess quota to a station having difficulty in satisfy
ing tiie requirement. Such an approach would ensure maintenance of the pre
scribed global domestic transmission quota even though some stations may not 
comply with the requirement. At the same time, stations with a comparative advan
tage in Australian programs would have an incentive to pursue such programming 
to a higher degree than otherwise.

To the extent that stations choose to operate away from the mean level, the di
versity of programs available to viewers would be enhanced. Because stations tend 
to compete with one another by duplicating programs offered in die same time slot, 
a move away from a fixed quota could enhance program choice for viewers. An
other option is to give the ABC a greater role in the provision of Australian pro
grams togedier with a commensurate reduction in the obligation of commercial sta
tions. Widiers (1985), for example, argues diat the adoption of a complementary 
radier dian compeddve programming policy by die ABC would increase diversity by 
catering for program types diat are unattractive to commercial stadons.

Drama requirements. Australian drama tends to be popular widi audiences, and 
successful programs are financially attractive to broadcasters. The production of 
successful drama, however, is risky. About half all new drama series (die main form 
of Australian drama on television) fail to attract sufficient audiences to justify con
tinued production. Such a high failure rate constitutes a strong disincentive to tele
vision stations to invest in domestic drama because diey can earn similar or better 
risk-adjusted returns by broadcasting competitive imported drama. To comply widi 
die quota, stations are forced to accept die cost of an odierwise unacceptable level 
of risk and possibly the cost of producing some drama programs which would oth
erwise be discontinued due to dieir commercially insufficient audience appeal.

The current quota arrangements are inflexible in dieir application and ignore 
die likelihood diat some stations may have a competitive advantage in die produc
tion of drama programs. This possibility is suggested by the Seven Network’s suc
cess widi die broadcast of Australian drama in excess of quota obligations and the 
apparent difficulties of die Nine Network in complying widi die quota. Some 
flexibility in die arrangements could be achieved by the introduction of tradeable 
drama quotas similar to diose suggested for die transmission quota arrangements. 
But such an approach would do litde to reduce broadcasters’ aversion to the high 
level of risk of producing successful Australian drama programs.

The disincentive to commission die production of domestic drama could be 
reduced by direct financial incentives such as production subsidies. The provision 
of a production subsidy would reduce die up-front investment required for die pro
duction of eligible programs. An added advantage of a subsidy is diat, unlike a 
quota, the level of assistance accorded to die production of a program would be 
transparent. Moreover, die approach appears to be effective. For example, both 
New Zealand and Canada provide subsidies to encourage the production of drama 
programs. The Australian financial assistance arrangements for die production of
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feature Films are also similar in scope. Finally, such subsidies could be directed 
specifically to the type of programs deemed to have the greatest influence on cul
tural development.

A switch from programming quotas to production subsidies would shift the cost 
of die regulation from broadcasters to taxpayers, unless it were accompanied by an 
offsetting tax on broadcasters. The current arrangements are essentially a form of 
indirect taxation on broadcasters. While the current licence-fee arrangements con
tinue to apply, it may be possible to increase die rate at which they are levied to 
cover die cost of subsidising drama producdon. Alternadvely, stadons could be re
quired to pay a domesdc program levy expressed as a percentage of advertising 
revenue discounted for expenditure on independent productions. A further pos
sibility would be to reintroduce a television viewers’ licence fee to fund die subsidy, 
along die lines of the arrangements in place in New Zealand.

An alternative approach to specific quotas and production subsidies would be 
to give the national broadcasters (ABC and SBS) responsibility for supplying so
cially desirable programs, including drama. To remain competitive in a specialised 
service environment, the national broadcasters would need to develop some degree 
of specialisation in die services they provide. To discharge effectively such a re
sponsibility in addition to their existing statutory obligations, the national broadcast
ers may require more dian one channel each.

Direct provision of services could be targeted specifically to desirable programs 
odierwise unlikely to be supplied by commercial stations. For drama, for example, 
emphasis could be placed on die supply of higher-cost (higher-quality) programs. 
Direct provision would need to pay adequate attention to audience preferences: 
diere would be litde point in providing programs that appeal to a small minority 
when die primary aim of die intervention was to capture die cultural external bene
fits of domestic programs. As a public service, the range of programs provided 
would need to appeal to a broad section of the community. Different channels, or 
parts of the program schedule on a single channel, could be directed at different 
sections of the community. If such an approach were adopted, die main function of 
die direct service providers would be to supply desirable domestic programs as an 
alternative to imported programs of the same genre.

To prevent a windfall gain to broadcasters from such a move, funding of die 
additional responsibilities assigned to national broadcasters would need to be sour
ced largely from commercial broadcasters who currendy bear die of cost of die 
regulation. For diis purpose, broadcasting licence fees could be increased by an 
amount diat is commensurate widi die cost of complying widi die current domestic 
programming obligations.

Children’s drama. As noted above, die requirements for children’s drama (and 
other children’s programs) impose a substantial cost burden on broadcasters. As 
for other elements of the regulation, the requirements essentially constitute a tax 
and could be more easily collected dirough the existing licence-fee system. Once 
collected, the tax revenue could be used to subsidise the cost of producing chil-
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dren’s drama and targeted to ensure adequate quality. To make the drama pro
grams attractive to broadcasters, children’s drama prices would have to be compa
rable to those of other children’s programs.

The current arrangements require all three stations to provide similar quantities 
of children’s programming. Often, choice is limited to one time slot with a choice 
of three programs with similar formats. At other times, children have to be content 
to watch, if allowed, programs designed to cater for adults. Under such circum
stances, it may be more valuable for children to have programs catering to their 
needs available to them at different times.

The ABC has had considerable success in the production and broadcasting of 
children’s programs. Its commitment to children’s programs is not driven by the 
profit imperatives of commercial operators and die programs it supplies are more 
likely to be directed at meeting the needs of children. It may be more efficient, 
dierefore, to require die nadonal broadcasters to increase their supply of children’s 
programming and to release commercial broadcasters from children’s programming 
obligations but not necessarily from obligations to fund children’s programming.

To implement such a proposal, licence fees of commercial broadcasters could 
be increased to cover the cost of current children’s programming obligations. The 
funds dius collected could be allocated to the national broadcasters specifically for 
the production of children’s programs. The quantity of children’s programming 
broadcast by die national broadcasters would increase, giving children an opportu
nity to watch programs specifically made for diem at times best suited to diem. On 
the other hand, the reduction or removal of children’s programs from commercial 
stations would reduce the choice of programs currendy available to children. How
ever, because commercial stations tend to compete widi one anodier by broadcast
ing similar programs in die same time slots, die reduction in die diversity of pro
grams available to children would be smaller.

The supply of additional programming for children by die national broadcasters 
could not occur widiout displacing odier programming which might be equally so
cially desirable (such as educational programs for schools). Alternatively, die ABC 
or SBS could be assigned additional spectrum to broadcast children’s programs and 
perhaps odier socially desirable programming.

Assessment and Prospects

The regulation of die domestic content of television programs is an important ele
ment of the cultural policies of most developed countries. Typically, the regulation 
is also an arm of industry assistance and employment-creation policy. The twin 
objectives are inseparable even if the link between them is no longer emphasised in 
today’s world trading environment. In any event, while the presence of external 
cultural benefits may provide the basis for market intervention on cultural policy 
grounds, intervention on industry assistance grounds would be difficult to justify.

The preceding analysis suggests that the Australian regulation is only partially 
effective in producing desired outcomes. While it is likely to deliver a net benefit to 
society, welfare could be improved by the adoption of different forms of interven-
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lion. The analysis also suggests that the present instruments are probably unsus
tainable in a changing technological environment.

Of the existing instruments, the transmission quota contributes least to the ob
jectives of the regulation. Many of the domestic programs included in stations’ cur
rent programming schedules would continue to be supplied even in die absence of 
the transmission quota. Programs such as news, current affairs and sports are not 
only largely protected from imports, but also enjoy a high level of popularity among 
viewers, and are profitable. In the entertainment area, however, stations may not 
supply optimal levels of domestic programming because of the likely existence of 
bias and market f ailure in die program market.

The specific requirements for children’s programs and adult drama appear to 
be more effecdve in changing die market behaviour of stations. Children’s pro
gramming, particularly drama, would be unlikely to feature prominendy in televi
sion programming widiout die regulation. Similarly, but to a lesser extent, adult 
first-release drama would not be as prominent widiout the regulatory requirement. 
The existing instruments, therefore, could be said to be effecdve in meedng die ob
jectives of die regulation.

The current regulatory mechanisms could be better targeted and modified to 
improve dieir efficiency and increase die net welfare accruing to society. Tradeable 
quotas, for example, would facilitate specialisation by stations in areas of program
ming where they have comparative advantages widiout reducing die overall output 
of desirable programming. Odier mechanisms, such as production subsidies, 
would have die added advantages of transparency and better targeting of bodi die 
type and die quality of programs.

The unstated assumption underlying diese proposals is diat the industry envi
ronment will not undergo major change. While diis may be a reasonable assump
tion in die short term, it is clearly untenable in die medium to long term. Com
munications technology is undergoing rapid change and die pace of change is ex
pected to increase. The television market is already changing and will continue to 
do so. This is an ominous development for die effectiveness and efficiency of 
regulatory instruments that were designed for an era of high predictability and litdc 
change.

Given diat die natural market for all communications services is becoming in
creasingly global, mechanisms such as programming quotas (including quotas based 
on proportions of programming budgets) are unlikely to retain dieir effectiveness. 
Domestic governments have no jurisdiction over programming originating outside 
their territory. This raises important questions for cultural policy at the national 
level. Given diat die current regulation benefits society, appropriate policy instru
ments may need to be developed to ensure that die benefits will continue to flow in 
the new environment.

The anticipated substantial expansion of electronic information and communi
cation services could be expected to lead to a market structure where the supply of 
programs will be more likely to reflect demand. To a large extent, programs with a 
sufficiendy large private demand will be supplied by the market. Nonetheless, some
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programs that potentially generate external cultural benefits may continue to be un
dersupplied. In such circumstances, the current quota approach is unlikely to be 
effective in producing the desired outcomes, production subsidies or direct provi
sion of socially valuable programs will be more effective. A movement towards the 
use o f such regulatory instruments sooner, rather than later, may be appropriate. In 
a changing technological environment it appears that government will not be able to 
prescribe what is consumed and can do no better than ensure that those who value 
programs deemed to be socially desirable have the option of consuming them.
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The Rise of Judicial Activism in 
New Zealand

James Allan

HOULD judges unswervingly follow the legislature’s clearly worded enactments 
^ ^ a n d  their own past decisions? Or should they modify such legislation to en- 
k ^ J su re  diat it is fair and appropriate? The question is certainly not new. Shake
speare, in The Merchant o f  Venice (IV.i.212-19), raises it in dramatic fashion when 
he has Antonio forfeit his bond of a pound of flesh to Shylock. Must Antonio pay, 
and so die? To avoid this result, Bassanio beseeches the judge (who is Portia in 
disguise) to:

Wrest once the law to your authority:
To do a great right, do a little wrong,
And curb this cruel devil of his will.

But Portia immediately replies:

It must not be. There is no power in Venice 
Can alter a decree established.
’Twill be recorded for a precedent,
And many an error by the same example 
Will rush into die state. It cannot be.

In recent decades, judges diroughout die common law world seem to have been 
tending towards Bassanio’s way of diinking. The Canadian judiciary^ provides 
probably die best example of what is generally called ‘judicial activism’. But its 
New Zealand counterpart has been almost as inclined to do ‘great rights’.

Undl recendy, New Zealand’s judiciary followed the traditional British practice 
of interpretation. Statutes were read in a fairly literal way. Precedents were consid
ered binding, except in rare cases, and die rules diey articulated were only excep
tionally broadened, narrowed or eliminated. Parliament was viewed as the legiti
mate source of law reform. Most judges saw diemselves as independent arbiters

l
See, for example, Mandel (1989).

James Allan is Lecturer in Law at the University of Otago.
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and appliers of rules that had either been laid down by parliament or slowly evolved 
(to deal with particular disputes) in past precedents.

According to Professor John Smillie (1996:258),

From die early 1980s it seems to have become accepted, particularly by 
members of die Court of Appeal, that New Zealand society is unique in 
important respects and is changing rapidly, and that the inherited common 
law no longer reflects the current needs, values and aspiradons of our 
community. Furthermore, it is neither necessary nor appropriate to rely on 
Parliament to make the necessary changes; the judges must accept direct re
sponsibility for adapdng and developing the law to meet current needs.

As evidence of this change, Smillie cites a host of extra-judicial wridngs and 
comments by New Zealand’s highest judges to die effect that judges need ‘to reflect 
contemporary thinking’, to avoid ‘abdicadng dieir responsibility to keep the law 
abreast of die dines’, ‘to give effect to reasonable expectadons’, to aim for ‘fairness’ 
(though not for mere ‘popularity, which can be a most dangerous criterion’), and to 
find die most ‘efficient soludon’. As well, Smillie cites many cases in which the 
judges have moved away from more or less clear rules laid down in legisladon or 
leading judicial precedents towards ‘more abstract standards which leave judges with 
wide pracdcal discrcdon at their point of applicadon’ (1996:262). In effect, the New 
Zealand courts of late have been ever more willing to import consideradons of eq
uity and fairness into die civil law. The inevitable result —  indeed, die result de
sired by die judges —  has been an increase in judicial discredon and a reducdon in 
die certainty of die law. Ix>rd Cooke of Thorndon, die former President of die 
New Zealand Court of Appeal, has dismissed consideradons of certainty in die law: 
‘The appeal to certainty in the law can be a badge of sharp dealing, or of an osten
sibly reluctant readiness to take advantage of die fruits of sharp dealing’ (quoted in 
Smillie, 1996:260).

Moreover, in die exercise of diis discredon, and as evidence of die 
‘contemporary values’ die judges purport to be finding, diey somedmes rely upon 
statutory provisions, international agreements and even recommendations of law 
reform bodies as bases for developing the law in the desired direction. But when 
such materials point in a direction diat die judges do not approve of, diey are often 
simply ignored (Smillie, 1996:261).

Interpreting the Bill of Rights Act 1990

The trend towards judicial activism that Smillie notes in tort law and contract law is 
even more pronounced in public law. This is very likely due largely to the enact
ment of New Zealand’s Bill of Rights Act 1990 which, despite its specifically and 
deliberately limited status as an ordinary statute, has been used by the judiciary to

2
See, for example, Ross v McCarthy 119701 NZLR 449.
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strengthen its hand against the legislature. This Act, applying only to legislative, ex
ecutive, or judicial acts or other legally mandated acts of a public nature, has three 
key operative sections, which read as follows:

4. Other enactments not affected —  No court shall, in relation to any 
enactment (whedier passed or made before or after the commencement of 
this Bill of Rights),

(a) Hold any provision of the enactment to be impliedly repealed or re
voked, or to be in any way invalid or ineffective; or

(b) Decline to apply any provision of the enactment —  by reason only 
that the provision is inconsistent with any provision of this Bill of 
Rights.

5. Justified limitations —  Subject to section 4 of this Bill of Rights, the 
rights and freedoms contained in this Bill of Rights may be subject only to 
such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in 
a free and democratic society.

6. Interpretation consistent with Bill of Rights to be preferred —  Wher
ever an enactment can be given a meaning that is consistent with the rights 
and freedoms contained in this Bill of Rights, that meaning shall be pre
ferred to any other meaning.

The previous Labour government had proposed an entrenched, supreme Bill 
of Rights that would have empowered the courts to redress violations of rights by 
granting such remedies as the courts considered appropriate and just in the circum
stances. It would dius have greatly increased the powers and scope for judicial dis
cretion. But opposition to it was so strong that the eventual 1990 version was legis
lated only widi great difficulty. Indeed, the insertion of the clause in s.4, ‘other en
actments (both those passed before and after this Act) not affected’, on the face of it 
rendered the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act 1990 Jess than an ordinary statute, 
since ordinary statutes overrule others of an earlier date when there is an inconsis
tency. As it was, die then Prime Minister, in moving the Bill’s second reading, had 
to state that the ‘Bill creates no new legal remedies for courts to grant. The judges 
will continue to have the same legal remedies as they have now, irrespective of 
whether the Bill of Rights is an issue’.

Given this opposition to a full-blooded Bill of Rights, and the enfeebled version 
ultimately enacted, it might have been expected that New Zealand judges would take 
anything but an activist stance when it came to interpreting the new Bill of Rights 
Act 1990. The reality has proven to be otherwise.

(1990) 510 New Zealand Parliamentary Debates 3450.
3
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A recent New Zealand Court of Appeal decision serves to make the point. In 
Simpson v Attorney-General (Baigent’s Case), it was held, by a 4 to 1 majority, that 
a breach of the Bill of Rights Act gives rise to a new civil cause of action in public 
law and may attract a remedy in the form of monetary compensation. In other 
words, although the 1990 Act contained no provision for remedies (indeed, the 
remedies provision in the earlier, full-blooded draft had been deliberately re
moved), and although that Act had been thought not to override other inconsistent 
statutes, die Court of Appeal created ad hoc a previously unheard-of public law 
remedy sounding in die Bill of Rights. In creadng diis new special regime of public 
civil liability, whose scope remains highly uncertain, die court simply ignored or 
avoided exisdng statutory immunides while gready widening die legal ramificadons 
of the Bill of Rights.5

The Baigcnt appeal arose out of an acdon against die Attorney-General in re
spect of acts of die police. The acdon was sdll at an interlocutory stage and the 
quesdon before die court was whether die facts, as pleaded, disclosed any cause of 
acdon, pardcularly in the light of die Crown’s reliance on a strongly worded statu
tory immunity. The Court of Appeal held diat various causes of acdon, including 
trespass, could stand. But the real importance of die case lay in die majority’s crea- 
don of an independent civil claim for infringement of one of the Bill of Rights’ 
rights.

Two obstacles were seen as lying in die padi of die creadon of such a cause of 
acdon. One was the lack of any provision in the Bill oj Rights itself for remedies for 
infringement. The other was die statutory immunity relied on by die police and 
Crown. To overcome die former, die majority gave diese arguments:

• The Courts must give effect to rights. |This also appeared as die ‘civilised soci
ety argument’, die ‘take die generous approach’ argument, and die ‘rights de
mand remedies’ argument.)

• The history of the legisladon is unimportant. Parliament must have intended to 
give effect to rights.

• The purpose of the legisladon is fully revealed by die long dde which refers to 
die International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights and diat treaty does 
have a remedies clause.

• Odier jurisdiedons provide a remedy when dieir Bill of Rights’ rights are in
fringed.

• The legal or consdtudonal form of die enactment is irrelevant.

|1994| 3 NZLR 667.

For lull discussions of Baigent’s Case, see Smillie (1994) and Allan (1994).

Section 6(5) of the Crown Proceedings Act 1950.
6
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Besides the fact that the first two arguments assume that only judges can really 
protect people’s rights, the whole tenor and reasoning of the majority judgments 
appear to be to the effect that adopting a Bill of Rights as an ordinary statute makes 
no difference. Judges, ignoring the legislative history mentioned above, can still use 
such a Bill of Rights to protect what they see as individuals’ ‘fundamental’ rights. 
The form or manner in which a Bill of Rights is adopted cannot be relied upon to 
limit the increase in judicial power which the implementation of a Bill of Rights 
brings with it. Even a strongly worded operative provision like s.4, aimed at keeping 
die courts subordinate to parliament, appears to be of limited effect. So the clear 
effect of die New Zealand judges’ reasoning in Baigent is that one cannot (and 
should not) differendate either between those Bill of Rights that are entrenched (to 
make later alteration difficult) and those diat are ordinary statutes, or between those 
diat provide for remedies clauses and those diat do not.

This case and others have made it apparent diat the New Zealand judiciary is 
prepared to give the Bill of Rights Act an elevated status and influence diat its fram
ers explicidy rejected. A corollary of this is that die judges’ ability to make social 
policy on a case-by-case basis has increased markedly, against die backdrop of divin
ing die meaning, in particular cases, of a set of vague, amorphous and broad rights. 
Judicial power and discretion in public law have substantially increased.

The typical defender of a strong Bill of Rights would argue that basic freedoms 
cannot be secure in die absence of a justiciable Bill of Rights, since a sovereign and 
supreme parliament cannot be trusted. But diere is no more reason to trust 
unelected judges who have life tenure than diere is to trust elected legislators who 
do not have life tenure. There is no evidence that basic freedoms are better pro
tected in die United States or Canada, which have entrenched, justiciable Bills of 
Rights, than in, for example, Australia, which has no Bill of Rights. Nor would it be 
possible (in my view) to argue that New Zealand’s Bill of Rights Act has somehow, 
since its adoption in 1990, augmented die freedoms New Zealanders previously 
enjoyed.

Further Examples of Judicial Activism

A further recent example of judicial activism takes die form of procedural activism 
by die courts. In Z  v Z, the Court of Appeal had to consider a matrimonial dis
pute on die question of whether a husband’s future earnings were to qualify as mat
rimonial property. During die course of die hearing, without die consent of die 
parties, the Court appointed die Auckland Women’s Lawyers Association and the 
Solicitor-General as amici curiae (friends of die court). Subsequendy, applications

7
For the New Zealand Court of Appeal’s views on the inter-relationship of the operative provisions,

see Ministry o f  Transport vN oort 119921 3 NZLR 260.
8

See Allan (1996) and Allan and Cullen (1997). The gist of my argument is that claims to the effect
that a ‘true’ democracy does not always equal majoritarianism cannot withstand scrutiny.
9

119971 NZFLR 241 (CA).
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were made and allowed for other pressure groups to be represented, though not to 
be given a public opportunity to make submissions. The Court of Appeal then al
lowed affidavits to be submitted on an issue upon which the parties had already 
agreed (that is, the value of the husband’s position in a partnership) and which was 
not part of the order appealed against. Then, to consider this new issue, the Court 
of Appeal turned itself into the High Court and ordered certain questions of law 
(which had not been before die High Court in the original appeal from the Family 
Court) to be removed into the Court of Appeal for argument.

The Court of Appeal claimed that this procedural device was employed 
‘following consultation with the parties’, though the consultation evidently included 
people not described on the face of the judgment as parties. As well, the push to 
consider these additional questions appeared to come from these ‘non-parties’. As 
a result of this singular conduct by die Court of Appeal, one commentator on the 
case was able to ask:

So who can now be confident that if an appeal to the Court of Appeal raises 
issues which hit the headlines the case will not be redirected by outsiders 
and by a Court of Appeal which apparendy has the power to turn itself into 
a High Court, ask itself quesdons it, rather than die pardes, wants answered, 
and dien turn itself back into die Court of Appeal and answer diem?

In die event die Court of Appeal decided, in a few paragraphs, that the govern
ing Act was clear and that such future earnings did not qualify as matrimonial prop
erty. At the same dme, however, die Court re-opened die quesdon of the valuadon 
of die husband’s partnership and sent die issue back to die High Court (die real 
one, not die Court of Appeal transformed) for further submissions. Not surpris
ingly, an appeal to die Privy Council is being pursued.

Odier examples of recent judicial acdvism in New Zealand have to do widi 
judges changing die exisdng law. One involves die judicial treatment of exemplary 
damages as a means to overcome perceived injusdces in die statutory accident com- 
pensadon system. Two recent cases suggest diat some New Zealand judges are pre
pared to employ exemplary damages to compensate personal injury vicdms for 
losses no longer qualifying under die no-fault accident compensation scheme: that 
is, to use exemplary damages in a new way to circumvent recendy imposed statutory 
limits on compensation. In addition, employment law decisions by die Employ
ment Court have been made which, in die view of various commentators, ignore the 
clear intention and meaning of die Employment Contracts Act 1991. The gist of 
diese commentators’ gravamen is that the Employment Court is seeking to retain as

10
Editorial 119971 NZIJ 37.

See McLaren Transport L td v Somerville 119961 3 NZLR 424 and G v G  (HC Auckland, M 
535/95, 15 October 1996, Cartwright J).
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mucli as possible of the old labour law regime, whatever the new Act may clearly 
state.12

Yet this new-found willingness on the part of judges to ‘wrest the law to their 
authority’ has been widely welcomed, indeed celebrated. In April 1997, Lord 
Cooke of Thorndon was feted by the New Zealand legal establishment (with 
judges from abroad also speaking) at a commemorative conference honouring his 
judicial influence and outlook. The title of the conference was ‘The Struggle for 
Simplicity: The Cooke Era in New Zealand Law’. Its main thrust, manifest in the 
judicial approach of Lord Cooke, was to the effect that judges should aim directly 
for fairness, relying on broad notions of shared social values and conscious value 
judgments, rather than merely enforcing already laid down rules.

Problems with Judicial Activism

Portia’s endorsement of judicial restraint and the need forjudges to^follow and ap
ply clear rules would today be described as ‘normative positivism’, the doctrine 
that legal decision-making by judges should be made with the least possible moral 
and discretionary input by the judges themselves.

No one argues that rules laid down in legislation or leading judicial precedents 
always give answers to factual disputes. The nature of language is such that a pe
numbra of doubt or open texture or indeterminacy of meaning surrounds all 
rules. Inevitably, therefore, judges have some discretion and have to make law in 
some cases. The normative positivist argues, however, that such discretion (and 
direct appeals to moral considerations) should be limited; relatively less judicial dis
cretion is better than relatively more; pervasive judicial discretion and resort to mo
rality have bad consequences.

There are many arguments in favour of the proposition that judges should only 
very rarely act as quasi-legislators. Such behaviour politicises the judiciary and ob
structs government, and is usually based on an inherently vague, amorphous and 
ambiguous bill of rights. But it is the anti-majoritarianism implicit in judicial activ
ism that is its most serious fault. Judges are not elected and have no democratic 
legitimacy. On what basis, then, do they purport to have any warrant for deliberate 
social policy-making and the imposition of ‘fair’ outcomes? It is one tiling to con
cede that judges inevitably have to make law in the penumbra of the rules’ uncer-

12
See, for example, Brighousc L td v Bilderbeck |1994| 2 ERNZ 243 (CA) and Smith v Radio i  L td  

[1995] 1 ERNZ 281. For an extremely robust attack on the Employment Court in New Zealand, and
its interpretation of die Employment Contracts Act 1991, see Howard (1995).
13

The Court of Appeal is New Zealand’s highest domestic courL As appeals to the Privy Council in 
London are still allowed, and about half a dozen full appeals are heard there each year, the Court of 
Appeal is not, striedy speaking, New Zealand’s highest court Lord Cooke, formerly Sir Robin Cooke, 
was die President of the Court o f Appeal and its dominant figure over die past 15 years or so, until his
retirement and ennoblement in 1996.
14

For a defence of normative positivism, see Waldron (1992) and Allan (1997).
15

The classic exposition of normative positivism is given by Hart (1994), especially chapter 7.
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tainty. It is quite another for judges to set out ‘to do great rights’, to ignore even 
clear rules so as to impose the outcome they perceive to be ‘fair’.

Another difficulty with appeals to ‘fairness’ and ‘justice’ is that such notions are 
highly subjective: one man’s fairness is another man’s oppression. The standard of 
‘fairness’ is personal and intuitive. Nor is there any settled way to demonstrate or 
determine whose views are correct Hence, any claim of^a ‘fair’ outcome or deci
sion reflects only the claimant’s own moral convictions. In this situation, the 
democrat favours ‘letting the numbers count’17 as a way of resolving major social 
policy disputes, even about what may or may not be deemed fair.

Normative positivism, the rule-based approach to adjudication, is attractive also 
because it produces more certainty about the likely outcome of cases. Where rules 
are followed and operate to limit the discretion of judges (both by reducing the 
number of facts the judge can take into account and by precluding a direct appeal to 
the merits and relative worth of particular outcomes), results are more predictable 
and certain. Professor Smillie (1996:266) is surely correct to argue that:

There can be no doubt that a judicial philosophy based on the pursuit of 
individual fairness attracts serious disadvantages. Obviously it makes Ithe 
law] less certain and predictable. Indeed, that is its very aim and function.
So in an increasing range of situations ordinary people and their profes
sional advisers are left unsure as to die nature of their obligations and die 
consequences that will follow in the event of breach ... |L)idgadon becomes 
more complex, protracted and cosdy ... Hearings last longer, lidgants face 
longer delays in getdng to trial, and die incendve to appeal an adverse deci
sion becomes stronger.

Moreover, aldiough judicial law-making assuredly benefits lawyers, in most cases the 
‘results actually achieved by the fairness approach (do not seeml demonstrably 
“fairer” and more sensible dian those dictated by strict applicadon of tradidonal 
rules’ (Smillie, 1996:266).

A furdier disadvantage of judicial acdvism, especially when it is bolstered by a 
Bill of Rights as it is in New Zealand, is diat it fosters a tendency in legislatures to 
abdicate tough decisions to the judiciary. Legislators, who see die judiciary intrud
ing ever more into social policy-making and who see litde benefit in attacking either 
the judges diemselves or the Bill of Rights, have an incendve simply to leave tough 
choices to the courts. Why go through die compromise-filled process of making 
legisladon when die courts may ignore or override it?

16
Smillie argues that Lord Cooke’s appeal to fairness ‘represents an extraordinarily arrogant philoso

phy’. He notes that ‘Lord Cooke has explained that the ideal of fairness “is independent of religious 
belief, yet it can find inspiration in Christian teaching ...’” (citation omitted), and judges that Lord
Cooke’s fairness criterion displays ‘a strongly paternalistic, communitarian sense’ (1996:261).
17

For an excellent rebuttal of the purported democratic credentials of strong judicial review (in which 
judges have the last word), see Waldron (1994).
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From about the mid-1980s, but especially since 1990, the New Zealand parlia
ment has taken to passing Acts which include sections that invite, even instruct, the 
judges to give priority to vague, amorphous notions like ‘the principles of the Treaty 
of Waitangi’ or ‘proper respect for cultural, ethnic and ethical beliefs’ or ‘the intrin
sic value of ecosystems’ or even ‘the maintenance and enhancement of amenity val
ues’. It has also passed legislation to set up a Privacy Commissioner, a Human 
Rights Commissioner, and a Children’s Commissioner and given all of them, on 
die basis of only the most general and indeterminate of articulated principles, wide 
powers to make multifarious decisions diat affect citizens.

In diese ways, die execudve and die legislature have contributed (though not in 
die case of the Bill of Rights) to a polidcal and legal climate that has made it easier 
forjudges to embrace judicial acdvism. But the public has generally not appreciated 
this.

Conclusion

Judicial acdvism is a fact of life in New Zealand today. In my view, it will have un
desirable long-term consequences. Portia was right: there is a price to be paid when 
judges ‘wrest die law to their authority’ and aim ‘to do great rights’. That price will 
be paid in the coin of a more uncertain legal system and a weakened democracy.

Meanwhile, diose who believe diat judges need more room for creadvity and 
are unduly constrained when required to apply clear rules should recall diat judges 
already have plenty of room to manoeuvre widiout also disregarding statutes and 
established precedents. The older, tradidonal approach to adjudicadon funcdoned 
well for a long dme. It sdll commands widespread support. The rejecdon of judi
cial acdvism would not, therefore, require the ardculadon of some novel or revolu- 
donary altemadve.
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The note by Roger Hallam titled A Vision o f  Trans-Tasman Cooperation, which 
was published in Agenda, volume 4, number 3, 1997, pages 365-370, was an edited 
version of a speech delivered at the Summer Sounds Symposium, Marlborough 
Sounds, New Zealand, 28 February -  2 March 1997. The Symposium was organ
ised by Cognos Ltd.
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The Equity Premium and the 
Government Cost of Capital: 

A Response to Neville Hathaway

John Quiggin

"PRIVATISATION has become an important trend in public policy since the 
r *  1980s. The impact of privatisation on public sector net worth may be as- 

-JL sessed by comparing the sale price of an enterprise with estimates of the pre
sent value of its future net profits under continued public ownership discounted at 
the bond rate: the so-called ‘present value approach’. Under the assumption that 
earnings are expected to remain constant in real terms, the present value approach 
is equivalent to a simple comparison between the expected net profits forgone 
through privatisation, including nominal capital gains, and the annual savings in in
terest payments arising when privatisation proceeds are used to repay public debt.1

file privatisations of enterprises including British Telecom, the Common
wealth Bank and the Commonwealth Serum laboratories, die New South Wales 
Government Insurance Office and the proposed partial privatisation of Telstra have 
been analysed using the present value approach (Brown, 1996; Casey & Dollery, 
1996; Hamilton & Quiggin, 1995; Quiggin, 1995, 1996). In all but one of diese 
cases (diat of die NSW Government Insurance Office, analysed by Casey and Doll
ery), die sale price was found to be less dian die present value of future earnings, or 
equivalendy die interest saved annually by using die proceeds of privadsadon to re
pay debt was less dian the expected annual net profits forgone dirough privadsadon.

Of die reasons why sale prices fall short of the present value of future earnings 
discounted at die bond rate, die most important is die ‘equity premium’, that is, the 
fact diat die real interest rate for bodi government bonds and good-quality private 
bonds is less dian die average real rate of return demanded by holders of private 
equity (Mehra & Prescott, 1985).2 It follows diat die market value of a private firm 
will be less dian die expected value of its future earnings, discounted at die real

1 The analysis may also be undertaken in real terms, focusing on die real component of interest sav
ings and disregarding nominal capital gains. These adjustments wash out, leaving die results un
changed.
2 Mehra and Prescott’s analysis is based on evidence from stock markets, and dierefore applies direcdy 
to estimates of die sale value of an enterprise which is sold by public float. In some cases, a trade sale 
may yield higher returns. This corresponds to die frequent observation that a takeover bid for a pri
vate firm may incorporate a control premium.

John Quiggin is Professor of Economics at James Cook University.
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bond rate. Moreover, the cost of capital to the private sector, which is equal to a 
weighted average of the bond rate and the rate of return to private equity, is greater 
than the cost of capital to the public sector, which is equal to the bond rate.

The sale price that can be realised for a government enterprise under privatisa
tion will differ from the present value of its expected net profits under public own
ership, in two main ways. If the stream of net profits is expected to be higher under 
private ownership than under public ownership, this will raise the sale price. On the 
other hand, the fact that holders of private equity demand higher rates of return 
than holders of public debt, so that the cost of capital to private firms is higher than 
die cost of capital to die government, will reduce die sale price: a point first made by 
Walker (1994).

The present value approach takes both of these effects into account. If the ex
pected increase in net profits arising from the shift from public to private ownership 
is sufficiendy great to offset the higher cost of capital to the private sector, the sale 
price will exceed the present value of net profits under condnued public ownership, 
and privatisadon will be found to increase public sector net worth. More precisely, 
privadsadon will increase public sector net worth if and only if die rado of expected 
profits under private ownership to expected profits under public ownership is 
greater dian the rado of the private sector cost of capital to die public sector cost of 
capital.

In his recent article in Agenda, Neville Hathaway (1997) cridcises die present 
value approach, arguing diat the true cost of capital to government is at least as great 
as die average cost of capital to private sector firms. He begins by claiming that the 
present value approach would imply die desirability of public ownership of all busi
ness enterprises, a claim which will be referred to as die ‘comprehensive socialisa- 
don argument’. He dien discusses die appropriate treatment of company tax. Fi
nally, Hadiaway considers die indirect costs of public ownership of business enter
prises, dial is, die risk borne by taxpayers as a result of die riskiness of die income 
flow from government business enterprises. Hadiaway draws on Bailey and 
Jensen’s (1972) cridque of die Arrow-Lind (1970) proposidon that no risk premium 
should be charged for public investments. A related argument is presented by Fred 
Gruen (1997).

In diis article, it is argued that Hadiaway’s comprehensive socialisadon argu
ment is fallacious, and that die issue of differendal tax treatment is peripheral to die 
argument. The only issues of substance relate to the assessment of die indirect cost 
of public ownership. Analysis of the ‘equity premium puzzle’ (Mehra & Prescott, 
1985) is used to show that die arguments of Bailey and Jensen (1972) depend cru
cially on the invalid assumpdon of perfect and cosdess capital markets. It is argued 
that the cost of capital to government will in general be somewhat above die real 
bond rate, but below the average cost of capital to private firms.
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The Comprehensive Socialisation Argument

The reductio ad absurdum (showing that your opponent’s conclusion leads to an 
absurd implication) is always a dangerous form of argument, particularly when the 
user fails to take account of ceteris paribus conditions. A typical misapplication of 
this argument might proceed as follows. A standard principle of production eco
nomics is that, other filings being equal, it is desirable to minimise transport costs by 
locating production as close as possible to the point of consumption. This principle 
could be ‘refuted’ by the observation that the absolute minimum of transport costs 
would be achieved if all production was undertaken by households with no trade of 
any kind. Since this is clearly undesirable, it may be claimed that transport costs 
should be disregarded in location decisions. The fallacy here is obvious: although 
household production minimises transport costs, it does so at the expense of gains 
from trade, economies of scale, and so on. Simply put, other things are not equal.

No economist would seriously advance a reductio ad absurdum argument to 
prove that differences in transport costs should be disregarded in determining the 
location of production. However, the observation that the cost of capital to gov
ernment is less than the rate of return demanded by holders of private equity seems 
to generate an overwhelming urge to use a formally identical reductio ad absurdum 
argument, such as the comprehensive socialisation argument.

Hathaway begins with the claim that, if the apparently lower cost of capital to 
government business enterprises were real, national welfare could be greatly in
creased by public ownership of all business enterprises. An identical claim is made 
by Dornberger (1995). As with the transport cost example, the reductio ad absur
dum  argument would be valid only if all other tilings were equal, that is, if govern
ment and private enterprises were identical in all respects except for the cost of capi
tal. Hathaway, however, argues that other things are not equal, claiming that private 
ownership will enhance efficiency.3 Under the present value approach, privatisa
tion may increase public sector net worth if the profitability of private firms is 
greater than that of publicly owned firms, either because of greater operating effi
ciency or because of lower payments to employees or the abandonment of com
munity service obligations. The extent to which increases in profitability arising 
from privatisation and related processes such as contracting out is due to efficiency

3 Hathaway claims, not merely that government enterprises are less profitable than they would be un
der private ownership, but diat many government enterprises are chronically unprofitable, that is, yield 
a negative return to capital. It is self-evident that die present value o f a stream o f negative returns must 
be negative whatever die opportunity cost o f  capital. Hence, if privatisation would make such enter
prises profitable, implying that the sale price o f the enterprise is positive, privatisation must improve 
the government’s net worth. Cases o f  diis kind are not com mon in the Australian public sector. 
Hathaway cites the case o f  die Australian National Line (ANL), analysed by Trace (1995). This enter
prise is, indeed, chronically unprofitable, but plans for privatisation were abandoned because, as a 
government minister put it, ‘you couldn’t give it away’ (Trace, 1995:441). This implies that, given the 
conditions under which A N L was required to operate, private owners could not make it profitable. 
Thus, the unprofitability o f AN L is due to factors other than public ownership. However, considera
tion o f cases o f this kind is sufficient to demonstrate the fallacy in Hathaway’s reasoning.
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gains rather than to transfers from employees, consumers and others has been de
bated by Dornberger et al. (1986), Ganley and Grahl (1988) and Quiggin (1994), 
among others. But in assessing the impact of privatisation on the government’s net 
worth, this issue is not relevant. The critical fact is that if privatisation is expected to 
increase profitability, the ceteris paribus condition implied on which Hathaway’s 
argument relies is not satisfied.

The trade-off between the lower cost of capital for government enterprises and 
the effects of increased profitability arising from privatisation may be described 
more formally. For any enterprise, net profit —  the return to equity after interest 
and tax —  must satisfy the identity

7l E ~ ( l - t ) ( Y - r g E - D
where 71 is the rate of return to equity; £  is the value of equity; / is the tax rate; Kis 
value added; r  is the rate of return to debt; ^ is the ratio of debt to equity; and L  is 
labour cost.

Hence an increase in 71, die required rate of return to equity will leave the value 
of equity unchanged if and only if it is accompanied by a proportionate increase in 
net profits Y — rgE— L. Suppose, in particular, that the cost of capital to die gov
ernment is 5 per cent while die rate of return demanded by holders of private equity 
is 10 per cent, and consider an enterprise where die debt-equity ratio, g, is equal to 
1 and die labour share of inidal value added is two-thirds. For simplicity, assume 
that t = 0. Then net profit is inidally equal to one-sixth, or 16 per cent, of value 
added.

Suppose now diat die enterprise is privadsed, doubling the required rate of re
turn to equity, and that, simultaneously, value added is increased by 16 per cent 
widi no corresponding increase in costs. Then net profit is also doubled and the 
value of equity is unchanged. That is, in diis illustradve example, private buyers 
would be willing to pay die government an amount equal to die present value of 
future earnings under condnued public ownership discounted at die rate of 5 per 
cent. Using die parameters of the example, a 20 per cent difference in total factor 
producdvity would be more than sufficient to offset die difference between a 5 per 
cent and a 10 per cent cost of equity capital.

The more capital intensive die enterprise, however, the greater is the required 
difference in net profit. Hence, it is not surprising that profitable government busi
ness enterprises have mosdy been found in capital-intensive sectors of the economy. 
On the other hand, if die enterprise is sufficiendy labour intensive, reducdons in 
labour costs can give rise to die situadon mendoned by Hadiaway, where, under 
public ownership, net profits Y — rgE - L  are negadve, even diough compedng pri
vate firms can yield a posidve net profit.

In summary, die comprehensive socialisadon argument would be valid if all 
other diings were equal, and, in particular, if the profitability of an enterprise were 
independent of whedier the enterprise was privately or publicly owned. Since pri- 
vadsadon frequendy increases profitability, other diings are not equal, and the ar
gument fails.
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Variants of the Comprehensive Socialisation Argument

Fred Gruen (1997) and Peter Forsyth (1997) argue that governments could under
take passive equity investments in a wide range of private enterprises and (hat, there
fore, the opportunity cost of public equity investment is equal to the average rate of 
return on private equity capital. It is not clear whether this suggestion would be 
feasible in practice. Difficulties such as potential conflicts of interest would need to 
be addressed. Nevertheless, the suggestion deserves to be taken seriously and the 
possibility of an equity investment strategy for the Social Security Fund (which is 
currently permitted to hold only debt) is being debated in the United States.

Suppose for the sake of argument that passive government investments in pri
vate equity could be made. There are clearly limits to the size of the shareholdings 
that could be accumulated in this way while achieving the average rate of return to 
private equity. If government were committed to a purely passive role in enterprises 
in which it was a major shareholder, the management and the other shareholders 
would have an incentive to engage in rent-seeking at the expense of the government 
shareholder. This could be done, for example, by transferring wealth within a cor
porate structure from entities with a government shareholding to entities owned by 
the other shareholders. Hence, as the size of shareholdings increased, die marginal 
return from a purely passive strategy would decline to die point where it was equal 
to the government’s cost of capital. Once this point was reached, die opportunity 
cost of capital to die government would be equal to die bond rate, adjusted for the 
cost of risk borne by taxpayers.

Gruen’s argument would work if the amount governments could invest in pas
sive equity holdings was so large that equilibrium would be achieved dirough an 
increase in the cost of capital to government. To derive an upper bound to die 
amount diat could be passively invested, it is necessary to estimate, first, die maxi
mum holding in an individual enterprise consistent with die status of a passive 
shareholder, and second, die total value of enterprises in which investments could 
be made.

A range of exisdng limits on shareholding suggest that an investor holding more 
than 15 per cent of the equity in an enterprise is not normally regarded as passive, 
and, as Hathaway observes, die aggregate value of all the listed stocks on the Aus
tralian stock exchange is about $400 billion. Hence, die total amount the govern
ment could invest using a passive investment strategy would be no more than $60 
billion, considerably less dian die value of exisdng public assets.

If governments became acdve investors rather than passive ones, the potendal 
shareholding could be increased. But if governments are supposed to be acdve 
owners, Gruen’s (1997) argument reduces to the comprehensive socialisadon argu
ment. If complete government ownership of exisdng private enterprises is likely to 
generate efficiency losses, die same will presumably be true for partial ownership.

In summary, while die possibility of passive public investment in private equity 
is worthy of discussion, die outcome of such a discussion would not affect die valid
ity of a present value analysis of privadsadon. If passive public investment is feasi
ble, it should be undertaken up to die point where the marginal return is equal to
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the cost of capital to the public sector. On the basis of the considerations set out 
above, it is unlikely that the adoption of such a strategy would gready increase the 
marginal cost of capital to the public sector.

Company Tax, Dividends and Earnings

Hathaway criticises the claim, attributed to unnamed opponents of privatisation, 
that public ownership is desirable because public enterprises are exempt from com
pany tax. Except in relation to the distribution of income between die Common
wealth and die States, discussed by Forsyth (1994), I am not aware that anyone has 
suggested diat public ownership is desirable because of die tax-exempt status of 
public enterprises. The analyses presented in Brown (1996), Hamilton and Quig
gin (1995), and Quiggin (1995, 1996) are based on evaluadons of streams of post- 
tax profits and include adjustments to take account of cases of preferential tax 
treatment for public enterprises. There are, as Hathaway observes, practical diffi
culties in determining die tax rate diat should be applied, since it is necessary to take 
account of die interaction of company income tax, personal income tax, dividend 
imputation and die scope for various forms of tax minimisation. I would welcome a 
serious effort to improve die present value estimates through die use of more accu
rate estimates of imputed tax rates. Similarly, it is important in evaluating the re
turns from privatisation to take account of die tax subsidies diat have been associ
ated widi most recent privatisation and private infrastructure projects.

A more relevant point regarding company tax, and, more generally, die taxation 
of capital income, is diat such taxes tend to reduce die level of private saving. If 
taxes on capital income are deemed necessary on distributional grounds, and if 
domestic investment is determined by domestic savings, as argued by Feldstein and 
Horioka (1980), diere is a second-best case for die public sector to undertake sav
ings and investment, diereby increasing the aggregate level of domestic investment. 
The relevant riskless opportunity cost for public investment will be a weighted aver
age of the return to riskless private investment and die discount rate applicable to 
private consumption, widi die weights determined by die proportion to which pub
lic investment crowds out private investment (see Marglin, 1963). However, recent 
analyses of privatisation using die present value approach have not relied on argu
ments of diis kind.

A furdier issue, on which Hadiaway’s position is unclear, is die treatment of re
tained earnings in present value analyses of privatisation. A number of studies of 
privatisation have been flawed by the error of examining die forgone flow of divi
dends to the Budget sector radier than die forgone flow of earnings, an approach 
which is inconsistent widi die Modigliani-Miller (1958) dieorem on die irrelevance 
of dividend policy and capital structure. In particular, Modigliani and Miller refute 
the claim diat earnings not paid out as dividends are ‘locked up’, pointing out diat 
shareholders can duplicate die effects of any dividend policy by selling shares and 
thereby realising the capital gains associated widi retained earnings.

Studies diat examine dividends include only Coughlin’s (1987) case for privati
sation of die Commonwealth Bank and Telstra’s submission on its own privatisa-
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tion, which states: ‘The government exchanges the expected value of future divi
dends for the sale price’ (Telstra, 1996:19). The irrelevance of dividend policy may 
be seen more direcdy from the fact that the government can set the dividends of a 
public enterprise at any level it chooses, including a level in excess of earnings. The 
special dividend of $3 billion recently announced for Telstra is an illustration of this 
point.

The Indirect Cost of Public Ownership

The substantial issue addressed by Hathaway is that of the indirect cost of public 
ownership: that is, the risk borne by taxpayers as a result of the riskiness of the in
come flow from government business enterprises. Hathaway’s arguments are 
equivalent to the claim that, even though the earnings that are forgone through pri
vatisation are less, on average, than the interest saved when the sale price is used to 
repay debt, taxpayers are better off because they are no longer exposed to the risk 
associated with ownership of the enterprise. The pure risk borne indirectly by tax
payers by virtue of public ownership of equity in government business enterprises 
should be taken into account in the analysis of privatisation. However, Hathaway’s 
discussion of the issue contains a number of errors.

One problem is a failure to distinguish between an appropriate actuarial allow
ance for the risk of losses and the subjective premium associated with unpredictable 
fluctuations in returns about a given mean value. Hathaway focuses on the former 
concept. However, the present value approach involves discounting the expected 
value of future returns, and die possibility of losses is taken into account in the 
computation of expected future returns. That is, the estimate of future returns used 
in the present value approach is based on consideration, not only of the most likely 
future outcome, but also of die possibility diat earnings will be less dian or greater 
dian die andcipated value.4 The reladve insignificance of the actuarial allowance for 
the cost of government guarantees may be seen from the fact that die rate of return 
to high-quality private debt is very similar to die government bond rate.

The cridcal issue is die comparison between the pure risk premium associated 
widi holdings of private equity and the cost of the pure risk borne indirecdy by tax
payers by virtue of public ownership of equity in government business enterprises. 
The present value analysis of privadsadon rests on the assumption that die indirect 
cost of public ownership is approximately equal to the expected cost, namely, die 
real bond rate (more precisely, the bond rate adjusted for the expected cost of gov
ernment guarantees against default). This assumption is equivalent to a claim that 
die pure risk premium associated widi public ownership of business enterprises is 
small. Hathaway’s argument would be valid if it could be shown that the indirect 
pure risk cost of public ownership was at least as great as the pure risk premium 
associated with direct holdings of private equity

4 Conversely, the returns from privatisation must be reduced to take account o f the expected value o f  
payments arising from guarantees provided by government to the owners o f the privatised firms. Such 
guarantees liave been a standard feature o f recent privatisations and private infrastructure deals.
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One argument to this effect is that of Bailey and Jensen (1972), who observe 
that if capital markets are perfect, the allocation of risk they generate will be Pareto- 
optimal, and so cannot be improved on by governments. Bailey and Jensen, on 
whose arguments Hathaway relies, assert that this is the case, saying, in Hathaway’s 
paraphrase:

The argument that governments have access to opportunities for risk di
versification that are unavailable to private investors suggests that there is 
some impediment in risk diversification in the private sector. But there is 
no logical reason why this is the case, nor is there any evidence that it is. 
(Hathaway, 1997:158; emphasis added)

It is perhaps not surprising that Bailey and Jensen should make such a claim in 
1972. But it is surprising to see it repeated uncritically in 1997. In 1972, there had 
been little theoretical or empirical analysis of the impediments to risk diversification 
in the private sector. In particular, the theory of principal-agent relationships involv
ing problems of adverse selection had not been developed, though the seminal pa
per of Akerlof (1970) had been published. The core of the adverse selection 
problem is that, where individuals have private information about their risk status, 
any private sector insurance contract will attract more bad risks than good risks. 
Akerlof (1970) and subsequent writers show that markets for risk diversification 
may not exist if adverse selection problems are present. Even where adverse selec
tion problems can be overcome, the cost of monitoring contracts generates transac
tions costs which invalidate the assumptions of the perfect capital market model.

The main empirical fact of which Bailey and Jensen were unaware is the exis
tence of a large and unexplained difference between the rate of return to debt and 
die rate of return demanded by holders of private equity, referred to as die ‘equity 
premium’. The perfect capital market model predicts a very small equity premium. 
The basic logic is that, if die relatively small variadon in aggregate consumpdon as
sociated widi recessions were spread evenly over die endre populadon, die associ
ated risk premium would be very small. A more formal version of die argument is 
given by Mehra and Prescott (1985).

This analysis is formally similar to die argument of Arrow and Lind (1970), 
which Bailey and Jensen (1972) attempted to refute, diat only a small premium 
should be charged for risk spread across die endre community through the tax sys
tem. However, the ‘refutadon’ offered by Bailey and Jensen relies on the incorrect 
prediedon that die private equity premium must be small, and the resuldng incor
rect implicadon that the premium associated with risk spread through the tax system 
must be at least as large as die private equity premium.

Aldiough the equity premium remains a puzzle, die most promising explana- 
dons rest on a combinadon of two violadons of the perfect capital market assump- 
don. The fact that, because of adverse selecdon and moral hazard problems, indi
viduals cannot insure diemselves against recessions explains the premium de
manded by investors for holding equity widi associated systemadc risk (Mankiw,
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1986). Meanwhile, die fact that the borrowing rate facing individuals is substantially 
higher dian the bond rate invalidates the suggestion of Kotcherlakota (1996) that 
‘home-made’ consumption smoothing will eliminate the excess risk premium.

Governments can overcome adverse selection problems through die power to 
impose taxes and they can borrow or lend large amounts widiout significant trans- 
acdons costs. Hence, to the extent diat the equity premium arises from diese 
sources, the indirect cost of holding risk through public ownership will be lower 
than the risk premium associated with direct private ownership. On the other hand, 
governments have no particular advantage in dealing widi moral hazard problems. 
It follows that public ownership permits partial correction of the market failures diat 
generate die equity premium and that the cost of capital to the public sector lies 
between die government bond rate and the cost of capital to the private sector.

In his discussion, of this issue, Hathaway (1997:158-9) states:

But which should we believe: die evidence of the observed risk premium 
from capital markets, or a model based on a dieory that claims the risk 
premiums are too high. The ‘puzzle’ does not invalidate die observed 
market risk premium; radier, die observed market risk premium proves 
that die model is flawed.

However, empirical facts, such as die existence of die observed market risk pre
mium, cannot be ‘invalidated’. The ‘flawed’ model to which Hadiaway refers is the 
standard model of a perfect capital market, on which his argument, and diat of 
Bailey and Jensen (1972), relies. Hadiaway seems to be saying that simply because 
die observed risk premium is generated by a market, it must be ‘right’ in some un
defined sense. Widi such a simple solution at hand, it is surprising that so many 
economists have devoted so much attendon to the equity premium puzzle, and to 
die many odier economic problems diat could be resolved by die assumpdon diat 
‘die market is always right’.

Because die equity premium exceeds diat which would arise from a perfect 
capital market, die claim diat die indirect cost of public ownership must be greater 
dian or equal to die rate of return demanded by holders of private equity cannot be 
sustained. It is necessary to esdmate die cost direcdy. A simple version of this cal- 
culadon, based on the assumption diat die risk associated widi indirect holdings in 
public enterprises is uncorrelated widi die risk associated widi private consumpdon, 
yields die result obtained by Arrow and Und, namely, diat die indirect cost is ap
proximately equal to die real bond rate.

A more appropriate calculadon would take account of undiversifiable risks 
faced by individuals and of die way in which die tax-expenditure system allocates 
the risk associated widi die returns to publicly owned assets. The above discussion 
suggests diat die resuldng indirect cost will lie somewhere between the real bond 
rate and the rate of return to private equity. I am currendy undertaking research 
aimed at deriving more precise esdmates. At this stage it seems likely that the indi-
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rcct cost of capital to the public sector is closer to the real bond rate than to die pri
vate cost of capital.

Concluding Comments

Critics such as Hadiaway have suggested that the present value approach to die 
analysis of privatisation should be rejected because it appears to imply the extreme 
view diat all enterprises should be publicly owned. In fact, it is die advocates of pri
vatisation who are committed to an extreme view. Because die present value ap
proach involves a trade-ofT between die lower capital costs of government enterprise 
and die generally higher profitability of private enterprises, use of diis approach 
implies support for a mixed economy, widi public ownership concentrated in areas 
of high capital intensity, and private ownership in areas where capital intensity is 
low. Odier issues relating to appropriate boundaries between die public and private 
sectors are discussed in Quiggin (1995).

By contrast, die a priori assumption of Hadiaway and odier advocates of priva
tisation, diat any cost advantages arising from public ownership are offset by un
specified indirect costs, leads to a conclusion just as extreme as diat cited above, 
namely, diat all productive enterprises should be privately owned. The fact diat 
mixed economies have historically been more successful dian any odier form of 
economic organisation, including free market capitalism, suggests diat die present 
value approach to die evaluation of privatisation is correct and diat approaches 
based on a priori assumptions about die inherent superiority of eidier public or pri
vate enterprises should be rejected.
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Rejoinder

Neville Hathaway

V  N responding to my Agenda article, Professor Quiggin has restated his claim, 
I without any evidential support, that government assets should be valued by 

JL having their expected cash flow ‘discounted at the real bond rate’. Along with 
this bold statement, Quiggin makes some statements about my position on the cost 
of capital and privatisation which are at best misleading, such as that I criticise ‘die 
present value approach’. Nothing could be further from the truth. I very strongly 
support present value methods as appropriate for valuing both government and pri
vate assets. All valuation methods are versions of the present value method. They 
may appear different in their application; but this is because they are only abbrevia
tions, adopted by practitioners, of the formal present value method.

My position on government asset valuation in a nutshell is that the present value 
method must be applied consistently, risk in the cash flow must be matched by a 
risk premium in the discount rate, pre-tax cash must be present-valued using pre-tax 
discount rates (that is, pre-tax costs of capital), and post-tax cash must be discounted 
at post-tax costs of capital. In this case, the valuation of an asset will be the same 
regardless of whether a pre-tax or post-tax approach to valuation is adopted. When 
government owns an asset (on behalf of the public), it receives risky pre-tax cash. 
Governments do not pay company tax, so their opportunity cost of capital is pre
company tax. As governments cannot eliminate the equity risk in their business 
assets, they must use an appropriate risk premium when valuing risky cash. Hence, 
an asset owned by government will have the same value as when it is owned by the 
private sector, assuming the same operating efficiency. The mere fact of govern
ment (as opposed to private) ownership does not alter the value of an asset.

Quiggin purports to refute this argument by asserting that assets should be val
ued at the government bond rate when owned by the government but valued at the 
private sector’s weighted average cost of debt and equity capital when privately 
owned. In this way, he claims, assets will have greater value under public ownership 
than under private ownership.

After paying operating costs, businesses generate cash that goes to service its 
providers: some is paid to debt holders who hold contracts enforcing these pay
ments, some (in the case of private firms) is paid to government as company tax, 
and tlie remainder is paid to equity holders who hold no formal contracts specifying 
payment. Equity is typically riskier than debt because of diese contractual arrange
ments.

Neville Hathaway is Associate Professor of Finance at the Melbourne Business 
School.
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Quiggin’s claim that all cash must be discounted at the bond rate is equivalent 
to asserting that government’s equity cash flow must be discounted at the debt rate, 
and not at a rate that reflects equity capital’s higher risk than debt capital’s. This 
would make sense only if in some way a government could totally eliminate the ad
ditional risk of equity capital.

The private sector demands a risk premium for bearing equity risk over debt 
risk. If governments own assets on behalf of those same private citizens, Quiggin 
would have us believe that these governments can totally eliminate the risk in some 
way that the private sector cannot. The evidence is lacking. He does introduce the 
results of Mehra and Prescott (1985), who claim that the equity risk premium is too 
high. However, Quiggin goes further than this. His claim that governments should 
present-value assets by discounting both equity and debt cash at the bond rate is the 
same as using a zero risk premium for the equity component of the capital. Quig
gin addresses this issue by way of asserting that in the past researchers were not 
aware of the size of the equity risk premium. Even if this was the case, it does not 
change the logic of the argument. Unless it can be demonstrated that the extra risk 
due to holding equity over debt could be reduced or even eliminated by govern
ment ownership, then, regardless of the size of the equity risk premium, it should 
still be applied to valuing government assets.

One argument that Quiggin cites to explain the equity risk premium is that pri
vate investors cannot insure against the occurrence of recessions. Because of re
cessions, die cash flow from a business enterprise is risky; and as this risk cannot be 
eliminated, it must be ‘self-insured’ by discounting die expected cash at a higher 
discount rate (cquivalendy, reducing die expected cash and discount at the risk-free 
rate). This may well be a good explanadon of the risk premium. However, then to 
claim diat governments should ignore it in their asset valuadon exercises requires 
explaining how governments can eliminate this risk. What cash flow to government 
increases in recessionary periods to offset (diversify) die lower cash flows from gov
ernment business enterprises (GBEs)? Governments are hardly likely to increase 
taxadon collecdons during recessionary periods. They may run higher deficits 
(increase debt liabilides) to offset the decline in equity cash flow from GBE divi
dends, or diey may demand higher dividend payouts from their GBEs (who in turn 
may have to borrow to replace diis capital). Private sector businesses may also un
dertake additional borrowing in recessionary periods. Such increased borrowing 
amounts to changes in gearing of the investments. It does not alter die fundamental 
riskiness of equity cash flow.

Recessions are by no means the only risk faced by equity owners. Changes in 
market structure and technological risk are but two sources of risk borne direcdy by 
shareholders. They must be borne by shareholders, since debt holders have con
tractual claims diat must be met before shareholders receive any cash flow (by way 
of dividends or capital). These risks are faced equally by private and government 
businesses. Hence, die occurrence of recessions is unlikely to be the sole explana
don of die equity risk premium. There are many ways for shareholders to lose their 
capital other dian through their companies performing badly in dmes of recession.
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Other questions that Quiggin raises about my article, such as die efficiency of a 
privatised enterprise, are not germane to my central point, which is that, given die 
same operating efficiency of an enterprise, the cost of capital relevant to government 
or private owners results in die same asset value. Clearly, changes in efficiency of 
die enterprise will result in changes in its valuation; but this will happen under gov
ernment and private ownership.

In summary, Quiggin has responded to my article with an analysis which simply 
claims diat:

1. die cost of capital for governments is die bond rate; and

2. die cost of capital for governments lies somewhere between the bond rate and 
die private sector rate.

These claims flow from the assertions that equity risk to governments can be 
fully eliminated (claim 1) or pardy eliminated (claim 2). No evidence is advanced to 
support diese assertions. We can observe the premia diat world capital markets 
charge for equity risk. We would reduce these risk premia when valuing govern
ment assets only if we were aware of evidence showing diat governments can reduce 
or eliminate diese risks. In the absence of any evidence that government ownership 
can eliminate any of the risk, we should apply diese observed risk premia to gov
ernment asset valuations.
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Allen Schick, The Spirit of Reform: Managing the New Zealand State Sector in 
a Time o f Change, State Services Commission, Wellington, 1996

N off-die-cuff comment by an overseas consultant currently working for the
State Services Commission (SSC) in New Zealand conveys something of
die impression the state sector1 reforms have made upon die international 

policy community. She pointed out diat in 1996 her agency hosted over 50 delega- 
dons from countries eager to learn from the New Zealand reforms. Not one failed 
to express anything but amazement and admiradon, not just at the bold, compre
hensive and innovatory nature of die reforms embodied in the State Sector Act 
1988 (SSA) and die Public Finance Act 1989 (PFA), but at die reformers’ success in 
ensuring diat die principles which shaped their proposals were consistendy reflected 
in public management pracdces. Not one, however, entertained any hope of com
pletely replicadng die New Zealand model, or of transferring it wholesale to dieir 
own countries.

Such a response to die New Zealand reforms permeates a report written by Al
len Schick, a US professor of public policy, who was one of the more eminent visi
tors in 1996 to Wellington’s control agencies. His report was commissioned by 
bodi die Treasury and die SSC as an ‘independent review from a credible, external 
commentator, to assist widi die on-going process of reflecdng on and renewing die 
management framework’ (p. 1). The biographical note to die report describes 
Schick as a prolific prizewinner who has ‘been recognised five dmes by the Ameri
can Society for Public Administradon for die best article in Public Administration 
RevieW. The report certainly lives up to the expectadons generated by this descrip- 
don; the audior displays not only academic virtuosity but clarity of thought and an 
elegant turn of phrase. The report provides a well-structured descripdon of the dis-

1 In tliis article die ‘State Sector’ refers to core government departments and Crown entities. It does 
not include state-owned enterprises or local government.

Joe Wallis is a Senior Lecturer in Economics at the University of Otago.
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tinctive features, and of the strengths and weaknesses, of the New Zealand public 
management model.2

The Quest for Accountability

A recurrent theme in the policy literature is how reformers’ intentions can become 
blurred, distorted or even subverted as they are implemented. Public choice theory 
and agency theory describe the public sector as a chain of principal-agent relation
ships in which control systems are rarely tight enough to prevent bureaucrats from 
pursuing their own interests or the interests of the groups that have ‘captured’ them. 
‘Garbage can’ theories treat policy-making as a process which does not end with the 
passing of legislation but involves various stages of implementation in which 
‘intention is lost in context-dependent flows of problems, solutions and choice op
portunities’ (March & Olsen, 1989:34). From this ‘new institutional’ perspective, 
bureaucratic failure can arise not just from the pursuit of self interest but from bu
reaucrats’ pragmatic tendency to follow traditional practices where ambiguity arises 
from the incomplete and inconsistent specification of directions. Most countries 
exhibit an almost fatalistic acceptance of this problem and a modest ambition to 
keep it within tolerable bounds.

Not so New Zealand, where Schick has been immensely impressed with the 
degree to which the reformers’ intentions have been realised. In his view, the re
forms were not just ‘enormous, ambitious, and, in large part, unprecedented any
where in die world’, but, ‘half a dozen years later’, have wrought a ‘transformation 
of the State sector from centralised control of money, personnel and other re
sources to devolved arrangements that give managers control of inputs, provide 
them with incentives to be productive, and hold them accountable for results’ which 
Schick describes as ‘extraordinary’ (p. 2). What strikes Schick is that this revolution 
in public management has been achieved ‘without going through the protracted pi
lot testing and cautious implementation that have slowed innovation in other coun
tries’ (p. 2).

Schick argues that the reform process has been able to unfold in a coherent 
manner in New Zealand because of its control agencies’ unswerving commitment to 
the quest for greater accountability. He sums up this distinctive focus by observing 
that ‘accountability has not been an afterthought; it was designed into the system at 
the outset, and as gaps in accountability have been identified, additional require
ments have been imposed’ (p. 73). This is reflected in Government Management, a 
Treasury brief submitted to the Labour government following its 1987 election vic
tory, which provided the blueprint for the subsequent reform of the State sector. 
According to the Treasury, this reform process should be guided by the principles 
of

• transparency, so that the managers of government agencies should be given clear 
objectives which facilitate the monitoring of their performance and should, in

2 The report can be accessed on the Internet from the SSC web site at www.nz.govLssc.

http://www.nz.govLssc
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turn, be transparent in explicating these objectives and the means by which they 
are to be pursued;

• decoupling, according to which governments should be restructured into sepa
rate advisory, funding and service-provision functions so as to minimise the 
scope for policy capture by service providers;

• congruency, so that managers and others should have the incentives and infor
mation to achieve the government’s goals rather than their own; and

• contestability o{ both policy advice and service delivery.

These principles were embedded in the SSA and PFA, which sought to estab
lish die framework for a system of ex ante specification of the outputs of govern
ment agencies and ex post monitoring of dieir performance in delivering these out
puts. The legislation made particularly sharp distinctions among ‘outcomes’, 
‘outputs’ and ‘inputs’. Ministries were expected to achieve specific outcomes by 
entering into contestable, contract-like arrangements widi chief executives of gov
ernment departments; diese would specify ex ante the outputs they were required to 
deliver but leave diem free to select die mix of inputs to be used in producing diese 
outputs so that they would have ‘flexibility in hiring and paying staff, obtaining office 
accommodation, purchasing supplies and services and spending on odier inputs’ (p. 
2). Chief execudves were required to be employed on a fixed-term basis and to en
ter widi dieir ministers into performance agreements which set forth the standards 
and expectadons according to which diey would be judged and purchase agree
ments which specified die outputs dieir departments were to deliver in a particular 
year. This system has been extended to encompass die specificadon of, and ac
countability for, longer-term objecdves: since 1994 die government has defined die 
medium-term outcomes it is trying to achieve in nine ‘strategic result areas’ (SRAs) 
and linked die outputs delivered by each department to these SRAs dirough ‘key 
result areas’ (KRAs), which now form die basis for dieir performance agreements.

This general shift toward an output-based accountability system could have 
been achieved only through a comprehensive overhaul of the public sector’s budg
etary and accoundng systems. Budgetary appropriadons for die operadng expenses 
of departments are now made by output classes, and a capital charge is levied on die 
value of each department’s net assets. To generate die informadon and incendves 
required to control and monitor departmental spending, diere has been a shift from 
a cash flow to an accrual basis for financial statements, the budget and appropria
dons, while a comprehensive and detailed repordng system has been insdtuted 
widiin government departments. This requires them to prepare mondily financial 
reports, quarterly performance reports on their purchase agreements, half-yearly 
reports on the performance agreement and annual audited reports on financial re
sults and outputs. Schick was struck widi the speed with which these reforms were 
put into praedee, observing diat ‘within about 18 mondis after enactment of the
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Public Finance Act in 1989, all departments had shifted from cash accounting to 
budgeting on an accrual basis’ (p. 3).

Managerialism vs Contractualism

"Fhe rationale for making managers of government departments accountable for 
outputs rather than outcomes is that this helps make them more accountable: the 
supply of outputs can be direcdy attributed to their performance, while outcomes 
may be influenced by factors beyond their control. This rationale was derived from 
‘contractual dieory’ (die term Schick uses to refer to the body of economic theories 
known variously as the ‘new institutional economics’, ‘agency dieory’ and 
‘transacdon cost economics’), which vied for influence widi managerial theory when 
die reforms were on the drawing board. In a number of respects, die two sets of 
ideas converge. Bodi would argue for specifying objecdves and measuring perform
ance against diem, for enhancing managerial discredon over input decisions, for 
fixed-term chief execudves radier dian permanent heads, for output-based appro- 
priadons and for shifting from cash flow accounting to accrual accounting. Many of 
die innovations introduced in New Zealand could be justified from a managerial as 
well as a contractual perspective. Schick goes so far as to suggest diat die reforms 
diat have brought most of die State sector improvement experienced over die past 
decade have been inspired by a managerial perspective. This is clearly die view of 
die senior and middle officials interviewed for the report. In conversations, diey 
overwhelmingly endorsed die view diat die most important change was freeing 
managers to manage. Some suggested diat upwards of 75 per cent of die gain has 
ensued from diis change alone (p. 23).

Managerial dieory and contractual dieory diverge, however, in die emphasis die 
latter gives to ‘making managers manage’ (radier dian simply ‘letting diem manage’) 
by making diem contractually accountable for die delivery of specified outputs. Al- 
diough diis ‘hard-edged contractualism’ has made managers more accountable for 
diose aspects of dieir performance which are under dieir control, it does have 
shortcomings and costs. Most obviously, die transactions costs incurred in negotiat
ing agreements, monitoring compliance and preparing reports have been high, par
ticularly for small departments, and have in some cases ‘soaked up a substantial part 
of die efficiency gains’ (p. 24) diat diey have been able to achieve after restructuring. 
Schick proposes dial diese transactions costs could be mitigated if some smaller 
departments were consolidated and if die reporting system were rationalised to re
move areas of overlap and duplication.

More fundamentally, die contractual relationships established through the SSA 
were bilateral in character. This has made it difficult to take account of die 
‘ownership interest’ of die diird party (die government) in die long-run capacity of 
its departments to invest and innovate. This capacity might atrophy as purchasing 
parties, faced widi funding cuts, try to squeeze as much output out of limited funds 
as diey can in the short run. Moreover, aldiough die PFA emphasised die distinc
tion between ‘outputs’ and ‘outcomes’, Schick comments that ‘despite expert and 
sincere effort’, progress in die specification of outcomes has been slow. He again
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relates this to the bilateralism inherent in the contractual model of reform since 
‘outcomes are externalities in two-party relationships; therefore it is exceedingly dif
ficult to assign responsibility for them’ (p. 26).

Schick is also concerned with the way the contractualist approach ‘may diminish 
public-regarding values and behaviour in government’ (p. 25). He worries that a 
public service ethic and a commitment to professional excellence may be replaced 
by a ‘check-list mentality’ through which managers focus almost exclusively on 
complying with die terms of their various contracts and arrangements. As a result 
of the tight monitoring of the provision of specified outputs, the ‘invisible’, unspeci
fied, aspects of departmental service which would be supplied under ‘responsible’ 
management might be crowded out. Schick does not think that this problem will be 
‘remedied by even more detailed specification of performance’ (p. 87) but advo
cates instead a ‘responsibility’ model of accountability. In doing this he distin
guishes accountability —  ‘an impersonal quality, dependent... on contractual duties 
and informational flows’ —  from responsibility —  ‘a personal quality that comes 
from one’s professional ethic, a commitment to do one’s best, a sense of public 
service’ (p. 84). A starting place for renewing a culture of responsibility would be 
within die type of Senior Execudves Service (SES) envisaged by the SSA. Schick 
attributes the failure of the SES to get off the ground to its incompatibility widi the 
inidally rigid bilateralism of die contractual reladonships between ministers and 
chief execudves. He recommends diat every effort should be made to revive an 
institudon which could potendally provide die pool of professional expertise in 
public management which is necessary to sustain a disdnedve culture of managerial 
responsibility in die public sector.

The Likely Impact of the Schick Report

Despite dieir weaknesses, Schick emphadcally rejects any suggesdon diat die re
forms should be reversed. Radier he views diese weaknesses as ‘akin to die “bugs” 
found in state-of-die-art technologies after diey have been introduced’ and suggests 
diat ‘diere is now a need to “debug” die reforms but diat is a different matter from 
getdng rid of diem altogedier’ (p. 86). The Schick Report could be cridcised for its 
paucity of hard recommendadons in this respect; but this would seem to reflect die 
audior’s intendon. Rather dian tightening up an accountability system which is al
ready very rigorous, Schick calls for a ‘softer’ approach which would not ‘distinguish 
so sharply between producers and purchasers, between outputs and outcomes, and 
between die responsibilities of Ministers and chief executives’ (p. 87).

His account of how die reforms have been driven by an unswerving quest for 
accountability does not, however, generate any confidence in the reader that this 
more mellow approach from New Zealand’s control agencies will be forthcoming. 
It is a litde too easy for Schick to argue that ‘die most valuable asset diat chief ex
ecudves bring to dieir relationship widi Ministers is not compliance but judgment 
and leadership’ (p. 81). This implies that die current system provides scope to add 
diese values to management practices. I would suggest that New Zealand’s public 
sector could have been transformed only through the strong leadership supplied by
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change agents committed to refocus its culture upon the advancement of a narrow 
set of principles. This new culture is radically different from the old one, which 
attempted to cultivate a ‘public service ethos’ in which action in the public interest 
involved a balanced assessment of the values, obligations and interests affected by 
the situation. Schick’s concept of ‘responsible management’ contains echoes of this 
earlier culture and will be difficult to graft on to the new one forged by the reform 
process.

The impact of the Schick Report is difficult to assess at this stage. Schick him
self is unlikely to be comfortable with the way his report has given ammunition to 
domestic critics of die reforms. Brian Easton, for example, enthusiastically hails the 
report ‘as a watershed in the process of government sector reform’ since it breaks 
from a ‘foreign adulation based on a superficial understanding of what has oc
curred’ to identify ‘basic structural failures’ which, if not addressed, ‘will result in 
steadily deteriorating public service performance’ (Easton, 1997:183-4). There is 
still, however, a considerable residue of appreciation among both the suppliers and 
consumers of public services for die historic achievement of the reformers in de
manding die outmoded Whitehall model of public administradon. The commit
ment to a quest for accountability which made this achievement possible may, how
ever, have left a legacy of inflexibility, of an incapacity to respond to rising public 
expectadons of government agencies and to demands that they attend to a wider 
range of values. The significance of die Schick Report may be diat its publication 
under die auspices of the Treasury and the SSC reflects a new willingness by diese 
agencies to face up to diis legacy.
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China’s Strategie Preferences

Eric Jones

Alastair Iain Johnston, Cultural Realism: Strategic Culture and Grand Strategy in 
Chinese History, Princeton University Press, Princeton, 1995

ECETVED opinion among students of China is that the Chinese state has a
predisposition towards non-violent solutions to international disputes. W ar
will be used reluctantly and only as a last resort The common view in the 

‘China Field’ is that China has inherited a ‘strategic culture’ which is enormously an
cient and peculiarly its own. The expectation is that the Chinese will continue to be 
influenced in their strategic decisions by the Seven Military Classics, particularly the 
Sun Z i Bing Fa. Sun Zi (Sun Tzu in die older Romanisation) was the fourth-, fifth- or 
sixth-century BC author of The Art o f  War who has always been China’s most quoted 
strategic diinker.

In Cultural Realism, Alastair Johnston, Assistant Professor of Government at 
Harvard University, confronts his fellow China specialists widi the international- 
relations debate about ‘realism’ versus ‘strategic culture’, and turns round to confront 
realists widi his own version of the concept of strategic culture in China, past and pres
en t His complex text creates ‘cognitive maps’ of the Chinese military texts in order to 
decide whetiier they do reveal die existence of a uniform strategic culture and what its 
precise character may be. He dien minutely tests the strategic decisions of Ming times 
to determine whether they conformed to the culture diat he identifies.

The ‘China Field’ in which Johnston works tends to be self-referring because of 
die language requirement It is also a litde isolated from developments in social sci
ence, and is just as prone as the Chinese diemselves to diink that China is unique. 
There are few ‘realists’ and more than a dash of what Gerald Segal has called ‘ethnic 
chic’ (p.24). The impression given is diat, despite Imperial China’s repeated expan
sions, the country’s strategic cultural legacy has been distinguished from the W est’s by 
die use of as litde external military violence as possible. Johnston labels this culture 
‘Confucian-Mencian’. The stereotype is certainly diat W est and East differ in the de
gree to which diey seriously follow die classics, as well as how diey behave. Customary 
interpretations contrast a W est purportedly devoted to the application of technology 
and offensive wars of annihilation widi an East that affects stratagem, minimal violence 
and defensive warfare. A further supposition is a padi-dependent one which assumes 
continuity from very early Chinese regimes right to the Communist dictatorships: that 
a minimalist approach has recreated itself through vast tracts of time. Chinese excep- 
tionalism is a mark of the China Field, as exceptionalisms often are in area studies.

Eric Jones is Professorial Associate at the Melbourne Business School.
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The Realist vs Strategic Culture Dichotomy

Johnston’s contribution is marked by an unusual consciousness, for a China specialist, 
of the realist versus strategic culture dichotomy. Rather than automatically adopting 
his own field’s stance, he seeks to decide between these two grand streams of interpre
tation. This is a crucial matter. The dichotomy is an aspect of the underlying schism 
in the social sciences between deduction and induction: between what are now called 
rational-choice models and interpretations dependent on the legacy of history and the 
operational independence of culture. This watershed has spilled protagonists down 
either side several times in the evolution of many of the social sciences. A prominent 
instance was the clash over economic anthropology between Frank Knight and 
Melville Herskovits in the Journal o f  Political Economy in 1941 (reprinted in 
Herskovits, 1965). Knight urged the general applicability of economic theory while 
Herskovits rejected it as inappropriate for ‘primitive’ societies. In the 1960s, this dis
cord was to re-emerge as a struggle between the formalists, who were committed to the 
universality of economic theory, and the substantivists, often followers of Karl Polanyi, 
equally committed to the individuality of cultures. The literature is reviewed by Dal
ton (1971).

The spirit of this protean, apparently inexhaustible, debate reappears to this day in 
attacks on economic analysis, which in Australia take the form of disparagement of so- 
called ‘economic rationalism’. Part of the charge is that economics is only mock- 
universal, attempting to project over the whole world the net of a theory designed to 
analyse malign Western capitalism and incapable of doing more than that. Lately, 
economists have been ignoring diese attacks, thinking them so poorly formulated as to 
be beyond falsification: ‘not even wrong’. Typically, during the intervals between bat
hes, social scientists of bodi dispositions remain rhetorically contemptuous of die 
odier view but do not engage widi recognisable versions of it They stay in dieir own 
departments and socialise dieir students in near-isolation. However, serious debate 
has resurfaced with the rise of die new instituttonal economics (Basu et ah, 1987). 
More recendy still it has erupted as a vehement, not to say vitriolic, dispute over the 
respective merits of rational choice models and area studies’ approaches in explaining 
die East Asian miracle, particularly the case of Japan (Johnson & Keehn, 1994; "bul
lock, 1994). The debate is thus currendy alive in international relations, diough not in 
the China Field —  to which Cultural Realism now extends it

Realists take die state as the functional unit and assume that its rulers will seek 
always to optimise its utility, mosdy defined as power diough sometimes as resources. 
This position ignores constraints imposed by ‘nonobjective’ variables, including die 
legacy of die past Aldiough the insistence on aliistorical and acultural rationality is 
occasionally relaxed, according to Johnston this happens only ad hoc (pp. 2-3). Ordi
narily, any competent elite is expected to make similar choices in die presence of a 
given set of options, being guided solely by calculation of what would maximise die 
national interest

Johnston objects to diis reasoning. He decides diat it cannot explain die periods 
of considerable stability evident in die history of die international system. It is unable 
to account for variations in offensive behaviour by states all of which are ex hypothesi
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aggressive but not all of which are permanently constrained by stronger neighbours or 
alliances among their weaker ones. Think, for example, of each Chinese empire at its 
height The adjacent, settled states were little threat, either individually or in any plau
sible combination. Nor were the steppe nomads on the landward side constant in 
their menace, absorbing the imperial attention and resources all of the time. Yet the 
empires did not push outwards unceasingly.

Johnston thus believes that realism is inadequate and its exponents inconsistent. 
In any case, he decides that China was not realist but possessed and possesses its own 
strategic culture. Whatever precise form this concept assumes, it posits a stable rank
ing of grand strategic preferences derived from shared, central assumptions about the 
nature of conflict and enemy states. Johnston’s study of the topic is a rigorously, even 
relentlessly, systematic exercise in political science conceived as dealing with ideas and 
trends. Oddly, although he acknowledges that the limitations of rational choice are 
occasionally attributed to ‘the eccentric characteristics of particular leaders’ (p. 3), he 
does not consider the theoretical status of the individual. This seems anomalous in 
view of the role attributed to Sun Zi and the pertinence of examining Mao Zedong in 
the light of a Great Man theory of history. Scholars concerned with history and cul
ture might be expected to be sensitive to individual influences and not limited to 
studying aggregates.

Strategic Culture as Parabellum

Johnston is, however, methodologically too self-conscious to take the existence of stra
tegic culture on trust He probes its depths. Moreover, he attempts to establish 
whether the culture he identifies was and is of the soft type descended from Confucius 
and Mencius, as the China Field supposes. He concludes that it was instead a type of 
Realjx)litik for which he coins the term ‘parabellum’. This hard Realpolitik proposes 
that the best way of dealing with threats to security is to eliminate them by force. It is 
important to note that Johnston does not assert other states had or have a softer ap
proach than this, and refrains from singling China out as a specially dangerous would- 
be aggressor. In order that the comparative situation may be established, he calls for 
as careful an examination of the strategic culture of other states as his own of China. 
His is a work of scholarship in political science and Chinese history, not an exercise in 
‘China-bashing’. Nevertheless, he eventually turns from the Ming, bringing his find
ings to bear on die foundations of policy in modem China and dierefore on the ex
pectations we should hold.

The sources diat Johnston uses in the body of his work are the Chinese military 
classics. The greatest of these is undeniably the Sun Z i Bing Fa. ‘To live in Chinese 
culture’, says a current reviewer of die section on military technology in the vast Need
ham encyclopaedia, ‘is to cherish martial stratagem. Chinese soldiers and civilians 
actually read Sun Tzu, printed in affordable paperback editions with learned explana
tory notes’ (Sage, 1997:157, emphasis in original). The same writer notes the paradox 
diat Western readers are seldom familiar with dieir long heritage of military literature 
whereas the Chinese, widi few Bingshu or military texts to fall back on, cherish Sun 
Zi’s ancient, towering text The prescripdons so well known to the Chinese dius de-
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rive to an exceptional extent from one reading of one dominating historical work. Its 
advice comes in the form of aphorisms which, however incisive, are harder to see as 
one piece than narratives in which the nuances are already smoothed into connected 
wholes. Nevertheless, some familiarity with the work is essential to understanding 
China’s martial strategy, though perhaps more the debate around it than the strategy 
itself.

Johnston shows that the usual reading of non-violence in The A rt o f  War is in
complete and that it actually sanctions a resort to violence whenever lower-cost ap
proaches fail. For Sun Zi, the key issue was not the necessity of avoiding bloodshed 
but knowing when to fight. Additionally, Johnston shows just how violent China’s his
torical responses to conflict have been in practice. He shows this himself for the Ming 
and for recent times cites data provided in Jonathan Wilkenfeld et al. (1988) to show 
that China has been far more prone than other major powers to use violence in dis
putes over security. In modem disputes over territorial claims, China resorted to vio
lence in 80 per cent of the cases. The alarm which this may inspire is somewhat less
ened by noting that the number of cases was only five, though Chinese leaders appar- 
endy do define even diplomatic crises as ones of high threat in which force would be a 
legitimate response.

W ere the implied emphasis on non-violence in T h e A rto fW a ra  correct reading, 
it might give China the appearance of being militarily unthreatening but would scarcely 
render policy towards that country any easier to devise. The behaviour that Sun Zi 
actually advocates is calculating and sly: outwit the enemy using deception and sur
prise. Prosecute wars of morale and intelligence. ‘The best policy is to take a state 
intact’ (Griffth, 1963:ix, 39). Yet it is not never to fight, merely to employ cheaper 
strategies whenever possible.

The core message taken from, or read into, Sun Zi is to look strong when weak, 
weak when strong. This has even entered the syllabuses of Western business schools, 
not only or mainly as an aid to competing in the Chinese market but as a guiding 
principle. Hence The Art o f  War may be found alongside derivative works with titles 
like The Art o f  Business, The Art o f  War in Contemporary Business Management, 
and Sun Tzu’s Art o f  War and Strategy’s Relevance for Construction Project Man
agement As for the military, they have always studied Sun Zi. The Japanese took up 
the Chinese military classics as early as the Onin W ar in the 15th century, learning (as 
a history of Japan is quoted as saying) ‘not so much the principles of war as the dirtiest 
form of statecraft with its unspeakable depths of duplicity. The most cynical, the very 
worst passages in the notorious Eighteenth Chapter of The Prince, pale before the 
naked and full-bodied depravity of the old Chinese lore on espionage’ (Griffith, 
1963:172). Although young Nationalist Chinese officers thought The Art o f  War 
outdated by mechanised warfare in the 1930s, Mao Zedong, who after all beat them, 
was impressed.

‘The supreme art of war’, wrote Sun Zi, ‘is to subdue the enemy without fighting’ 
(Griffith, 1963:vii). Yet looking strong when weak, weak when strong, is a Catch-22. 
States adhering to it must inevitably appear threatening. There must for instance al
ways seem to be a ‘China Threat’, because, whenever there appears to be none, other
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countries must presume that China is merely shamming. The policy response would 
have to be a perpetual set of blocking actions and jockeyings for advantage, just what 
realists expect the world to be like. Ironically, Sun Zi can in this way be interpreted in 
a realist mode, even though he gave rise to a strategic-cultural tradition.

Readings are one diing, behaviours may be anodier. May not The Art o f  War be 
little more than a symbolic classic, a shared heritage, quoted selectively for garnishing 
or to rationalise some chosen course of action? Does any cultural artefact really de
termine strategic preferences, and do these preferences in turn decide actual strategic 
choices? Johnston plunges far back into these anterior issues and attempts to establish 
their precise meanings.

The ‘realist’ school in international relations would be happy with a Catch-22 
reading of Sun Zi, and even happier, no doubt, with the axiomatic view of violence 
diat Johnston quotes from Zhao Benxue’s Ming dynasty annotation of the text Zhao 
claimed that, ‘because between heaven and earth there are people, dierefore there is 
conflict Because there is conflict, therefore there is chaos. Because chaos cannot be 
ordered, therefore diere is warfare’ (p. 186). To realists, states are always potential 
aggressors, constrained only by die structural context, which is to say die absence of 
opportunity diat comes from the strengdi of others holding them in check. Were 
realism itself to stem (paradoxically) from a Western strategic culture, its origin would 
doubdess be die legacy of Clausewitz, who wrote, ‘[in war] a principle of moderation 
would be an absurdity’ (Griflidi, 1963:v). More accurately, it would be the legacy of 
Clausewitz’s disciples, who ignored dicir master’s later qualificadons. But realists 
spurn such roots, claiming diat utility maximising is a universal principle unaffected by 
cultural differences and unconstrained by historical example.

Grand Strategies

Johnston delineates diree types of grand strategy: accommodadonist, defensive, and 
offensivc-cum-expansionisL The accommodadonist strategy relies on diplomacy, 
horse-trading, economic incendves and die building of muldple alliances. Its aim is 
not sharply defined but does not extend to die physical or polidcal elimination of die 
enemy and annexation of his territory. The defensive strategy relies instead on hold
ing an outer boundary by means of die state’s own resources. Force is not employed 
to destroy die enemy’s leadership or state; diis is not, by definition, an aggressive strat
egy. The offensive-cum-expansionist strategy is, however, highly coercive, relying on 
die pre-emptive or punitive use of force beyond die state’s own boundaries. At a 
minimum diis strategy aims to eliminate the enemy’s military capacity and at a maxi
mum to destroy his polity.

Since explicit historical statements of preferences for die various strategic options 
are ‘fairly rare’, Johnston identifies preferences by subjecting die military writings to 
textual analyses of two main kinds. The more persuasive is die intricate construction 
of cognitive maps. Diagrams are presented on which lines are drawn representing 
causal connections between statements, linking proposed strategic actions and ex
pected positive or negative results. The purpose behind so formalised an approach is 
to penetrate beneadi the surface logic of a text’s audior. The object is to uncover ‘die
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text’s own logic’, which is undoubtedly revealed more starkly by diagrams than by 
words. But the procedure, or at any rate its execution, is so laborious that Cultural 
Realism seems at times to use a hammer to crack a nut. It comes close to scientism 
and reads like the densest brand of PhD thesis. But it makes its point

The other main method is symbolic analysis, searching for symbols of the use of 
force and efficacy of different strategies in human affairs. The obvious difficulty —  
that symbol and reality may not correspond —  is dealt with through further cognitive 
mapping and through contextual analysis of die texts and their annotations: yet more 
painstaking, highly structured, literary scholarship.

The audior is well aware of die difficuldes, as well he might be after devodng so 
much effort to recovering die meanings of fugidve allusions in documents of die kinds 
available. In die Chinese case he is, however, able to argue diat symbols and meaning 
are highly consistent over dme. Chinese intellectual history, he says, ‘shows marked 
consistency, indeed tyranny, in die repeddve use of analogies and metaphors’ (p. 51). 
He condnues in die words of Lo Jung-pang, diat ‘die Chinese mind ... is steeped in 
literary tradition and ... places great stock on die guidance of history. In the conduct 
of foreign affairs, as in social intercourse, diere are maxims and precedents dial were 
so constandy quoted diat diey became cliches and, like political slogans, exerted an 
influence in die shaping of policy and die making of decisions’ (pp. 51-2).

This is a significant point, relating not merely to die persistence of meanings and 
their effect on policy in die past, but to die possible continued influence of die same 
patterns. In die circumstances, it is curious how far history has taken a back seat in 
discussions of policy towards contemporary China. I am blinking of discussions 
among politicians, diplomats and journalists who are not diemselves China specialists. 
At die extreme, there is outspoken hostility towards historical allusions, presumably in 
die belief diat diese can have nothing to tell us about present intentions. One wonders 
when those who hold such views think die present begins. Presumably diey cannot 
imagine diat die pattern of forces in die world is created anew every instant yet diey 
speak as though behaviour never carries over, so dial any claim of intention is merely 
a tactical gesture. In short, diere are authorities who talk as diough pure opportunism 
always rules.

By a great irony diis strand of Realpolitik opinion has been overridden since die 
1980s by another ‘dieory’, just as ahistorical and implying diat diere simply are no stra
tegic issues of importance. This dieory is Economism, which is prevalent in die busi
ness community and has its intellectual roots in economics: everyone is assumed to 
be a rational maximiser. In economism, as in realism, an acultural, ahistorical univer- 
salism prevails. At its crudest, economism denies, or ignores, die relevance of strate
gic choices because it postulates die dominance of profit no one will ever again go to 
war because to do so would interrupt trade and destroy profit W hen and why die 
world is supposed to have abandoned its violent past are never made clear. As to 
China, die economistic view seems to be diat while diat country may still hope to ex
pand, any display of armed force will in reality be bluff. Commercial calculation will 
prohibit the actual use of force. In practice, despite intellectual foundations as acul
tural as diose of realism, diis interpretation veers unexpectedly close to the view of
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China specialists, which is that China will avoid or minimise the use of force because 
of its Confucian-Mencian strategic culture. As Sun Zi wrote, no one ever gained from 
a protracted war.

Johnston’s suggestion that China does have a strategic culture, but a parabellum, a 
hard Realpolitik one, is a corrective to all three previous interpretations: the ahistorical 
realist one that China must be a danger by assumption; the ahistorical economistic 
one diat (again by assumption) the country is no danger at all; and die historical one 
diat China is a force-minimalist and unlikely to resort to war. His parabellum concept 
warns us against the soft interpretation of Sun Zi and his confreres but does not re
quire diere to be an eternal ‘China Threat’ of the type realists would expect Aldiough 
parabellum may seem much the same as realism in practice, its implications are en
tirely different Realist thinking assumes diat die strategic environment will never alter. 
States —  or, in Samuel Hundngton’s (1996) recent upward transladon of the relevant 

units, civilisations —  will seek always to expand when and where dieir neighbours are 
weak. Strategic culture refers to preferences which persist over long periods but does 
not logically require diat diey never change.

Violence and Modernisation

Is diere any evidence diat humanity and governments really can forswear violence? 
The mind dirows up familiar counter-instances such as die collapse of die League of 
Nations or young men volunteering for die military soon alter voting for pacifism at 
die Oxford Union. For all diat, we can construe die Western European example as 
indicating that international relations need not be permanendy marred by old habits. 
In Western Europe nationalism is today in decline. Extensive surveys taken in 1981 
and 1990-91 by die European Value Systems Study Group show diat international 
trust is high among young Western Europeans, especially widi respect to neighbouring 
democracies (Dogan, 1993, 1994). The rise of individualism is said to be ‘gnawing 
away’ at nationalism and odier political ideologies.

Is diis something transient, specific to a generation diat has not been socialised by 
war? Do die young merely parade internationalist attitudes to distinguish diemselves 
from dieir parents? The audior of articles on die surveys claims not, arguing diat 
young Western Europeans arc different: since die Renaissance only one odier gen
eration, diat before die First World war, has escaped the experience of war (Dogan, 
1993:191). The fact diat European populations are ageing quite fast also dampens 
martial ardour; belligerent communities tend to be young ones, liie re  is a shrinking 
proportion of young people today and diey do tend to be internationalists. This pacific 
turn is quite new. Litde over 50 years ago Europe was at war. Certainly we would 
need to be persuaded diat popular attitudes will translate into government actions; but 
in democracies diis is not impossible to credit A straw in the wind may be the recent 
self-denying ordinance in Britain about the production and use of land-mines.

W hat bearing can all diis have on China? The first point to be made is that al- 
diougli die circumstances differ diey are not utterly different and they are changing for 
die better. In the background lies the fact that the young in China have no personal 
knowledge of war either, any more than they have personal experience of the asperi-
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ties of Maoist life. Both those experiences lie 20 or so years in the past and cannot 
speak directly to anyone under 30. Furthermore, theirs is also an ageing society. The 
median age in China, including Taiwan, is projected to rise from 26 years in 1990 to 
35 years by 2010, very close to the medians expected then in Western countries. 
China is also being transformed by the interaction of the one-child family and the cul
tural preference for sons. Divorce rates are on the increase, threatening to erode the 
institution of the Confucian family. Society in the cities is becoming distinctly, even 
headily, consumerist The scale of the modernisation of communications is breath
taking. None of diese changes is superficial. While no one knows for sure what form 
of society will result from them, it is reasonable to suppose diat, whatever control die 
state manages to retain, Chinese society will become something new to history —  new 
to its own history —  within anodier generation.

The keys are education and modemisadon. This is not to say diat diese things 
abolish martial ardour, but they do tend to increase understanding of the issues and 
diminish blind responses. Consider die following episode: in May 1997 the govern
ment of Shenzhen felt obliged to publish an open letter to workers, denying stories 
about ‘China and England waging war in Hong Kong, Shenzhen and surrounding ar
eas’ {The Australian, 25 June 1997). Migrant workers had been fleeing their jobs be
cause of diese rumours. ‘The workers just used dieir simple-minded logic to think 
diat in any takeover, diere must be a war’, one factory owner is reported as telling The 
Asian Wall Street Journal. W e should note however diat diose who quit were easily 
replaced and diey are, in any case, the type of people derided in die rides as ‘ill- 
educated bumpkins’. That is to say, diey are peasants whose human capital has not 
yet been upgraded in die course of economic growdi. Given condnued growth, fears 
as unfounded as dieirs should fade away.

The fact of modemisadon should give pause to diose so persuaded by cultural 
fixity and die tyranny of China’s past diat diey diink die old patterns must be repeated 
Germer, 1992). Those who know too much history are bound to repeat it. Aldiough 
diere is no warrant for a simple-minded economism diat must bring all countries to 
converge on Western liberal democracy, diere are already signs in the most developed 
East Asian countries that demands for political participation and independent law are 
income-elastic. Demands for non-material goods may become a cascading force once 
people have been saturated by materialism.

Fashionable comparisons arc being made between present-day China and milita
rist Wilhelmine Germany. Yet while diere are plenty of sources of international ten
sion to give one pause, widi ordinary luck diere may be equal reason to anticipate the 
evolution of China into a ‘normal country’. Admittedly, given the absence of an indi
vidualist ediic, change may be slower dian in die West. On die odier hand, die 
achievement of economic growdi lias been unimaginably faster. Quite possibly die 
early materialistic, nationalistic phase of economic and political development may be 
compressed in China’s case. It is facile to observe culture’s persistence in die short 
run, rely too much on the historical precedents of stasis, or discount the possibility of 
rapid social change: in short, to project cultural fixity Qones, 1995:276-7). Instead, it 
may be that ‘Chinese conservatism is not a symptom of rigidity but radier the result of
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adaptation to conditions which remained unchanged for thousands of years’ 
(Wilhelm, 1982:45). Conditions are certainly changing now.

Conclusion

The conclusions to be drawn from Johnston’s work remain more tenuous than his 
thoroughness perhaps deserves. Even so, Cultural Realism takes us into a dimension 
beyond the ‘flash-point’ surveys of the media and government foreign policy analysts. 
Johnston simultaneously deconstructs acultural realist thought, with its assumption of 
permanent threat, and the accommodationist Confucian-Mencian view, with its com
placent expectations. He shows that China has inherited a parabellum culture of hard 
Realpolitik. While this seems alarming, at least it does not lie at the extreme of the 
range where claims are heard that war invigorates a nation, like those made by von 
Treitschke and the Japanese ultranationalists.

W hat does historical precedent mean? Analogies are often manipulated in a 
1984-ish way and cynics may think that history is merely a store from which anything 
may be drawn for current political ends. Johnston’s riposte is that history is not so 
labile: historical analogies can invalidate particular courses of action. "Hie members of 
a given society tend when young to internalise versions of its past experience which 
almost rule out certain geopolitical choices. Even this is too fixed a view, since Chi
nese thought is said to have succeeded in shifting away from Mao’s approach in the 
1980s. Mao was clear that war is ‘the politics of human bloodshed’ in which the goal 
is to ‘preserve oneself and destroy the enemy’ (pp. 254-5). Chinese intellectuals claim 
to have moved from that brutal attitude towards Sun Zi’s maxim of ‘not fighting and 
subduing the enemy’. Certainly, Johnston himself does not accept that Chinese stra
tegic culture really has become accommodationist But this may matter less than the 
fact that, unlike axiomatic realism, any strategic culture is learned. Whatever has been 
learned can be unlearned, difficult though this may be for older people. The ultimate 
message of Cultural Realism seems to be, a little in spite of itself, that while we should 
not expect the Chinese to be gentle, their strategic preferences are capable of being 
changed by involvement in a peaceful world. Johnston’s book seems to justify a calm, 
linn engagement so that unlearning can proceed.
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Taking the Short View

William Foster, Immigration and the Australian Economy (second edition), 
Australian Government Publishing Service, Canberra, 1996

grate have implications for government budgeting. This report from die Depart
ment of Immigration and Multicultural Affairs surveys the literature concerned with 
die economic consequences of Australia’s immigradon program.

Over time, immigradon has made possible die creadon of die Australian econ
omy. Widi die excepdon of die aedvity of indigenous Australians, all current Aus
tralian economic aedvity can be attributed to migradons over die past two centuries. 
However, if we restrict die dme horizon to a single year and focus on die impact of 
recent gross annual intakes of around 80,000 people (die planned 1997/98 intake), 
a different picture emerges. Such annual intakes comprise less dian half of 1 per 
cent of die total Australian populadon and are often smaller dian year-to-year varia- 
dons in unemployment. From diis perspeedve, die annual immigrant intake has a 
smaller impact on aggregate demand in terms of populadon dian inbound intenia- 
donal tourism (Clarke, 1994). The same point can be made differendy. Aldiough 
post-World War II net annual migration gains have averaged only between 0.5 and 
1 per cent of die populadon, over die whole post-war period it comprises 40 per 
cent of populadon growdi. Again, die size of die impact of immigradon depends 
very much on die dme horizon used to assess it.

Since immigrants are part of die Australian economy, they affect every aspect of 
it. But while many of their short-term effects are low-order, their more important 
longer-term influences are often difficult to discern from long-term data. A diffi
culty widi Foster’s survey is its partial reliance on empirical research (such as die 
Murphy model and ORANI) dial emphasises die economic impact of immigradon 
over short-term horizons in which some distinct effects may not be apparent and 
are poorly modelled. The economic gains from immigradon, in particular, cannot 
be sensibly dealt widi unless this issue is understood.

The analysis of such gains is crucial to assessing die policy implications of im
migradon. Foster recognises die need to distinguish between die welfare of immi
grants and diat of non-immigrant residents. But his treatment of die issue is inade
quate. Average aggregate incomes are a misleading indicator of the gains from 
immigradon since diese invariably fall when labour alone migrates, even if everyone

Reviewed by Harry Clarke

HEN migrants arrive in Australia diey consume goods and services and 
supply productive inputs. Their family structures, skills (or lack of 
diem) and other adverse-selection issues affecting dieir decisions to mi-
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benefits from immigration: with non-increasing returns, increasing labour endow
ments leads to decreased output per head simply because other inputs are not being 
increased proportionately (Clarke, 1997). This will be true even if residents enjoy 
efficiency gains from the implied labour market liberalisation and even if migrants 
reveal themselves better-off by voluntarily migrating. Foster’s finding that the gains 
from immigration are small means little in view of the downward bias of such aggre
gate indicators: the true welfare gains could be much greater.

As is well known, the distributional impacts of labour immigration are more 
significant than efficiency aspects, at least in Berry and Soligo’s (1969) standard mi
gration model. In this framework, the important economic change that occurs in 
response to migration is a reduction in the wages of those workers who lived in a 
destination country before the immigration occurred. The absolute value of this 
loss will almost always be larger than the net productive gains accruing to all original 
residents, since net losses to workers are offset by only slightly larger gains to prop
erty owners as a consequence of immigration. Thus, the society derives small net 
benefits from immigration even though observed wage losses are substantial.

However, such outcomes do not eventuate if (as it is empirically reasonable to 
suppose) capital is internationally mobile. Capital mobility can account for many of 
Foster’s mixed results in Chapter 12. A labour inflow prompted by die relaxation 
of a labour immigration quota immediately reduces wages and induces a profit- 
seeking capital inflow. This inflow should entirely offset the fall in wages unless 
diere are odier non-internationally traded inputs. Widiout such inputs, diere are no 
factor price changes as a consequence of immigration and no welfare gains to non
immigrant residents: all die gains diat accrue as a result of economic growdi are 
‘scooped off by die new arrivals. Thus, allowing for capital Hows (as in Clarke, 
1995) explains die stable wages outcome, and shows diat distribution issues widi 
mobile capital are transformed from old-fashioned arguments about how capital 
gains at labour’s expense (given a labour market liberalisation) to more relevant ar
guments about die distribudon of gains between original residents and newcomers.

Foster’s treatment of capital flows is unsatisfactory. He assumes diat current 
account deficits are bad and inquires whedier immigration worsens diem. Regard
less of die validity of diis assumpüon (I reject it), die basic quesdon is: to whom 
does die current account deficit accrue? If poor migrants arrive in Australia and 
spend more dian diey earn, in the short run diey will widen the current account 
deficit. But why should addidonal debt concern non-immigrants? The effects of 
migrant borrowing in bidding-up international borrowing costs are negligible. 
Radier dian curtailing immigradon, we should discard die macroeconomic doc
trines diat hold diat current account deficits are intrinsically a bad diing.

Immigradon has an important effect on labour markets. Some dieorists (myself 
among diem) adopt a trade/factor flows view of die world, while odiers emphasise 
consequences for labour markets. Each approach has its strcngdis and weaknesses. 
Like most Australian diinkers, Foster stresses labour markets; and diis is die 
strongest feature of his book. There is much useful descriptive material here on the 
demographic and skill characteristics of migrants. But, once again, I doubt die
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value of short-term modelling in studying matters like the growth effects of enhanc
ing the skilled component of immigrant intakes. The ORANI model used cannot 
account for the skill-externality effects of inducing a more skilled intake. Nor can 
one ignore the distributional advantages of a higher skilled component in terms of 
reduced pressure on the wages and conditions of unskilled resident workers and the 
better employment prospects for die unskilled generated by complementary un
skilled/skilled labour demands.

Much of Foster’s study is valuable. It summarises major empirical work on the 
economic effects of immigration, provides a very balanced view of immigration diat 
dispels many mydis, and summarises die main features of die immigradon which 
has occurred. like much of die work carried out in die former Bureau of Immi
gradon, Muldcultural and Populadon Research, die study is excessively caudous in 
its response to basic cridcisms of recent immigradon policy. Successive Labor gov
ernments made concessions to die muldcultural/family lobby, refused to orient the 
program towards skills, and failed to adjust die program at least pardy in die light of 
public immigradon preferences. These failures should be addressed.

Widi some excepdons, die main conclusion diat Hows from Foster’s study is 
diat economics is not of crucial importance in immigradon debates. For him, im
migradon eidier has low-order effects or is ‘benign’. I do not diink diis is true, if 
only because populadon size (of which immigradon is die primary component diat 
can be determined by public policy) is such a major economic and environmental 
issue in Australia today. While many of die economic consequences of immigradon 
are quite small, diere are sdll reasons for believing die immigradon intake can be 
tailored to match some nadonal objeedves of resident Australians.

Interesdngly, Foster’s noil-economic focus encourages a shift in attendon to
wards die polidcs of die immigradon debate, which is now dominated by die How
ard Government’s need to deal widi die challenge of Pauline Hanson’s One Nadon 
Party. To help prevent die debate being highjacked by uninformed racism, Austra
lian social sciendsLs need to take on a policy area that has so far been dominated by 
muldculturalism and polidcal correctness, and devise an immigradon program diat 
promotes national economic and social objeedves by being skill-based and repre- 
sentadve of die views of die majority of current Australian residents.
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Liberalism’s Moral Lacuna

Charles K. Rowley (ed.), The Political Economy o f the Minimal State, 
Edward Elgar, Aldershot, 1996

Reviewed by John Rogers

r j l H E  collapse of communism in the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe at first 
encouraged liberals to believe that their ideas were in the ascendancy and 
would attract greater support in the West. But this has not happened. The 

failure of what James Buchanan has termed ‘politics in the large’ has not led to an 
acceptance that ‘politics in the small’ suffers from the same shortcomings. On the 
contrary, the general public apparently still sees no reason to alter either the scope 
and or role of government as usual in the West. The collapse of the Berlin Wall 
and central planning has been interpreted not as a victory of capitalism over social
ism, but rather as a victory of democracy over totalitarianism, and the public’s major 
concern has shifted to ensuring that anarchy docs not triumph over order.

The Political Economy o f  the Minimal State consists of four essays, all previ
ously published by the Locke Institute. Each discusses the failure of liberals to wind 
back die state in Western democracies. The editor, Charles Rowley, supplies an 
Introduction. (Reflecting their separate origins, the essays each have their own page 
sequence.)

The unyielding pressures of public choice in a democracy explain some of the 
support for ‘politics in the small’. In his essay ‘Economic Policy in a liberal De
mocracy’, Richard Wagner argues that a liberal society must reject ‘the principle of 
die mixed economy diat has become so second-nature in die post-war period in the 
Western democracies’ (p. 6). However, diis is not going to emerge spontaneously 
from die electorate: if anything, die popular demand for democracies to be audiori- 
tarian, which Alexis de Tocqueville identified in die mid-19th century, seems 
stronger dian ever. As die four audiors in diis collection sec it, the key problem is a 
lack of intellectual leadership from liberal academics and policy-makers.

In his essay ‘Adam Smidi into die Twenty First Century’, Edwin West argues 
diat for economists to be ‘minimally consistent’ widi Smith’s political economy diey 
would need to advocate abolishing ‘minimum wages, export subsidies, marketing 
boards, capital gains taxes, “free” education and die whole US system of central 
banking’ (p. 37). Most economists seem to prefer piecemeal central planning, like 
promoting aggregate savings and raising taxes to balance government budgets. 
Worst of all, diey tend to support governments merely because diey are democrati
cally elected. But die evidence from die last 50 years suggests diat Smidi was right 
in focusing on what government did, radier dian how it was formed; relatively ro
bust democracies such as India have floundered under bureaucratic controls and 
high taxes, while relatively non-democratic states such as Hong Kong and Singapore 
have forged ahead through low taxes and free trade. West cites Przeworski and 
Limongi (1993) as illustrating die lack of connection between wealth and democ-
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racy. They examined 18 studies generating 21 findings since 1966, with eight find
ing in favour of authoritarianism, eight in favour of democracy, and five finding no 
relafionship. West would like to see modern economists follow Smith’s lead and 
make the case that an unfettered market with a minimal or absent government will 
lead to die greatest growth in economic prosperity and liberty.

How then is government to be constrained? Wagner argues for constitutional 
rules requiring economic policy to be conducted in accordance with the ‘central 
principles of a liberal society’ so that no policy shall ‘violate the principles of prop
erty, contract and liability’ (p. 49). Yet Wagner himself appears to believe that diese 
principles could allow government to legislate for mandatory healdi insurance, to 
raise taxes, or to impose tariffs. Furthermore, even a decent consdtudon that sets 
out properly to constrain government could be rendered meaningless over lime. As 
Epstein (1985) showed, from die 1937 West Coast Hotel v Parrish case, die US 
Supreme Court began upholding almost every economic reguladon and taking of 
property, even diough die US consdtudon was predicated on a division of powers 
and a system of checks and balances.

Similarly, reliance on die common law to constrain government would appear 
naive, especially as pro-government, centralist, judicial aedvists have become estab
lished in consdtudonal courts around die world. Norman Barry, in his essay 
‘Classical Liberalism in die Age of Post-Communism’, shows how ‘in die 20di cen
tury deliberate judicial intervention in common law processes has been, if anything, 
disruptive of its coordinating processes; it has not been aimed at correcting inade
quacies in die legal servicing of a free order, as suggested by Hayek, but radier it has 
steered die legal order away from diis’ (p. 30).

A third option for constraining government is die use of a federal structure to 
induce competition between states. However, Barry believes diat ‘the federal idea 
itself has been badly damaged in die 20di century widi the rise of uniform stan
dards’ (p. 41). We are left widi die hope diat diere will be an ‘imitative effect’ of 
successful capitalist orders diat will spread liberal ideas. Unfortunately, diis too is in 
danger of being undermined, in diis case by die rush for governments to ‘co
operate’ dirough international forums.

The failure of die traditional methods for constraining government highlights 
die need for liberals to make die moral case for constraining government. But diey 
have not done so. Barry refers to a ‘moral lacuna’ whereby die market is justified 
widi respect only to outcomes and not to its moral underpinnings. Andiony de 
Jasay, in his essay ‘Before Resorting to Politics’, appears to agree diat utilitarianism 
has become die dominant true belief among modem liberals, who are liberals 
merely because diey recognise diat politics in die large won’t work. But by staying 
widiin this framework liberals are likely to continue to lose die fight against politics 
in die small; diey can never identify die full consequences of piecemeal government 
control, and it seems illogical to limit die scope of government, since diis may pre
vent it from ‘doing good’. Even more profoundly, utilitarianism has left liberals in a 
precarious philosophical position, for diere are deep problems widi die interper
sonal measurement and balancing of utilities. As de Jasay says, it is hardly morally
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justifiable to allow some people’s preferences to outweigh others merely because 
they happen to be in power or are fashionable. Nor will arguing that freedom has 
some intrinsic philosophical value necessarily work, since, de Jasay argues, as an 
ultimate good freedom is undermined by a devastating relativism. What if the next 
person does not value freedom? But positing freedom as the means to an end (as 
some utilitarians might do) merely wrecks it at one remove.

De Jasay proposes to fill this moral vacuum by arguing that one should be pre
sumed to be free to do the feasible. From this it follows that one should be at lib
erty to do something, provided that the action is not a tort that breaches someone 
else’s liberty. One should also be able to exercise a right that has been granted by 
another and should be prevented from breaching voluntarily assumed obligations: 
that is, people should be able to contract with one another. Such a framework 
strictly limits coercion to deterring torts and limiting breaches of obligations. That 
is, if there is any role for government it should be that of the minimal state. The 
scope of what is validly affected by politics entirely vanishes ‘for nothing, neither 
deductive reasoning nor experimental evidence, proves that property and contract 
cannot be adequately and economically protected by extra-political means’ (p. 35).

De Jasay’s moral approach is on very strong ground. The radical alternative to 
it is to assume that one is not free to do the feasible, and that one is free only to act 
under government licence or through the exercise of rights granted by government 
(as under a constitution). Yet this radical alternative is all too often adopted, even 
by liberals. For instance, Richard Epstein (1985) talks of individuals having ‘a right 
to enter into a contract’ based on ‘a collective recognition of die entitlement’. As de 
Jasay says, ‘it is not clear why the parties need a right to enter into an agreement they 
consider both agreeable and mutually binding’ (p. 47).

The presumption of liberty provides a strong moral basis for the free market. 
It implicitly rejects die legidmacy of anything more dian a minimal state. Yet a be
lief in die state remains deeply entrenched. Neverdieless, die biggest obstacle facing 
liberalism is perhaps not so much arguments against free markets as a fear of anar
chy. Most people still seem to view die choice between free markets and govern
ment as one between die Hobbesian state of nature in which life is nasty, brutish 
and short, and die safety blanket of a benevolent government. When diey start to 
identify die choice as one between freedom and order under free markets, and di
rect and arbitrary rule under government, dien support for ‘politics in die small’ will 
begin to decline and liberalism will move into die ascendancy. To paraphrase the 
four essayists: it is up to the intellectuals.
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New Approaches to Child Protection

Dorothy Scott and Di 0  ’Neil, Beyond Child Rescue: Developing Family-Centred 
Practice at St Luke’s, Allen & Unwin in association with the 

Institute of Public Affairs, Sydney, 1996

Reviewed by Agnes-Mary Brooke

A S Beyond Child Rescue shows, child welfare in Australia, as well as else- 
Z-A where, is in a state of crisis. Different countries, with their many enquiries, 

JL JLreports and reorganisations, are enduring scandals and a chronic shortage 
of resources. Changes in government and in policy have altered guidelines and the 
specifications about which programs will be funded and which cut. Government 
welfare workers, while frequendy criticised, often juggle ‘seemingly untenable re
sponsibilities’ (p. vii), while their clients’ perception of both government and non
government agencies is characterised by a suspicion of all involved in the climate or 
context of welfare intervention.

The authors note that problems arise with the very notion of helping people 
‘since “helping” is something that one person does to another’ (p. viii). Requesting 
an individual to change implies that something is wrong with that individual: which 
may itself lessen die chances of achieving a change in attitude or behaviour. How
ever, aldiough modern social workers prefer to see themselves as ‘empowering’ 
people radier dian changing diem, any notion of intervention inevitably rests on 
ideas of teaching, training or modifying. The concept of empowerment has 
‘spawned procedures and approaches diat seek to be more cooperative, that involve 
clients and seek dieir opinions’ (p. ix).

Agencies which have sought to develop less coercive practices exhibit a new 
willingness to work widi people in dieir own homes and living contexts in order to 
help diem avoid serious welfare intervention. However, die authors argue diat such 
services may end up as just ‘more of die same’. Talk about cooperation and about 
not imposing normative views of healdi and functioning is merely facile as long as 
‘die grim reality in the welfare field is diat the issues of child protection —  literally 
life and dcadi concerns —  cannot be diluted’ (p. ix). The authors argue that high 
ideals about cooperation and ‘empowerment’ must be balanced against the reality 
diat high-risk situations for children necessarily elicit a response from a position of 
audiority, and must, if necessary, give way to protective interventions.

Neverdieless, St Luke’s Family Care, a leading Australian non-government 
child welfare agency, sees a cooperative, non-adversarial relationship which values 
what families say diey want as die key to fulfilling statutory obligations to ensure 
children’s safety. The audiors maintain diat this calls for an extraordinary detach
ment from die common beliefs which underlie most welfare work, including no
tions of a family’s ‘deficits’ or shortcomings. In contrast, ‘practice which begins 
from a different stance, which does not include notions of deficit, requires a fun
damental change in how we think about what we do’ (p. x).
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I found this die weakest section of the book. The authors claim that no matter 
how hard agency workers try to be different, practice which begins from ideas about 
families’ ‘deficits’ or shortcomings will inevitably become adversarial. But attempts 
to be ‘non-judgmental’ are impracticable, since widiout a notion of deficit —  of 
children or families at risk —  no grounds exist for intrusion by government or non
government agencies into people’s lives. To expect social workers to exclude all 
notions of deficit is unrealistic, when it is society’s concern about harmful deficits in 
attitude and behaviour that justifies the giving of assistance.

That said, I could find little else to question in a book detailing procedures so 
obviously based on common sense that one would take them to be standard until 
one remembers how uncommon this commodity is. The book is for the most part 
simply written: almost a lost art in specialist areas. Notions of victimhood on the 
grounds of gender, class or ethnicity are refreshingly absent.

Beginning with the idea (certainly not a new one in terms of Christian philoso
phy) diat die agency should ‘value’ the families with whom it works, St Luke’s feels 
it has emerged with a completely different way of conceptualising its work. While 
die claim may be exaggerated —  building on individuals’ strengths is not a new idea
—  the approach has produced interesting results, as the agency’s case-notes illus
trate. St Luke’s has embraced simple but significant policies such as allowing fami
lies to convene meetings with protective service workers. It is committed to the 
view that, rather dian construing clients’ actions as annoying, manipulative or 
‘passive-aggressive’, it should utilise strengtiis that clients bring, no matter how ob
scure diese may seem to die agency. Radier dian seeing this as simply a ‘positive’ 
focus, die agency believes diat, while not denying clients’ shortcomings (this, inter
estingly enough, contradicts its claimed ‘non-deficit’ assumptions), its ideas about 
why a family is in a difficult situation are less relevant dian die family’s own under
standing, which is diought to provide a more productive means for trying to do 
somediing about it. In a case study of a dysfunctional family, die Williams, the 
agency’s emphasis on the family’s understanding of diemselves as capable gave 
diem die courage to take risks and attempt change.

The state of crisis or near crisis in which so many families now find themselves 
constitutes a grave direat to social stability. As die drug problem worsens, and as 
people widi an intellectual or psychiatric problem are now more likely to be living in 
die community and having children, die ability of state welfare programs to cope 
widi problems of chronic neglect and abuse is coming into question. It could be 
that the approaches adopted by St Luke’s and other non-government agencies will 
prove to be more effective. And yet, given the moral malaise diat has followed in 
the wake of die mainstream churches’ abandonment of their role to awaken indi
vidual conscience —  a necessity if social values and stability are to be safeguarded
—  how much can realistically be expected of any child welfare agency?

Agnes-Mary Brooke is director of Cognos Ltd, Nelson, New Zealand and a col
umnist in The Dominion.
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Blaming the System

Graeme Hunt, Scandal at Cave Creek: A Shocking Failure in Public 
Accountability, Wellington Publications Ltd in association with the 

National Business Review, Auckland, 1996

Reviewed by Mike Beverland

N 28 April 1995, a viewing platform on land owned by the Department of
Conservation (DOC) on the West Coast of New Zealand’s South Island
collapsed, taking 18 people with it. Fourteen people of them died. The 

government responded quickly with a lengthy public inquiry, which Graeme Hunt, 
a senior writer with die National Business Review, characterises as an ‘expensive 
waste of time’ whose ‘purpose was political —  to show die government was “doing 
somediing’” (p. 6). The conclusion of the court of inquiry diat this was ‘a tragedy 
almost bound to happen’ (p. 15) was right but for the wrong reasons.

Hunt’s book documents a government department in complete disarray, igno
rant of the law, against die reform of the public sector from its outset, staffed by 
people lacking in any management skills, and unwilling to consider the warnings of 
outsiders about possible safety problems. The court of inquiry concluded that die 
disaster was due to

It!he department act|ingl unlawfully but die named individuals did not.
The department did not act in a competent and appropriate manner. Nor 
did its nominated staff members, but all die while Jdieyl were working 
widiin a system that was fatally flawed. (Department of Internal Affairs, 
1995:86)

This was die argument diat idendfied what came to be known as ‘institutional' or 
‘systemic’ failure. By finding that die disaster was caused by systemic failure, 
Commissioner Graeme Noble not only failed to address die terms of reference that 
required him to invesdgate whedier anyone had acted in an unlawful manner, but 
virtually ruled out diat possibility altogether. By making the department the guilty 
party, he eliminated any possibility of criminal charges being laid, since under New 
Zealand law only individuals can be charged widi a criminal offence.

The main interest of die book lies in its presentadon of the workings of the in
ternal inquiry process. Hunt documents what he calls a ‘$2 million grieving proc
ess’ (p. 16) where the judge appointed to oversee the inquiry, Graeme Noble, was 
not only ill-equipped to tackle its terms of reference but erred on several counts:

Refusal to use the inquiry to flush out the wrongdoers in DOC; reluctance 
to solicit expert independent tesdmony on DOC’s management culture; 
deference to one more qualified dian himself, DOC senior counsel Rennie; 
reluctance to see odier dian good in DOC’s senior management team in
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spite of die gravity of die Cave Creek tragedy; and willingness to allow wit
nesses to use die inquiry to attack die government over funding of, and re
forms to, DOC. (p. 17)

The result was that ‘a vast amount of time was spent in establishing die obvious —  
that a viewing platform, built without a permit and not within a country mile of the 
standards of the Building Code, collapsed killing 14 people and injuring four oth
ers’ (p. 19).

DOC’s argument that ‘underfunding contributed to die platform collapse at 
Cave Creek’ (p. 12) was sanctioned by Noble, who asserted diat ‘The root causes of 
die collapse lie in a combined systemic failure against the background of an under
funded and underresourced department ... subject to pressures ... from altered 
priorides’ (pp. 28-9). Against diis, Hunt insists that ‘Cave Creek is not about 
spending cuts, divisions within a department or polides; it is about death caused by 
managerial malpracdce at the highest level’ (p. 47). He offers a series of proposals 
designed to ensure diat such malpracdce never happens again. These involve re
moving die difference between the standards applying in the public and the private 
sectors on issues of criminal culpability, and also persuading die senior manage
ment involved to resign (which diey have since done).

But aldiough Hunt’s proposals for legal change are sound, he never really gets 
to die heart of die issue, which is whether an organisadon can be adequately disci
plined when it faces no compeddon, is not guided by the profit modve, and has no 
immediate interest in die success or failure of its decisions diat would lead it to hold 
the safety of its customers paramount. The key to all die other quesdons is die fact 
diat a judge can argue diat a department can somehow act independendy of its staff. 
Hunt states diat ‘common sense dictated die department could not have been negli
gent had it not been for die prior negligence of its own employees’ (p. 30). More 
dian that: die reificadon of a collecdve whole above its consdtuent parts is die phi
losophy diat jusdfies government intervendon in the first place.

Neverdieless, Hunt’s book remains a well documented and well argued presen- 
tadon of a case where ‘The Crown, dirough die subset of die Department of Con- 
servadon, was as guilty as sin for die death of 14 young people yet free as a bird’ (p. 
28).
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Facts and Values, Science and Art

Peter Groenewegen (ed.), Economics and Ethics?, Routledge, London, 1996 

Reviewed by Charles Richardson

OST economists are familiar with the principle that philosophers know as 
%  / 1 ‘Hume’s I .aw’: that facts and values are separate sorts of things, and that we 

JL  T A  cannot validly derive an evaluation, or ‘ought’-statement, from a statement 
of fact. In the 20th century, this principle has become an important part of econo
mists’ self-image, as they strive to be ‘value-free’ in their approach. In other words, 
modem economics is supposed to be a positive discipline, not a normative one.

Many of the writers in this collection, which arises from a workshop conducted at 
die University of Sydney in December 1994, appear to be making an assault on 
Hume’s I.aw. None of them, however, does so successfully, and on closer inspection 
some turn out to be doing something rather different All of them, however, have 
something interesting to say in the process, and between them they provide plemty of 
food for thought on the relationship between economics and ethics.

In his introduction, Peter Groenewegen presents the book’s message as a call for 
‘die integradon of ediics widiin economics discourse’ (p. 12). This, however, could 
mean a number of different things. C.L. Ten distinguishes two of them: ethics can 
affect economics ‘internally’, when cdiical values are required as input in economic 
reasoning; and ‘externally’, when economists use ediics to assess the conclusions that 
economic reasoning leads to.

The ‘external’ use of ediics is reladvely uncontroversial. Although economists 
sometimes talk as if policy recommendations llowed automatically from their conclu
sions, most of us realise diat diere will be other values involved. The economist can 
tell us what consequences will flow from a given policy, but it is for us as citizens 
(whedier or not we also happen to be economists) to decide whedier diose conse
quences are preferable to die alternatives. This was Hume’s fundamental insight: 
given some ends, we can reason about means, but reasoning alone has nodiing to say 
in the ultimate choice between ends.

It is when economists use ediics ‘internally’ diat diey are venturing into more dan
gerous territory. Ten suggests diat value judgments have to be made in choosing die 
concepts to use in economic analysis: he gives as an example the problem of defining 
‘standard of living’ (p. 39). But letting ethical considerations dictate one’s choice of 
concepts is not quite die same diing as bringing them into the analysis. Furthermore, 
die economist who is trying to be useful for public policy might find that what is 
needed is not input from his or her own values, but from the values actually held by 
the public (more about diis ‘moral anthropology’ shortly).

Economists who let ethics influence their analysis may be doing something that is 
unavoidable, or at least nothing to be ashamed of. They should, however, be con
scious of what they are doing, since diere are dangers that some of the contributors to 
this volume are reluctant to acknowledge. Louis Haddad wants us to see ‘ethics as
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generalised economics’, saying that the distinction between ‘positive’ and ‘nonnative’ 
economics’ is ‘artificial’ (pp. 77-8).

There is a sense in which economic decisions —  indeed, decisions of any sort —  
are also ethical decisions. W e cannot act in a moral vacuum; even if we refuse to take 
moral considerations into account, that itself is a moral (or immoral) decision. But 
the economist, when in positivist mode, is not claiming to make decisions. He or she 
is merely describing how the world is, and how people act on that information is up to 
them. If economists are to go on to prescribe what decisions should be made, then it 
is hard to see what areas of life will be spared their attentions. The fact-value distinc
tion is one of the things preventing the economic realm expanding beyond all recog
nition: something that Ten and other contributors warn us against.

A.W. Coats shows us how the great economists of the 19th century appreciated 
Hume’s Law, to die extent of distinguishing between economics as ‘science’ and as 
‘art’. Economic science has become modem positive economics, while economics as 
art is political economy or economic policy-making. The distinction is really a tripar
tite one, since ‘science’ in turn breaks down into pure and applied. Phis last point 
shows diere can be important differences of mediodology that do not involve ethical 
issues. Someone who works in applied geometry, for example, is doing somediing 
very different from a colleague in pure geometry, but neither of them need be making 
nonnative judgments.

Ten’s ‘internal’ and ‘external’ uses do not exhaust die possibilides for doing eco
nomics widi an eye to morality. Another common project is somedmes called ‘moral 
andiropology’: a sciendfic study of die ediical beliefs people actually hold (see Geof
frey Brennan’s remarks on p. 123). This can be of vital importance in economics; 
however, contrary to what some of diese audiors seem to diink, diere is nodiing in it 
diat undermines Hume’s Law. To decide what we should do is an evaluadon, but to 
discover what people (including ourselves) believe diey should do is simply a quesdon 
of fact

Commendng on Coats, Michael White quotes Mill’s descripdon of economics as 
‘reladng to die moral or psychological laws of the produedon and distribudon of 
wealdi’ (pp. 116-17, note 3). But Mill is not saying diat die economists themselves 
have to make moral judgements, only diat diey have to understand how human soci
ety in fact works. This is hardly revoludonary, but it is true diat today’s economists 
somedmes seem to forget how people’s behaviour is influenced by their nodons of 
right and wrong. Robert Rowdiom takes them to task for this, calling to mind a dis
covery made earlier by C. Nordicote Parkinson:

One chain store organisadon ... dispensed widi dme cards, complaint reports
and stockroom forms. It was agreed to assume that all concerned are honest;
partly because diey are and partly because it would sdll be cheaper even if
diey were no t {Iii-Ihws and Outlaws,]o\\n Murray, London, 1962, p. 125)

Another way diat diese audiors encourage us to link economics and ethics is by 
using economic mediods to investigate the origins of morality. There is now a consid-
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erable body of work on contractarian ethics, pioneered by writers such as Robert Ax
elrod, Michael Taylor and Robert Sugden, showing how moral rules could emerge 
spontaneously as a system of conventions among basically self-interested agents. Con
tractarian ethics draws on the modem techniques of game theory, but also on the in
sights of tlie founders of economics (and of modem philosophy), David Hume and 
Adam Smith.

This account of where morality comes from is endorsed by Rowdiom and, more 
reluctandy, by Jeremy Shearmur. Shearmur has trouble accepting that one can believe 
in morality widiout claiming some factual basis for it He seems to be concerned that 
a morality based on convention would be no more dian a fiction, and diat its effec
tiveness could not survive die exposure of its origins. This concern is taken to ex
tremes by Yanis Varoufakis, who gives a good account of the contractarian model but 
persists in seeing it as an ‘illusion’, amounting to the ‘abolidon of morality’ (pp. 166-7). 
Is it really very different, diough, from die Socratean scepticism he praises on page 
161? Varoufakis claims to follow Shearmur in treating Smith as fundamentally 
amoral, but diis strikes me as revisionism run amok.

The dangers involved in de-mystifying morality by exposing its human origins are 
genuine enough. But diese dangers are going to have to be faced sooner or later, be
cause continued mystification just isn’t a viable strategy. W e need, as Varoufakis says, 
‘die courage to see our ediical beliefs as social artefacts’ (p. 171). Moreover, diere is a 
lot more to common morality dian an ‘invisible hand’ network of conventions; centu
ries of audioritarian rulers and religious leaders have imposed rules for their own pur
poses. Shearmur worries whedier we can now do widiout religion, but trade and mo
rality surely predate religion and die state, and must ultimately be able to do widiout 
diem.

Economists have something of a tradition of ignoring complexities like diese. The 
utilitarian tradition in economics gets good coverage in diis book (see for example 
Coats’s remarks on page 95), but we are left unclear as to die underlying relationship. 
Does die economic frame of mind predispose one to utilitarian ediics? O r docs die 
sort of calculation required in utilitarianism naturally translate to economic reasoning? 
Or is it all just a historic coincidence? There is room here for further work; a good 
starting point might be trying to explain die tendency towards selfish and amoral atti
tudes reported of graduate students in economics (p. 19).

There is a great deal else in diis book diat I shall have to leave readers to discover 
for themselves. There is interesting historical material, especially from Shearmur, 
Coats and White (aldiough beware die tendency of historians to exaggerate die impor
tance of die controversies dieir characters engaged in); a typically thoughtful contribu
tion from Brennan; and provocative but ultimately unconvincing attacks on capitalism 
from Varoufakis and Flora Gill. In total, it gives us an example of interdisciplinary 
scholarship at its best

Charles Richardson is a consulting philosopher and freelance writer living in 
Umina, New South Wales.
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Rent-seeking in the Sciences

Terence Kealey, The Economic Laws o f Scientific Research, Macmillan,
Basingstoke, 1996

Reviewed by Eric Jones

iTRIOTISM may be the last refuge o f  a scoundrel. But Terence Kealey, a
Cambridge biochemist, would say that the last refuge is a chair in the public

.JL  understanding of science. He wishes first to persuade us that scientists are so
cially insecure, desperately competitive, authoritarian rent-seekers. He is horrifyingly 
successful at making this stick, aided by a bold, even bull-headed, willingness to show 
everyone up, whenever possible by their own embarrassing words. One of his exam
ples is die rule-sheet of a Scottish biochemistry lab which includes ‘Newspapers and 
non-scientific reading matter may not be read in the laboratory’ and ‘I will note any 
infringement of these rules on your references’.

Next, Kealey wants to establish that in the funding of science laissez faire works 
best, whereas state funding breeds ‘government failure’ —  reducing the total spent, 
distorting enquiry, and leading researchers to be treated worse Üian diey would be by 
any private employer. He does this in a clever but intensely opinionated fashion. He 
adds ballons d ’essai about everything from historical figures to technical standards, all 
wrapped in the jokiest style I can ever recall reading in an otherwise serious book. 
The polemics blur his message though diey will not blot it out for the attentive reader.

Kealey is an inquisitive student of history. He sets up many arguments as assaults 
on his own betes noires, including Francis Bacon, Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Charles 
Babbage and Matdiew Arnold. His tone may be indicated, not unfairly, by what he 
has to say about the last two. Babbage proposed a ‘Difference Engine’ which was, 
Kealey asserts, nothing more dian ‘a mechanised abacus’. He ‘squeezed no less than 
17,000 pounds out of die Government to build his Engine (when die average wage 
was 2 pounds a week)’ (p. 80), and, after fruidessly exhausdng diis grant, switched his 
goal to an ‘Analytical Engine’ that used punch cards. The government balked at diis 
second project,

which dien prompted Babbage into doing the one original diing in his whole 
life. He inaugurated die tradidon by which prominent sciendsts denounced 
die government for neglccdng science. His Decline o f  Science in Britain was 
published, widi true Babbage incompetence, in 1830, the year before Faraday 
made die most important of Britain’s contribudons to science, die discovery 
of electromagnedc induedon ... (p. 81)

Matthew Arnold’s diesis was not at all original: die Germans are coming. ‘He 
believed dial Bismarck’s Polytekniks and Hochschulen would thrust Germany into 
sciendfic, technological and industrial dominance.’ Britain’s free market could not 
generate comparable insdtudons because, ‘the free market is quite incapable of plan-
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ning aiiytliing on a national scale, oh no. This is, of course, rubbish’ (p. 343). Cer
tainly, Kealey presents useful, even damning, evidence of the failures of state funding 
in Germany and Japan. By and large I accept his Smithian view. An open society, the 
free market and (less obviously) private investment do seem to deliver better scientific 
and technological results. W hat relying more on private funding might do for the cul
tural industries, and how salutary such a change might be, are different issues. As far 
as science goes, it remains a pity that rhetorical passages like those concerning Charles 
Babbage and Matthew Arnold —  and there are plenty of them —  may irritate some 
readers into discounting the central message.

The book’s first 138 pages consist of several chapters of economic history, mostly 
British, from prehistoric times to the 20th century. These dwell on familiar topics like 
industrialisation and the comparative performance of Britain, Germany and Japan 
from the late 19th century. The chapters on the industrial revolution discuss standard 
examination topics of the genre: ‘did the steam engine owe more to science than sci
ence owed to the steam engine’. The larger aim is always to show that laissez faire 
wins; the particular aims are to invalidate various propositions about the indispensabil
ity of science to technology and growth. Answers: new technology comes from old 
technology, not from new science, as free markets rapidly discover. Industry will fund 
all the science you really need. If you want economic growth, leave the market alone 
to allocate resources.

Yet diese chapters are largely beside die point The extent to which history makes 
die case depends a litde too much on die way it is set ou t The economic history is a 
strange mixture of die intelligent, the informadve, die amateurish and die deplorable, 
like  many scienUsts who turn dieir hand to history, Kealey tosses strict mediod out of 
die window. A tenet of die sciendfic mediod is diat experiments have to be recorded 
in such a way that future experimenters may replicate diem. Kealey, for all his reading 
in anodier field’s literature, does not permit die reader to check his sources. He 
supplies end-notes widiout page references, which would oblige die reader to hunt for 
quotadons dirough works as long as die whole of die ‘Encyclopedia Britannica, 17di 
edidon’. No one is going to do diat. I do not suppose an audior could get away widi 
such sloppiness in biochemistry; it is unacceptable in economic history.

At die heart of die book lie diree laws, which are propounded and defended by 
regular social scientific means. They are empirical relationships established by inter
national comparisons of non-military R&D funding and GDP. The first law of fund
ing for civil R&D states tiiat die percentage of national GDP spent rises widi national 
GDP per capita: diat is, diat rich countries do more scientific work dian poor ones. 
Citation analysis further suggests diat ‘die richer die country, die better die science’. 
The second law states diat public and private funding displace one anodier. The diird 
law adds diat die displacements are not equal: public funding displaces more dian it 
supplies. This has die force of saying diat if governments raise taxes on industry to 
support their own programs diey will reduce private investment disproportionately.

Kealey’s laws seem adequately founded in regression analyses, give or take the 
calibre and appropriateness of die available data. But it is easy to see why his conclu
sions are resisted when the scientific establishment is accustomed to securing its funds
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in political markets, by cosy agreements in committees, by rigging peer review, and 
similar devices. In a period when the proportions of state and private funding are 
changing, scientists living on government grants are bound to feel threatened. At the 
same time, more specific project funding and less by way of block grants is raising up a 
generation of workers on short-term contracts, chivvied like gipsies from lab to lab. 
Kealey suggests something by way of remedy without allowing this effect to detract 
from his broader conclusions.

Keaiey’s style and message have both proved infuriating to conventional, publicly- 
funded scientists. He is the enfant terrible of British science and an ogre to its funding 
agencies. In the 1980s the scientific establishment was bleating loudly that British sci
ence was in decline (shades of Babbage), so even more government money was 
needed. Contradicting this so trenchantly brought Kealey up against the unforgiving 
proponents of conventional wisdom, who also tended to be anti-Thatcherites. How
ever, he bravely persisted; for instance, he continued to demolish the ‘declinist’ publi
cations of workers in the Science Policy Research Unit of Sussex University, though at 
what cost to his career one cannot say. Ironically, government spending cuts may 
transform his views into acceptable rationalisations of the turn towards private funds.

This is a curate’s egg of a book. It is astonishingly well-informed, full of tough 
reasoning and crammed with hilariously damaging quotations about the rent-seeking 
on which natural scientists spend so much of their time. The better parts are truly 
hard-hitting. They are supported by evidence drawn from reading so wide as to make 
one wonder whether the author ever sleeps. Happily, the weaker parts, largely those 
dealing with history, seldom turn out to undermine the main case that private funding 
of research is more effective than state funding. "Hie relentless demonstrations of this 
must come as a revelation to those of us conditioned by government subsidies and 
bureaucratic control. Experience may have made many of us suspicious of these ap
proaches; this work will crystallise our suspicions.

"Hie book as a whole is hard to appraise without close reading, an exercise which 
sadly feels rather like fighting through the Ixx'age. A more disciplined hand might 
have made the case easier to follow but, to be fair, would have been unlikely to expose 
and stop up so many rent-seekers’ bolt-holes in such a devilishly entertaining way. A 
duller author might have deprived us of the eye-popping examples of conniving and 
farce that surround the government funding of science. My conclusion is that the ef
fort required to study this quirky text is well worth it overall.

Eric Jones is a Professorial Associate at the Melbourne Business School.
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NON-AGENDA

With the view of causing an increase to take place in the mass of national wealth, or 
with a view to increase of the means either of subsistence or enjoyment, without 
some special reason, the general rule is, that nothing ought to be done or attempted 
by government. The motto, or watchword of government, on these occasions, 
ought to be —  Be quiet. . . Whatever measures, therefore, cannot be justified as 
exceptions to that rule, may be considered as non-agenda on the part of govern
ment.

----- Jeremy Bentham (c. 1801)

The Alice Springs-Darwin Rail Line: 
National Development Project or Political Gesture?

Keith Trace

r r ^ H E  Australian government’s recent allocation of $100m to help ‘kick-start’ 
the Alice Springs-Darwin rail project has renewed debate about the benefits 
and costs of this long-promised but controversial rail link. First mooted 

seriously in 1911, the north-south rail link has a chequered history. The South 
Australian government’s narrow gauge line from Port Augusta to Oodnadatta (SA) 
was opened in 1891, being extended to Alice Springs by the then Commonwealth 
Government Railway in 1929. This line, subject to frequent flooding and washouts, 
was later replaced by a standard gauge line, built on a new alignment, from Tarcoola 
(on the east-west transcontinental line) to Alice Springs. Earlier, a line running 
south from Darwin to Pine Creek, built by South Australia, was opened in 1889. 
The Commonwealth government assumed responsibility for this line in 1918, ex
tending it to Larrimah in 1929. The opening of these lines in the late 19th and early 
20th centuries may be thought of as an attempt to develop a north-south link in
crementally or by stealth. Closure of the Darwin line in the 1950s left Alice Springs 
as the railhead for the Northern Territory.

There have been a number of investigations of the feasibility of an Alice 
Springs-Darwin rail line. Recent studies include those by the Committee on Darwin 
(1995), headed by former New South Wales premier Neville Wran, by the Daewoo 
Corporation, and a post-Wran study by the South Australian and Northern Terri
tory transport departments. The Committee on Darwin concluded that: the rail line

Keith Trace is Associate Professor o f Economics at Monash University.
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was not presently viable; public interest arguments alone would not justify its im
mediate construction; and the $1 billion rail link should be built only when it be
comes economically viable, probably after 2005. The Wran Committee found fur
ther that building the line in the immediate future would require the Common
wealth government to commit $588m on top of existing commitments of $100m 
each by the South Australian and Northern Territory governments (Committee on 
Darwin, 1995). Predictably, the Wran Committee’s findings were not greeted widi 
any enthusiasm by the South Australian and Northern Territory governments.

The Daewoo Corporation’s 1995 feasibility study of the Alice Springs-Darwin 
rail line and associated Darwin port development suggested that an investment of $ 1 
billion would be required to build the 1,500km line linking Darwin to the national 
rail network, while a further $200m would be required to build new port facilities at 
Darwin. Daewoo’s managing director was quoted as saying that he was confident 
that the project would attract $600m of private sector investment, so long as Austra
lian governments agreed to match the private sector contribution (Daily Commer
cial News, 10 July 1995).

The Howard Government’s recent $100m offer thus falls well short of the 
commitment sought from the Commonwealth by the South Australian and North
ern Territory governments and considerably short of that considered necessary by 
the Committee on Darwin and by the Daewoo Corporation, thus raising doubts as 
to the Commonwealth’s enthusiasm for the project. However, the Commonwealth 
has pledged to give the Tarcoola-Alice Springs line to the private sector consortium 
chosen to build the Alice Springs-Darwin line and has also raised the possibility that 
the chosen private sector developer will be able to raise capital by issuing infrastruc
ture bonds.

The Commonwealth government’s commitment may still be characterised as 
lukewarm. But die project appears to be developing some momentum. The Soudi 
Australian and Northern Territory governments, which have each committed 
$100m to die rail project, have set up the AustralAsia Railway Corporadon to over
see die tendering process (Daily Commercial News, 27 August 1997). Soudi Aus
tralian Premier John Olsen has announced a global advertising campaign designed 
to attract potendal private sector investors. The Northern Territory government is 
developing new port facilities at East Arm in Darwin, viewed as integral to any at
tempt to develop Darwin as a shipping hub, and has pledged to transfer part owner
ship of die port to die chosen private sector investor(s).

The Adelaide-Alice Springs-Darwin rail line faces potendal compeddon from 
an even more grandiose project seeking to link Melbourne, Brisbane and Darwin 
dirough a high-speed trunk railway. This project envisages a standard-gauge link 
between Melbourne and Brisbane via Albury, Cootamundra, Parkes, Dubbo, 
Moree and Toowoomba. There are plans to extend die line from die Darling 
Downs, dirough the grazing districts of inland Queensland, to Kadierine and Dar
win. The completed Melboume-Darwin line is esdmated to cost $10 billion.
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Current Viability

The volume of freight currently flowing to and from Darwin appears insufficient to 
warrant construction of the Alice Springs-Darwin line. Darwin’s exports, valued at 
$1.1 billion in 1994/95, consist mainly of minerals and fuels mined in the Northern 
Territory and the northwest of Western Australia, including zinc and lead concen
trates, bauxite, alumina, uranium and crude oil. Other exports include the ship
ment of live cattle to Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Brunei, a trade which 
has grown rapidly in the 1990s. The dominant import trade is in petroleum prod
ucts.

Darwin is primarily a bulk port, with seemingly limited opportunities for the 
capture of bulk freight flows by the proposed Alice Springs-Darwin railway. The 
volume of freight that the line could potentially capture has been the subject of de
bate. The Wran Committee concluded that the base load freight capturable by the 
line was of die order of 800,000 tonnes (Travers Morgan et al., 1995:32). However, 
the Northern Territory government has disputed this estimate, arguing that the pro
posed rail line should be able to capture 50-60 per cent of the 2.5m tonnes of inter
state freight estimated by the Australian Bureau of Statistics (as quoted Daily Com
mercial News, 21 July 1995) to he shipped annually to and from the Darwin region. 
If correct, this would imply an annual freight flow of between 1.25 and 1.5m tonnes, 
excluding landbridge traffic (Daily Commercial News, 21 July 1995). Given the 
nature of freight flows to and from Darwin, the Wran Committee’s estimates ap
pear more realistic: the proposed rail line is unlikely to capture a significant propor
tion of either interstate bulk mineral cargoes (which are more suited to sea than 
land transport) or the live catUe trade (which appears likely to be retained by road 
transport). The volume of current traffic capturable by rail would not be sufficient 
to warrant the construction of the new line.

The present pattem of Darwin shipping services reflects the special needs of its 
export and import trades. Most vessels calling at Darwin are bulk carriers em
ployed in the carriage of minerals or fuel. Exports of live cattle are handled by spe
cialist shipping operators. Relatively small volumes of general (containerised) car
goes are handled by die port: Darwin handled only 2,000 container movements a 
year in die mid-1990s, compared widi about 700,000 at Melbourne. The small 
scale of container shipment to and from Darwin limits the number of scheduled 
sailings to and from Singapore to around two a mondi. Flexible local operators 
employing small vessels (c.200teu capacity) offer a mix of scheduled and un
scheduled voyages linking Darwin widi a number of Asian ports. Given the limited 
size of vessels employed, freight rates are reladvely high. The limited volume of 
trade between Darwin and Asian ports discourages major operators entering the 
trade.

The scale of present freight flows does not jusdfy the construcdon of the Dar- 
win-Alice Springs rail line. The viability of the line depends essendally on the flows 
of freight and passengers that might be created following its construcdon.

20-foot equivalent unit.
1
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Long-run Viability

The long-term viability of the Alice Springs-Danvin rail line depends on the flows of 
passengers and freight that can be persuaded to use the new artery.

The South Australian and Northern Territory governments argue that the 
Adelaide-Darwin rail line will make possible the export of substantial volumes of 
coal and minerals from as yet unopened mines in the northern part of South Aus
tralia and the Northern Territory; Premier Olsen claims that completion of the 
north-south rail link ‘(has) the potential to open up vast mineral resources in the 
northern part of SA and provide the State’s exporters with the same capacity to ac
cess Australian markets which Queenslanders and Western Australians have en
joyed for decades’ (quoted in Daily Commercial News, 27 August 1997). However, 
sea is a much more efficient mode of transport than rail for bulk cargoes: econo
mies of ship size enable bulk cargoes to be carried by sea at a fraction of the cost of 
rail or road transport. Under normal circumstances, mineral ores, coal, and agricul
tural products are therefore railed to the nearest port for on-carriage by sea. Nor is 
it clear why mines in the northern parts of South Australia depend on the construc
tion of the Alice Springs-Darwin line, given the likelihood that their products would 
flow southward on the already completed Tarcoola-Alice Springs line for export 
through South Australian ports.

Prospective mining projects arc subject to detailed feasibility studies and may or 
may not come to fruition. While some mines may indeed come on stream, and a 
proportion of diese may use die line if built, it would seem unwise to base die case 
for die line’s opening on freight flows which may or may not eventuate.

The long-term viability of die Alice Springs-Darwin rail line appears to depend 
heavily on die scale of container flows diat can be attracted to die Port of Darwin. 
Darwin aspires to be die northern end of a Nordi-Soudi ‘landbridge’, making its 
port a hub for trade between Australia and Asia. The Northern Territory govern
ment hopes to encourage the railing of freight flowing in eidier direction between 
Sydney/Melbourne and Asia to Darwin, for transhipment on to fast freighters 
bound for Asian hub ports. Proponents of a Darwin hub argue that it offers signifi
cant lime savings over die direct sea voyage from Sydney/Melboume to Asia.

As is die case widi bulk cargoes, economies of vessel size mean diat it is much 
cheaper to transport containers by sea dian by land transport. The cost of trans
porting a container by ship from Sydney/Melbourne to Singapore, Hong Kong or 
Kaohsiung is significandy lower dian the cost of railing the container to Darwin for 
on-carriage by ship, even if the vessel sailing from Darwin to Singapore is compa
rable in size to diat employed between Sydney/Melboume and Singapore. The 
benefit of using the rail-sea route via Darwin is die saving in time, not in out-of- 
pocket costs.

Highly valuable and/or highly dme-sensitive cargoes are normally shipped by 
air. Since rail-sea via Darwin would take significandy longer than air transport, 
highly valuable and/or highly dme-sensidve cargoes will condnue to be shipped by 
air. Similarly, die shippers of lower value and/or less time-sensidve cargoes will be
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unwilling or unable to pay a premium for the more costly rail-sea via Darwin alter
native. So the Darwin rail-sea route will attract only a portion of the total cargo 
shipped between Australia and Asia: cargo for which air freight is too expensive but 
which requires faster transport than is currendy offered by shipping lines. The size 
of this pool of eligible cargo may be disputed, but it is unlikely to constitute more 
than a small proportion of total containerised cargo flowing between Australia and 
Asia. Other things being equal, the size of the pool will depend on the time savings 
available by routing cargo through Darwin and on the size and speed of vessels 
employed between Darwin and Asia. Does the Darwin hub offer significant time 
savings? And is it likely to be economically viable?

The time taken to ship a container from Melbourne to Singapore by sea may 
be compared widi the time taken in future to ship a similar container by rail to 
Darwin for on-carriage by ship to Singapore. According to die Daily Commercial 
News, 30 containership sailings were scheduled between Melbourne and Singapore 
in September 1997. The distance between Melbourne and Singapore is 3,855 nau- 
dcal miles (B I CE, 1995), and voyage dme ranges from ten to 30 days (Daily Com
mercial News). Ignoring die four sailings by Wilhelmsen and MSC, routed via East 
Asia and dierefore not compeddve on an elapsed dme basis, we are left with 26 
scheduled sailings (one every 1.15 days). The average voyage duradon for diese 
sailings was 12.3 days, vessels normally calling at Adelaide and Fremande en route 
to Singapore. Vessels sailing non-stop to Singapore typically arrive in less than ten 
days.

How long might it take to ship a container from Melbourne to Singapore via 
Darwin, assuming die Alice Springs-Darwin line is built? The rail distance between 
Melbourne and Darwin is about 4,100kms. Assuming an average speed of 
80kms/hr, well above diat currendy achievable and requiring substandal investment 
to improve secdons of track between Melbourne and Tarcoola (SA), die rail haul to 
Darwin would take 2.13 days. We assume further a twelve-hour transhipment delay 
in Darwin. The distance by sea between Darwin and Singapore is approximately 
2,150 naudeal miles. Assuming diat diere are no calls at intermediate ports, an 18- 
knot vessel would take five days to sail from Darwin to Singapore, while a 20-knot 
vessel would take 4.50 days. This would imply diat it would take between 7.13 and 
7.63 days to ship a container from Melbourne to Darwin. Under diese assump- 
dons, which must be considered very favourable to die Darwin opdon, dme savings 
of between three and five days appear possible by roudng cargo via Darwin.

Such time savings depend crucially on the provision of a ‘seamless’ rail-sea 
service via Darwin. To match die current frequency of direct sailings from Mel
bourne, diere would have to be at least a daily rail service between Melbourne and 
Darwin. Similarly, die rail-sea route would be compeddve if and only if diere were 
daily sailings between Darwin and Singapore. Less frequent sailings would erode 
dme saving, implying diat die Darwin route would not only be more cosdy but 
would offer litde if any dme saving. A recipe for disaster! Since the cargo flow 
through Darwin would be unlikely to support daily sailings by large vessels, the cost 
differendal between vessels employed on die Melbourne-Singapore and Darwin-
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Singapore services would be significant. Shipowners offering Melboume-Singapore 
sailings would probably react to any leakage of cargo via Darwin by offering speed
ier transit (by using faster vessels and/or by reducing port calls en route) between 
Melbourne and Singapore.

The proposed Alice Springs-Darwin line should attract passenger traffic. We 
would expect such a trip to attract tourists, making it worthwhile to provide several 
services a week, perhaps even a daily service. However, under Australian condi
tions passenger services rarely contribute much towards the fixed costs of the rail 
line over which they travel. At best, we would expect passenger services to cover 
their variable costs and make a small contribution towards overhead costs.

An Assessment

For many Australians, especially those living in the Northern Territory and South 
Australia, the Alice Springs-Darwin line is a symbol of nationhood, of the linking of 
northern and southern Australia, in precisely the way that the construction of the 
Transcontinental Railway Line was of significance to Western Australians. It is also 
seen as a way of ‘doing something’ for the depressed regional economy of South 
Australia, providing substantial employment in the construction phase and some 
hope for more rapid economic growth in the future. While acknowledging the 
power of such symbols, this should not prevent us from examining the soundness 
of die underlying economics of such development projects.

The Commonwealdi government has agreed to contribute $100m towards the 
Alice Springs-Darwin railway widiout the benefit of an independent study into die 
project’s viability. As Alan Mitchell has noted (Australian Financial Review, 27 
August 1997), die Commonwealth government should never invest in major infra
structure projects widiout first commissioning a cost-benefit analysis, designed to 
measure a project’s net economic benefit, from an expert, independent body such 
as die Industry Commission or die Bureau of Transport and Communicadon Eco
nomics.

The Alice Springs-Darwin line has already failed independent scrudny; consult
ants commissioned by die Committee on Darwin found diat die Benefit Cost Rado 
of die project was only 0.8 (Travers Morgan et al., 1995). True, a later study by die 
Soudi Australian and Nordiern Territory governments esdmated a Benefit Cost 
Rado of 1.27 (as quoted by Daily Commercial News, 27 August 1997); but a study 
commissioned by such interested pardes could hardly be referred to as independ
ent.

Even if one accepts die esdmate of die Soudi Australian and Northern Terri
tory governments, die net benefits of the rail project are significandy less than those 
obtainable from odier transport investments, let alone investments in odier sectors 
of the economy. Benefit Cost Rados for the upgrading of selected secdons of Aus
tralian National’s east-west track are significandy higher dian diose for the Darwin 
railway. Further, the Allen Consulting Group (1993) notes diat die now abandoned 
Very Fast Train project reported a Benefit Cost Rado of 2, while the Victorian Pas
senger Transport Corporation (Allen Consulting Group, 1993) has reported Bene-
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fit Cost Ratios of 2.01 for the electrification of the Sydenham rail line and ranging 
from 1.59 to 3.40 for the introduction of double-decked trains on the Melbourne 
suburban system. Benefit Cost Ratios relating to urban road construction are even 
higher, with estimates of 6.0 for urban arterial roads, 4.8 for urban freeways, and 2.1 
for rural national roads (Allen Consulting Group, 1993). In short, there are a range 
of transport projects which would appear to offer much higher returns than the Al
ice Springs-Darwin rail line. In Alan Mitchell’s colourful language ‘if Australia can’t 
find something better to do with the $1.3 billion plus that build the Alice Springs- 
Darwin railway, the economy must be very deep in the doo-doo’{Australian Finan
cial Review, 27 August 1997).

Alternatives to the Alice Springs-Darwin Railway

Are there alternative, less costly ways to develop Darwin? Freeing up coastal ship
ping may be one way of lessening the transport cost disadvantage borne by Darwin, 
thereby encouraging the expansion of the Northern Territory economy. The 
coastal trading provisions of the Navigation Act reserve Australia’s coastal trade for 
licensed vessels. licences are issued subject to the conditions that crews are paid 
Australian wage rates while engaged in coastal trading and that the vessel (s) do not 
receive foreign government subsidies. While there is provision to allow foreign-flag 
vessels to trade on the coast under Single or Continuing Voyage Permits, in practice 
(if not in principle) Australia has adopted a policy of cabotage, reserving its coastal 
trades for vessels flying the Australian flag. The Coalition government is committed 
to abolishing cabotage. This should create a more competitive and dynamic coastal 
shipping industry, encouraging service innovation (especially by allowing shipowners 
to combine coastal and international voyages) and opening up costal trades to ves
sels with lower capital and operating costs.

More intensive use of modem road technology should also help to develop 
Darwin. The existing Adelaide-Darwin highway provides a high level of service and, 
given forecast traffic flows, will continue to provide a high level of service until at 
least 2015 (National Transport Planning Taskforce, 1995). Australian National has 
pioneered the use of RoadRailers on die Alice Springs corridor. More intensive 
use of Üiis system should enable containers to be delivered to Darwin in almost the 
same time as would be possible using die proposed rail line, and at a fracdon of die 
capital cost. Use of modem muld-trailer units (B-doubles and B-triples) should en
able an expansion of bulk commodity exports through Darwin.

Concluding Comments

We may wonder whether the Commonwealth, Soudi Australian and Northern 
Territory contribudons, totalling $300m, will prove sufficient to call forth private

2
A RoadRailer is a road transport trailer that can be transferred directly to rail from road with no lift

ing. RoadRailer combines the advantages o f  low cost, high-quality rail line-haul and the convenience of 
easy road delivery at origin and destination. See Bureau o f Industry Economics (1993).
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sector investment of $700m. Cynics may ask whether the Commonwealth’s ofieir of 
$100m is a gesture or political stunt. The coincidence of the timing of the rail p ro 
posal with elections in the Northern Territory and South Australia should notl be 
ignored.

As presently proposed, the Alice Springs-Darwin line appears a high-risk v/en- 
ture. Independent estimates of Benefit Cost Ratios suggest that the project gener
ates relatively limited benefits, and that the funds already pledged by Australian gov
ernments might yield substantially higher rates of return if applied to other projects 
within or outside the transport sector. Development projects such as the AJice 
Springs-Darwin rail line attract support through their appeal to the heartstrings, lln a 
world in which resources are limited, choices made on such a basis may detract 
from long-term growth and prosperity.
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